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DYING WITH DIGNITY: DIFFICULT TIMES,
DIFFICULT CHOICES
TUESDAY, OCTOBER 1, 1985
HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES,
SELECT COMMITTEE ON AGING,

Washington, DC

The committee met, pursuant to notice, at 10 a.m., in room 345,
Cannon House Office Building, Hon. Edward R. Roybal (chairman
of the committee) presiding.
Members present: Representatives Roybal, Biaggi, Ford of Tennessee, Hughes, Lloyd, Mica, Vento, Frank, Gordon, Snowe, Wortley, McCain, Boehlert, Bentley, Meyers, Blaz, Henry, Kolbe, and
Schuette.
Staff present: Fernando Torres-Gil; staff director, Gary Christopherson, professional staff; Christinia Mendoza, professional staff;
Joan Densberger, professional staff; Nancy Smith, professional staff;
Judith Lee, executive assistant; and Carolyn Griffith, staff assistant.
OPENING STATEMENT OF CHAIRMAN EDWARD R. ROYBAL

The CHAIRMAN. Ladies and gentlemen, today's hearing is being
held on behalf of those who have a terminal illness and cannot be
here with us to share their concerns. They cannot share with us
the conflicting pressures that they face and the difficult choices
placed upon them as well as their families, their friends, their physicians, and society as a whole.
This issue is critical. We consider that the terminally ill have
been placed in a "Catch-22" situation. On the one side are the pressures from policymakers who cite the high cost of caring and from
some who imply that the terminally ill have a duty to die. On the
other side are the health care providers who press the terminally
ill to not refuse medical treatment and to live as long as modern
medical technology will allow. The terminally ill are trapped in the
middle. They are, indeed, trapped in a "Catch-22" situation. The purpose of this hearing is to make the public and the Congress aware
of these conflicting pressures and to fmd ways to relieve these conflicting pressures for the elderly and nonelderly persons who are
dying.

Clearly, these pressures on the terminally ill need to be reduced.
State and Federal governments need to act to reduce cost-related
pressures on those who have terminal illness and to give them the
legal vehicle which will give them adequate control over their final
days. Further, now is the time for physicians and other health care
providers to become even more sensitive to and supportive of th e
final wishes of America's terminally ill.
In this hearing and in a special study released today, we have
described the dilemma facing America'at,erminally ill ptersons. This
is one issue that is frighten')
thilse *Tioqtre ill, but
(1)
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)f us who are not ill. No one is exempt from dying and nothmore important than to preserve the dignity of life. Many of
this room are still able to assist those who have a terminal
and to better prepare for our own deaths. Let's act positivelet's act quickly.
is a most important subject as expressed in today's hearing
Dying With Ingnity: Difficult Times and Difficult Choices."
we have today four distinguished witnesses who will present
iews in just a few moments. But before we do that, the Chair
recognize Congressman Henry.
STATEMENT OF REPRESENTATIVE PAUL B. HENRY

HENRy. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. I commend you on really
succinct statement of the dilemma that faces us. Clearly, the
rs of modern science and medical technology have imposed
)thical choices for which few of us are prepared. Few of us in

ngress and our society at large, medical health care providwe struggle to honor life, the dignity. of life and, yet at the
time, there are new ways contending with the issue as to
s life; what is dignity and life. And we are contesting with
nal traditions in a way in which we have not had to do so
look forward to this hearing. I am sure it will be profitable.
will ask Mr. Chairman, if I might, that other members of the
ttee and interested organizations would have an opportunity
nit written testimony for the record up to 2 weeks after this
g.

CHAIRMAN. Without objection, that will be the order. Anyone

ishes to submit testimony, that is not actually testifying, can
a writing. It will be included in the report that will be made
'committee.

es and gentlemen, our first witness
HUGHES. Mr. Chairman.
CHAIRMAN. Mr. Hughes.

rATEMENT OF REPRESENTATIVE WILLIAM J. HUGHES

HUMES. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. I am pleased that the
Committee has chosen to examine this difficult and imporsue. And I want t* congratulate you on convening this par' hearing.

Tess is often a two-edged sword. Rarely are great advances
in any field that do not create problems in learning how to
rith them. This has never been more true than with the mius advances we have witnessed in medical technology over
=se of our lifetimes.
was a time, not so long ago, when there was nothing so

is the distinction between life and death. We are gratefte
iodern medicine haz enabled us to save and improve lives
Duld not be saved in the past, but it has also, to a certain
, blurred the distinction between life and death, creating
rns that could not even have been imagined 20 or 30 years
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We are faced with a number of extremely difficult questions.
How do we strike a balance between the responsibilities of the
medical community and, indeed, our society as a whole and the
rights of the terminally ill? Who makes the final decision? To what

extent should the Government involve itself in these particular

issues?

We are fortunate to have the help of a number of excellent witnesses in examining these questions. I look forward to hearing
their testimony, and I am particularly happy to see our illustrious

Senator from New York. It is nice to see you, Senator.
I give back the balance of the time now.
The CHAIRMAN. Thank you, Mr. Hughes.
Mr. Gordon.

STATEMENT OF REPRESENTATIVE BART GORDON

Mr. GORDON. Mr. Chairman, I am very grateful for the opportunity to be present for this very significant hearing. The Select Com-

mittee on Aging has taken important steps to address ways to enhance the quality of life for older Americans. Yet no issue is more
difficult than the one we face today. We need to hear from the terminally ill, their families, and health providers who care for them
so that we in Congress may be more sensitive to their needs and
wishes. We must ensure that their final days are filled with honor
and self respect.
Hopefully, today we can begin to find some answers to the troubling dilemmas facing America's terminally ill.
The CHAIRMAN. Thank you, Mr. Gordon.

Mr. Wortley.

STATEMENT OF REPRESENTATIVE GEORGE C. WORTLEY

Mr. WORTLEY. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. I appreciate your calling this hearing today.
The subject of this hearing is undoubtedly one of the most difficult and emotional problems facing society today. It is difficult for

the person who is dying, his or her family, and the doctors and
other members of the health care team. Death and dying has been
close to being a taboo subject in the past. I suspect because it is a
subject which is unpleasant and disturbing, we have preferred to
ignore it. This reluctance to face reality has augmented the problems and the trauma of an already traumatic situation.
I am encouraged by the efforts of this hearing to approach the
subject of dying in a more open, compassionate and humane
manner.

I would like to add my personal welcome to today's witnesses
who are testifying here today to promote our common goal of allowing those who are dying to do so with dignity and with comfort.
I would like to particularly pay a special tribute to my fellow New
Yorker, the distinguished Senator Jacob K. Javits. Senator, it is an
honor and a privilege to have you testifying before this committee
today. In your own struggle, I wish you strength and God's blessing.

Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
The CHAIRMAN. Thank you.
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Th, Chair will now request that anyone that has a statement to
make, any member, that their statement be included in the record

at this point. This is due to the fact that we must hurry on and

hear from the witnesses that are the important people in this hearing.

[The prepared statements of Representatives Hammerschmidt

and Snowe follow]

PREPARED STATEMENT OF REPRESENTATIVE JOHN PAUL HAMMERSCHMIDT

Mr. Chairman, thank you for holding this hearing today so that we can look at
the right-to-die issue and its effect on older persons, their families, and their physicians.

As members of the Select Committee on Aging, it's important for us to be aware
of all issues concerning older persons, including those legislated on the State level.
For this reason, today's hearing is timely. By examining the emotional and economic factors leading to decisions about whether a person chooses not to prolong his life
through life-sustaining apparatus or medical treatments, I'm hopeful that we can
better understand the growing trend toward these decisions by older persons. In addition, we can better understand the role of State courts and legislatures in this decision making process.
Because of advances in medical technology, ways have been developed for keeping

people with terminal illnesses alive for long periods of time. As a result, many ethical and economic decisions not previously at issue have arisen. It's important to
note, however, that currently the laws pertaining to death and dying are State laws.
It's my understanding that the State have been looking at these issues for some
time now and have responded legislatively when necessary. It would seem then that
this issue is one which may best be left under the jurisdiction of State legislatures.
They, more than the Federal Government, are aware of the attitudes of their respective States, and thus may be better able to make laws pertaining to sensitive
issues such as death and dying.

Mr. Chairman, thank you again for holding this hearing. I'm looking forward to
hearing the testimony for our distinguished witnesses.
PREPARED STATEMENT OF REPRESENTATIVE OLYMPIA J. SNOINE

Thank yon Mr. Chairman. I want to commend you for holding this hearing on a
very important topic which we as a society tend to rhy away fromhow to cope
with the inevitability of death.
I also want to say how pleased I am to again see my friend, the Honorable Jacob
Javits. We all know of le outstanding contributions he made in the Senate and the
energy and dedicaV
with which he served. I think we should also praise his continued work in the held of foreign affairs and on other issues of concern.
I know the members look forward to his participation today as we discuss this
very important topicdying with dignity.
The notion of the right-to-die is peculiar to our times. While Ow issue is not new,
modern technology has changed our understanding of life and death. To the fear of
dying we have now added the fear of dying without dignity. We have grown to view
with horror the dying process more than death itself. Being left as a helpless patient in an institution, subjected to invasive treatment, even though there is no
hope of recovery, is a powerful image. This fear has lead to the formation across the

Nation of "right-to-die" organizations with the goal of obtaining legislation to provide the terminally ill person, who no longer is alole to communicate, with some control over dying process.
Until recently, to die was not generally conceived of as a right. To die was every-

one's fate. To die "well" was to die with courage, faith and resignation. Today, to
die "well" has taken on a different meaning. In the case of the terminal patient
without awareness or prospect of regaining it, dying "well" means being allowed to
die without being sustained by artificial means.
The Living Will is a declaration which allows a person to instruct his or her physician to withhold extraordinary medical treatment in the final stages of a terminal
illness. These wills have been adopted in 35 States and the District of Columbia and
are being considered by all but two of the remaining States. An example of a Living
Will is the one adopted by my own State of Maine just last month. It reads:
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"If I should have an incurable or irreversible condition that will cause my death
within a short time, and if I am unable to parecipate in decisions regarding my
medical treatment, I direct my attending physician to withhold or withdraw proce-

dures that merely prolong the dying process and are not necessary to my comfort or
freedom from pain."

I think it is important to emphasize that we are not talking about leaving the

patient in pain 3r discomfort, but rather providing only the necessary medication or
equipment to make the patient comfortable during his or her final moments.
While the Living Will provides us with an important ingredient to assist us in
decision making, problems may still arise. In many situations, the Living Will legislation has not been sufficient to guarantee patient's rights. The next step is, therefore, to designate a family member, friend or other individual to speak for the pa-

tient if he or she is no longer able to communicate. Although all 50 States have
provisions for designating a durable power of attorney, only about 10 States have
extended the power into the medical context. From the patient's perspective, an
agent would help to assure that an incapacitated patient receives treatment in accordance with his or her own wishes.

As it becomes more and more complex to define the biological boundaries of
human life with the advance of technology, it also becomes increasingly important
for the individual tl have the right to determine at what point he or she wants to
die and thereby maintain dignity in death.

Mr. ROYBAL. The first witness is a former Senator from the State

of New York. He served in the Senate of the United States from
1957 to 1981. And may I say that he established an excellent record
as a U.S. Senator, a fighter for the rights of the people.

He at present is an attorney, or has been an attorney for a long
time, and has offices here in Washington, DC, and also in New
York. But he is here to make a very important presentation.
Senator Javits, may I welcome you to this committee. Thank you,
first of all, for all you have done. I know of your work since you
left the Senate of the United States. I would like to welcome you
and ask you to proceed in any manner that you may desire.
STATEMENT OF HON. JACOB K. JAVITS, FORMER U.S. SENATOR
FROM THE STATE OF NEW YORK; ACCOMPANIED BY BARBARA
MISHKIN, ATTORNEY

Senator JAVITS. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.

I am accompanied today by Ms. Barbara Mishkin, who is a
lawyer in Washington with the firm of Hogan & Hartson, and who
was Deputy Director of the President's Commission on Ethics in
the Medical Profession; and addressed herself in many cases to the
subject we are considering in this hearing. I consider Ms. Mishkin
an authority on the case law which is involved. And she will be advising me on that subject as we go along.

I would like to thank the members who have appeared this

morning and thank the chairman for conducting and maugurating

this hearing on the House side, and thank those members who
have aedressed themselves to this subject.
I served here for four terms in the House, and I realize the range

of responsibility. And I am grateful that so many members have

shown up this morning. I thank especially those from my neighbor-

ing States, New York and New Jersey, for their interest and the
nice things they have said about me. I also thank the chairman.
My statement is as follows.

The United States is now coming into a greater maturity about
dying. It must be understood that as an adult people, all of us are
terminal, and that as the Bible teaches, the road which opens with
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birth leads to the grave. Birth and death are the most singular

events we experience and, therefore, the contemplation of death as
of birth should be a thing of beauty.and not of *nobility.
The new factor that has come into our lives is medical technology which can sustain life even when the ability to decide for oneself or the competence to do so, when the brain is gone, are not
present. It is for this reason that public policy and rational morality and humanity demand that we organize our society so that the
right to die may be accompanied by that dignity which equals the
joy of birth. It is for this reason that laws are now established in
many States to implement this concept.
I am personally in the position which concentrates the mind on
this subject because I am afflicted with a terminal illness. And so I
take a profound interest in this subject, and believe, Mr. Chairman,

that legislation at the Federal and State level is very much in

order in dealing with the dilemma which you have referred to in
your opening statement. And one of the ways in which this can be
done is through ascertaining the wishes of the individual who is
facing this awesome decision.

In this area, I believe that living wills and durable powers-of-at-

torney can be very helpful. They areliving wills, or what are

called a desire for a natural death, are ncw recognized under the
laws of 35 states and the District of Columbia. My written statement specifies the States which do not as yet have living will laws.
They include my own State of New York, which is now considering
such a statute.

Under the living will laws, an individual may, when mentally
competent, make a decision as to medical treatment, and certainly
when competent enough to have made an ordinary will, leaving
property, et cetera. Under these laws and under such a living will,
which, as I say, has no more formality than the ordinary testimentary disposition, one can determine for himself that when he has
lost all mental power to decide on whether life-sustaining equipment should be used to extend his life, whether that equipment

may be withdrawn with his consent even though at the time of

withdrawal he or she is no longer competent mentally to express a
will as to the disposition of his own body.
A living will may, of course, be revoked or may be challenged in
the courts if abused. For example, if it is contended and proven by
clear and convincing evidence by a relative or a spiritual adviser or

by the State, that under the circumstances if then competent to
decide the individual would have decided otherwise or if for reasons of public policyfor example, the continuance of an obligation
to support minor childrenthe individual would not have decided
as he did by his living will, then the courts could order it revoked.

Nothing, of course, can be more important than the right to life
and the right not to have it terminated prematurely.
But the important aspect of a living will is that when a person
knows what he wants done with his own body, he can make that
decision binding if he then loses the mental competence to decide
when the issue is presented.

An alternative to the living will now lawful in every state

except, interestingly enough, the District of Columbia is a durable
power of attorney. iJnder it, an individual, friend, relative, physi-
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cian, legal, or religious adviser or a court may be granted authority
to make medical decisions when the person concerned is no longer
competent to make them. And here, too, abuse may be prevented
by recourse to the courts.

Now, I have read the memorandum to which the chairman re-

ferred of the catch-22 situations in which individuals facing the end
of their lives are caught. And they are heavily premised on the economic equation. Indeed, not so long ago, Governor Lamm of Colora-

do suggested that people with no real prospect of living ought to
get out of the way and stop using precious medical resources to be
kept alive. It sounded callous and probably was, but the Governor

was uttering a truth. Even in this great Nation where living or

dying should have nothing to do with money, it still is a fact that it
does, and very materially. And that is what makes the right to die
with dignity an issue of morality and humanity as well as of policy
and law. The cost of medical care with its new technologies is now
so great that only the use of the insurance principle on a national
or sectional basis can allow the optimum result of equal care for all
to prevail in our country.
And so this committee should not only consider a legal disposi,.ion like the living will or the durable power of attorney, but also
how to deal with the inequities of the cost which brings about inequalities in medical treatment.
I suggest two possibilities. One is to allow the individual to convert a good deal of what is available to him or her under a Governmental program, like Medicare and Medicaid, into home care; this
being the great area where help is possible and which is now inhibited under the law. And the second is the hospice program, which
should also be recognized as a feasible alternative.
I close by calling attention to the confusion and confrontation
which takes place in families if the individual who faces death and
is no longer able to make his own decisions has not left the necessary instructions in a living will or a durable power of attorney. I
point to the heavy responsibility borne by doctors and the medical
profession and by hospitals and other medical institutions in this
highly litigious society of which we are a part, in the absence of
some effective indication of whether the individual himself wants
to live, even if he is a vegetable or whether he has made the decision to have it over with if all hope is gone.
So these legal instruments are one way to help. And the other is
to have a more sensible and realistic system of giving what the
Government is already willing to give, to give it more intelligently.
Mr. Chairman, this is a vital question of dignity and morality.
And I hope very much that the committee will be dealing with it
accordingly.

Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
[The prepared statement of Senator Javits followsl

PREPARED STATEMENT OF HON. JACOB K. JAVITS, A FORMER U.S. SENATOR FROM THE
STATE OF NEW YORK

The United States is now coming into a greater maturity about dying. It must be
understood that as an adult 1:)eople we are all terminal and that as the Bible teaches, the road which opens with birth leads to the grave. Birth and death are the most
singular events we experience and therefore the contemplation of death as of birth
should be a thing of beauty.
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The new factor that has come into our lives is medical technology which can sus-

tain life even when the ability to decide for oneself or the competence to do so
when the brain is goneare not present. It is for this reason that public policy and
rational morality and humanity demand that we organize our society so that the
right to die may be accompanied by that dignity which equals the joy of birth. It is
for this reason that laws are now established in many states to implement this con-

cept.

Living wills are now recognized under the laws of 35 states and the District of
Columbia. Only the states of Alaska, Hawaii, Kentucky, Massachusetts, Michigan,
Minnesota, Nebraska, New Jersey, New York, North Dakota, Pennsylvania, Rhode
Island, South Carolina and South Dakota do not as yet have such laws. Under such
laws an individual may when mentally competent to make a decision as to medical

treatment or certainly under the same tests as are applicable to the validity of a
traditional will leaving property, appointing guardians for children, and establishing trusts for charity, education and research, determine for himself if when he has
lost all mental power to decide on whether life sustaining equipment shall extend
his life even though there is no probability of recovery he wishes that the equipment be withdrawn and allow nature to take its course.
Such a living will may of course be revoked or may even be challenged in the
courta if abused. For example, if it is contended and proven clearly by any party in

interest, including the state, that under the circumstances if then competent to

decidt the individual would have decided otherwise of if for reasons of public policy

the individual living will should be considered to be revoked. Nothing could of
course be more important than the right to life and the right not to have it termi-

nated prematurely.
An alternative method now lawful in every state, though not yet in the District of
Columbia, other than a living will, which may well be a method preferred by many,
is the durable power of attorney. Under it an individual, friend, relative, physician
or legal or religious adviser or a court may be granted authority by an individual to
make medical decisions when the person concerned is no longer competent to make
them. Here too, abuse may be prevented by recourse to the courts.
Finally there is the question of money and medical resources and how they should
be allocated. Many people were shocked when Governor Lamm of Colorado urged
individuals who had no real prospect of living to "get out of the way" and stop using
medical resources to be kept alive, which might more profitably be used by others.
This sounded callous and probably was but the Governor was uttering a truth. We

have not yet reached the point even in this great nation of ours where living or

dying has nothing to do with money. That is what makes the right to die with dignity an issue of morality and humanity as well as of policy and law. The cost of medical care with its new technologies is now so great that only the use of the insurance
principle on a national or sectional basis can allow the optimum result of equalitarian medical care for all on a reasonably equal basis. We are also quite behind the
need in providing home care for the ill and disabled in a setting which maximizes
dignity, rather than institutionalization. The hospice program is also one to be seriously considered in this connection.
One other factor deserves high consideration in this matter of living wills and durable powers of attorney. This factor is decision making by families who generally
carry the responsibility in the absence of competence of the individual afflicted.
Such decision making can be the cause for much confusion and even confrontation.
In fact the laws of only twelve states give families the responsibility for such decisions. In others while family decisions may be recognized as important they are not
binding. This leaves a heayy responsibility on the medical profession, hospitals and
other medical institutions in such decision making especially in our litigious society
and creates conditions of uncertainty, inconsistency and injustice. These problems
cannot be eliminated, but they can be greatly assisted by the more widespread use
of living wills and durable powers of attorney.
[From the New York Timm, Aug. IR, 19851

LIFE, DEATH AND HUMAN DIGNTTY

(By Jabob K. Javits)

I may be terminally ill. I therefore face, in an intimate and personal way, the
issue of my right to die. I am happy for those who are not ill, but they are terminal
too and they should think about this question as it relates to themselves and those
they love as friends or simply fellow human beings.
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The issue first received serious attention 10 years aro, when a New Jersey court
granted Karen Ann Quinlan's _parents' request to remove life-preserving support
from their comatose daughter. There has, since then, been an intensive inquiry into
the ethical and legal aspects of the right to die.
The issue is whether a terminally ill patient may confer the authority to withdraw his life support. This is generally done by means of a living will, written when
the patient is still competent, that transfers authority to designated relative,
friend, physician, religious or legal adviser or to court. Thirty-five states have now
posed living-will laws, 22 of them in the last decade.

The question arises in the case of any serious illnessincluding cancer, heart
attack and whole range of neurological and neuromuscular diseasesthat deprives the patient of the ability to decide what is to be done for him. But once illness has stuck, it is often too late: the pateint is often no longer competent to express a will.

Birth and death are the most singular events we experienceand the contemplation of death, as of birth, should be thing of beauty, not ignobility. Everyone must

think about dying, young and old alike, though older people are at greater risk.
Given the new medical technology that can sustain life even when the brain is gone,
we must also think about the right to die and the need for dignity in departing life.
Happily, my mind is still functioning, but if it should stop, I believe, I would be
deadand there would be no use in prolonging the agony. NVe owe it to ourselves
and the ones we love to make provision for such momenta. It is in the highest interest of humanitarianism that we prepared for these momenta with living-will laws.
The state of New `fork does not have living-will law, but Governor Nomo is
contemplating one, as is the State's Health Commissioner, Dr. David Axelrod. A

Task Force on Life and the Law is consirlering the question, and the New York
courts have already decided that when the brain is no longer functioning and there
is no reasonable possibility that It will resume functioning, the individual is legally
dead. The implication is that life-support technology may then be withdrawn without any question that this would be considered euthanasia.
From leml point of view, living wills are no different from wills that leave property, appoint guardians for children and establish trusts for cLarity, education and

research. As tenors help people make such ordinary wills, so they should help

people provide for their living and dying. The individual making the will must be of
sound mind and have the capacity to express his own wishes as to the disposition of
his body. These wills could also provide for the contribution, for use in transplants,

of bodily organs that are no longer of any use to the individual. Lawyers should
have that responsibility, too.

PRZBERVE THZ RIGHT TO DIE

The authority conferred by a living will must not, of course, be abused. Nothing
could be more important, after all, than the right to lifeand the right not to have
it terminated prematurely. In the event of flagrant abuse, or any possibility of it
when a decision may seem to detY the wishes of the individual who made the will,
or when loved ones are unable to determine if it should be invokedthen, of course,
thel_ptient's relatives must have recourse to the courts.
The issue of living wills is under consideration now by the American Bar Association, the American Medical Aseociation, the Pacific Presbyterian Medical Center of
San Francisco and the Committees on the Aging in both the Senate and the House
of Representatives, among other organizations. NVe can only hope that they will all
understand the need to preserve the dignity that is most precious to an older person
or anyone else who has to think imminently about dying. Surely that dignity is best
served by avoiding the confusion that comes from not having a will about mortality.
Short of a living will, the best way to provide that dignity is to use the durable
power of attorney to appoint an individual to make medical decisions when the patient concerned is no longer competent to make them. [This is now legal in all
states, although not in the District of Columbia.] Here again, the appointed person
may be a relative, physician or legal or religious adviser, and here too confusion and
quarrels no..ty be avoided by conferring the necessary authority in advance.

There is rmally, the question of money, which plays a part in even this sort of

decision. Many people were shocked last year when Governor Richard D. Lamm of
Colorado urged people who had no real prospect of life to get out of the way and
stop using resources that could be used more profitably by other people. This sounded callous, and it probably was, but it was the truth. We have not yet reached the
point, even in this glorious Nation, where living or dying has nothing to do with
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economics. This is what makes the right to die with dignity an issue of morality as
well as policy and law.
Whether we are old or young, healthy or ill, we cannot go on shirking the questions of who shall live, who shall die and who shall decide.
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Health Law
Decisions
Concerning
The Terminally Ill:
How to Protect
Patients, Staff
And the Hospital

Although Some questiOns remain unsettled. the

basic legal principles are clear. With a few minor
exemptions, competent, adult patients have a legal
right to refuse medical treatment. even if Such refusal
may shorten their life., The patients exercise of this

right may be limited only for compelling reasons
(e.g., to protect the health or welfare of third parties)

Moreover, the patient's refusal of life-prolonging
treatment (Including not only respirators but also

By Barbara Mishkin
As recent events and headlines have shown, the
management of a terminally III patient can become a
major problem for healthcare providers, and have a
disproportionate impaci on the health professionals
and the institution involved. One case alone can command a significant amount of time and attention on
the part of hospital administrators, incur substantial
legal coats, and paralyze attending staff because of
genuine concern about the legal and ethical Issues

involved. Yet there has been scant advice for the
practitioner or administrator who wants to put sound
policy into praciice. This article Is designed to Provide some brief, praclical guidance.
Ms. Mahlon a a healthcare lawyer with Hogan IL Mattson in
Washington. D.C. From 1980 to 1983, she served n Deputy
Director of the President's Commission for Me Study of Ethical
Problems in Medicine and Biomedical ono Behavioral
Research

dialysis, amputation of gangrenous limbs, and even
naso-gastric feeding tubes) does not constitute tutclefs so long as the patient's death results from an
underlying condition that is not self-inflicted.
The problem is that patients may not always
have the capacity to make treatment decisions for
themselves at the time a decision must be made. In
that event, someone else must decide what to de
Postponing a decision is, of course, the same as
making a decision either to postpone the initiation of

a therapy or to continue with a given course of
treatment.

As a matter of custom, healthcare providers
have us4alty relied upon the decisions of next of kin
(spouses, siblings, adult children) at least when their
decisions are consonant with the physician's reCorn.
mendations.. Some hospital bylaws or departmental
ruin set forth Institutional policies concerning such
surrogate or proxy consent. However, physicians
hospital administrators, and in-house counsel may
be uneasy about relying upon the decisions of family
members when their choices are not in accord with
.

the recommended course of treatment, or when
there Is disagreement among the family members as
to how to proceed.*
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The possible legal consequences are sufficient

causes for concern. On the one hind. physicians
have been indicted for murder as a result of with.
drawing life-sustaining equipment from a comatose
patient, although they behaved they had the concurrence of the family to do so An appellate court later
held that their actions were taken in good faith and
were not subiect to criminal prosecution On the

"[Even a single terminally ill
case] can command a
significant amount of time
and attention on the part of
hospital administrators,
incur substantial legal costs,
and paralyze attending
staff. . . ."

other hand, healthcare providers also have been
sued for continuing a lite-support system against the
wishes of the palients fainily and at least one appellate court has held that the institution and physicians

may be held liable for damages if they persist In
applying unwanted interventions

What to Do
Given Ma sometimes confusing opinions as to
who may make decisions on behalf of terminally ill
patients, what can physicians do to protect them.
selves and their institutions, while also respecting
their patients wishes? There is no simple way to
avoid all problems. But based on our analysis and
advice to clients. I would recommend that health professionals and healthcare institutions implement at
least the following steps.

TALK WITH THE PATIENT

The patient has a right to make his or her own
decisions regarding healthcare. aria also to insist
that family members not be told or consulted about
the patient's condition. Physicians commonly disregard this fact when a patient has a terminal Illness.
Invoking the -therapeutic privilege." they may tell the
patient s spouse or adult children about the patients
illness and seek their advice concerning treatment in

order to save the patient from the stress of such
discussions. However, this goes against the ethical
and legal principles of the patient's rights to privacy

and self-determinallon, and related principles on
which the doctrine of informed consent is founded..
As discomforting to physicians as it may be, it is
important to discuss possible treatment choices that
may arise in the course of an illness while the patient
still has the capacity to understand the implication:.
of various alternatives, to make a reasoned choice.

caittn

feels about life-prolonging treatment under various
circumstances. In order to avoid alarming the pa.
bent, the physician might initiate the discussion with
an explanation to the effect that: "This is something
I'm trying to find the time to discuss with all of my
patients. because I believe It's Important." This sp.
preach is far preferable to waiting for a critical event
and thus alarming a sick patient by asking, out of the
blue. "What would you like done II you lapse into a
coma?"
DOCUMENT THESE DISCUSSIONS

,Ima
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and to communicate that choice.
Physicians who serve as family or primary care
physicia.4 would be well advised to arrange lime to
discuss such matters with their patients during a routine office alto:, both as a way of gaffing to know more
about the pat ante attitudes and values and as a way
of encouragi ig the patient to consider how he or shy

This is one area in which over-documentation
probably is not possible. In the office setting. it is not
so important to hnve additional wit
although it
might be useful to have the patient Initial or sign a
note describing your conversation. Even bitter, become familiar with legal procedures In your state for
making advance directives about treatment (such as
living wills). and tell your patients about the available
mechanisms (see below).

If the patient is hospitalized, I! Is advisable to
have discussions about life-prolonging treatment
witnessed by another physician and a nurseboth of
whom should sign a notation In the medical record
affirming that the discussion was held, that the patient understood the issues presented, and that the
patient made a specific treatment choice. The patient
should sign the record tOo. If at all possible.
The importance of these procedures Is illustrated by a New York ease in whiCh a court affirmed the
right of a patient to terminate kidney dialysis even
though the patient was comatose by the time of the
court's review" The court relied upon clear and convincing evidence In the patient's medical record that
he had made a knowledgeable deCision while he was
still competent to do so. This was dOCumented by
notes and signatures of the treating physician, a disinterested witness, a nurse, the patients brother, the
assistant hospital administrator, and a psychiatrist.
The evidence In the medical record was supported
by the testimony of other family members and three
Catholic priests, who affirmed that the patient was
competent to decline the treatment at the time he
made the decision to do so. that the decision was
consistent with the patient's values and beliefs, and
that the treatment refusal did not violate the canons
of the Catholic Church.
DETERMINE THE PATIENT'S CAPACITY FOR
DECISION-MAKING
If there are any doubts about the capacity of the
patient to make an informed, reasoned, and volun.
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tary treatmnt decision, request a psychiatric consul+
tation And ask the consultant to be present during
discussions with the patient concerning proposed
treatment. Alternatively, include a Separate report
from the psychiatrist or psychologist In the record,
preferably based upon ar examination of the patient
Shortly before the discusgions concerning proposed

treatment. It is especially important to avoid the
temptation to decide that a patient is incompetent

because he or She has made a decision which differs
from what the health professional would have decided, or which appears to be Irrational. Under the law,
what matters la the ability SO make a reatOned choice,
not the reasonableness of the particular choice that

is made." As then-Circuit Judge Warren Burger
once observed, after reciting Brandeis defense of
the right to be let alone:
Nothing in this utterance Suggellts thal Justice Bran-

den thought an individual possessed these rights
only es to sons/bre Wets, mai thoughts, reasonMat emotions. of well-founded sensations. i suggest he intended to include a great many foolish,
unreasonable and even absurd alias 'truth do not
conform, such as refusing medical frostmenleven al
great risk."

Moreover, courts have held tlial'even Involuntarily
hospitalized psychiatric patients. and elderly patients

with marked memory impairments. sr: entitled to
make certain decisions about their hesitn care.i:
IDENTIFY ALL CLOSE FAMILY MEMBERS
It is advisable to ask the relatives who have visit-

ed the patient whether there are other members of
the family who ought to be consulted. It Is important
to know who and where such individuals are, and to
contact them if possible to determine whether they
agree with, or are willing to accept, the decisions
made by the family representatives with whom the
physician and healthcare facility have been dealing.
State laws that provide authority for family members
to make healthcare decisions on behalf of incapacitated patients often do not give clear guidance concerring the appropriate response when famity members disagree." Such situations often leave health
professionals in a hopeless dilemma. Some court
decisions, however, recommend seeking Judicial
guidance in such cases."
CONSULT WITH ALL HEALTHCARE
PRACTITIONERS INVOLVED IN
THE PATIENT'S CARE

More often than not, cases go to court because
a member of the healthcare team disagrees with the
decisions being made and is frustrated by an inability
to discuss and resolve MS or her concerns within the
institution." The best advice for staying out of court is
to discuss all aspects of the treatment decision with
all interested parties, and to resolve any disagreements or qualms they may have before taking any
decisive medical action.
INVOLVE AN ETHICS COMMITTEE
IN THE DECISION-MAKING PROCESS
Many hospitals have ethics committees that can
provide substantial essillence in identifying the rele-

vant Issues and resolving conflicts when difficult
treatment decisions must be made." Sometimes, the
existence of the committee ls not well known, or the
procedures for bringing cases before the committee
are unclear. It is uSelul to know in advance whether
your hospital has an ethics committee and, if so. what

"More often than not, cases
go to court because a
member of the healthcare
team disagrees with the
decisions being made and is
frustrated by an inability to
discuss and resolve his or
concerns within the

institution."
the policies and procedures are for seeking its advice. If your institution dOeS not have an ethics committee, recommend that one be established and that

it be structured to respond quickly enough to be
helpful in exigent circumstances. The American Hospital Association recommends that hospitals establish ethics committees and offers to provide information on the composition, duties and administration of
Such committees." In addition, numerous bookS and
articles are available that discuss the composition.
administration, and operation of such committees
LEARN ABOUT YOUR STATE'S LAW
ON "LIVING WILLS" AND DURABLE
POWERS OF ATTORNEY

Make a reasonable effort to discuss the case
with all of the nurses, social workers, and house staff

who are in contact with the patient (including the
night shifo. In addition, consult with any colleagues

who may be on call during periods when you are
unava;lable. The goal is to insure that everyone involved in the patient's care is comfortable with the
proposed course of action and will implement the
collective decision.

Living WillS are doCuments through which individuals may direct that If they ever become terminally
ill, no extraordinary, life-prolonging treatments
should be employed that will merely prolong the pro-

cess of dying." (In a few states, living wins may be
executed only after a diagnosis of terminal illness has
been made.) Usually, these documents further direct

that palliative care should be provided in order 10
maintain the patient's comfort, personal hygiene and
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cligmty Stale laws authorizing the use of Such docu

men% typically proteCt healthcare providets from
civil or criminal liability as a result of good faith robance on such a directive, and generally slate that
Patients treatment refusals under the terms of the
statute do I'M constitute suicide.:" Fewer than hall of
the states recognize Living Wills, however, and un
certainties Over what conSttlu1IS "terminal illneSS'
And exliaordinary care" may render their use prob
lemplie in many cases
A more flexible document is the "Durable Power
of Attorney through which individuals may. while
competent, designate one Or mOre pet sons to make
decisions on their behalf in the event that they later

become incapable of making such decisions for

"111hysicians have been
indicted for murder as a
result of withdrawing
life-sustaining equipment
from a comatose patient,
although they believed they
had the concurrence of the

.

1

,

2 Civil No 5007907 (Cal CI Apo Dec 27. 1984, John F

tnemseles Such documents are legally valid in ev..
ery stale but Illinois. Rhode !Sian°, and the Diatrict of
Columbia . In some stales, the laws make clear that
Durable Powers of Attorney may be used specifically
for healthcare decisions. In most States, however, the
statute creating the Durable Power of Attorney sim.
p,, provides that Such powers may be either broad or
specific and apply to various sublects. Although the
Question has never been decided by a court, most
scholars believe that a Durable Power that is created
explicitly tor the purpose 01 making healthcare decis,ons would be accepted and implemented. even 11
challenged At a minimum. It would provide clear
and convincing evidence of the individuars

lionswhich is the most important faelor in these
cases

Pnysicians and administrators should become
familiar with Living Wills and Durable Powers of At-

torney and the laws governing their use. In the
slatel Si in which they practice. They should also edu

cale their patients about the existence and usefulness 01 these documents, and have forms available
tor the patients to fill out, should they wish to de so.
and if state law permits.
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BECOME FAMILIAR WITH
HOSPICES IN YOUR AREA

Hospices provide palliative care and emotional
support fOr terminally ill patients and their families
Tney also provide bereavement counseling for the
families following the patient's death Families who

ctaltIL_GB

See. e.g . In r CcnrOy. No A.105. ISup Ci N J Jan 17.

19651, slip opinion al 18.33. Belling v. Super. CI L. A Co

family to do so..."
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have had the WWI, of hospice care are wholeheart.
Idly in Sur,00rt of tht concept, however many physi.
cians are IA-familiar with the methods and goals 01
hospice care, or ate unawate of its availability in their
area., For patients who do not wish to receive further
c.gressive treatment I Or a terminal illness or for
whom only palliative care can be provided a hospice
otters an opportunity for the patient and the lamily 10
come 10 terms with the terminal illness and to help
each Other through the dying process It can be a
great relief to all concerned (including the primary
physician and the acute care hospital) to place such
patients in hospice care. Some hospices are nov.
certified for reimbursement through Medicaid and
Medicare, and many third party payers provide hos
pice benefits.
The SlepS I have suggested do not, of course
avoid the bedevilling philosophical and human prob.
lems concerning the terminally ill which often cause
concern, and sometimes anguish. But these steps
can help avoid legal Skirmishes and stalemates that
can destroy the therapeutic and caring reialinnship
between health
patients

aISl
g Apphcation ol Lydia E. Hall Hoop . supra
10 Deciding to Forego. at 121.124 Conroy. supra S.: or
at 73.75

11 Georgetown College. supra 331 F 20 r 1C iesser

ind pp mon) le-ip,ssis
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The CHAIRMAN. Thank you, Senator Javits. You can be sure that

this committee will give it every consideration and make the
proNr recommendations to the Congress of the United States.

The next witness is Dr. Edward D. Viner. Dr. Viner, you may

proceed in any manner that you desire.

STATEMENT OF EDWARD D. VINER, M.D., HEAD, HEMATOLOGY/
ONCOLOGY SECTION, PENNSYLVANIA HOSPITAL; CLINICAL
PROFESSOR OF MEDICINE, UNIVERSITY OF PENNSYLVANIA
SCHOOL OF MEDICINE

Dr. VINE& Thank you, Mr. Chairman, members of the committee
for inviting me to testify concerning this vitally important subject
which is one that all of us will ultimately have to face.
I have practiced and taught internal medicine ani oncology for
the past 20 years and have been very much involved in the development of hospice care in the Philadelphia area. I also speak from
the perspective of having been, myself, a critically ill patient. In

1972, following the resection of half of my liver, because of a

tumor, fortunately benign, multiple complications led to a 4-month
hospitalization, 5 weeks of which were spent on a respirator. The
many .invaluable lessons I learned are elaborated upon in my published article, a copy of which has been submitted to the committee. Also submitted to the committee, incidentally, is an expanded
version of my remarks this morning.
We doctors really have no concept of what we ask our patients to
endure, physically and emotionally. Patients would benefit immeas-

urably if every care provider could experience the preoperative
terror of thinking he has an end-state malignancy; the nostalgia inherent in believing he will not see his children grow up; and the
preterrninal mourning over the thought that ne is leaving behind
everyone that he knows and loves. It is really too bad that every
doctor and nurse has not experienced an intensive care unit psychosis and the state of complete physical and emotional exhaustion
that ultimately reduces even the strongest patient to a lip-quivering, eye-watering mass of protoplasm.

The particular facts of my personal illness have no relevancy
except to underscore the generic philosophical issues raised by
them. One of the most important of these is for whom is this type

of heroic care appropriate. As I lay there on the respirator, I

thought often of how wrong all that I was being put through would
have been if, indeed, my liver tumor had been Illfilignant and inoperable.
My experience as a patient has helped me to be a better doctor

in a number of basic ways. I hope and trust that I now find it

easier to listen to my patients' wishes and feelings. I no longer use
machines and other mtensive supporting procedures simply because they exist. And I can accept comfort as an end in itself. I am
better able to deal with the realities of life which dictate that some

patients should be allowed to die quietly, with dignity, without
stress, and without machines.

Having come away from my ordeal with these various perceptions, I struggled with the issue of what practically speaking could
be done to improve institutional dying. Clearly, the concepts inher-
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ent in the hospice approach, which was just being introduced in the
United States at that time, were in concert with my own reflections while on the respirator.
What is hospice? Hospice in the United States is not a place, hut
a philosophy of care with an interdisciplinary team working togeth-

er to provide palliative and supportive care to meet the specific
physical, emotional, spiritual, and social needs that arise in the
dying patient and his family. It is important to stress that the hospice concept does not imply the cessation of care. Rather, it forces
us to define those theraupeutic goals appropriate for that patient,
and then to substitute sensitive and personal support from machines, chemotherapy, and antibiotics.

Unfortunately, while the idealistic goals of hospice care are

clearly worthy, we have not yet figured out how to pay for it. And
one of the greatest tragedies is that the Medicare legislation has
imposed such limitations on hospice benefits, that most patients
and programs alike regard the Medicare provisions as a negative.
Patients now basically have to choose whether to retain their traditionally available medical benefits, or elect very limited hospice
benefits, which choice requires relinquishing coverage for all other
forms of medical care. Thus, instead of relieving the pressure on
the elderly, this choice only intensifies it. Also, the present legislation carries with it the potential of bankrupting those high quality
hospice programs which really do feel an ethical commitment to
the terminally ill.
Accordingly, we at Pennsylvania Hospital, as have so many other
programs, have chosen not to adopt the Medicare model. In short,

the present regulations have given us half a loaf which, in this

case, may be worth less than nothirg.
What we working in the field want, as no doubt do you legislators representing the consumer/patient, is preservation of the options and the individualization of service. Hospice may well not be
the only answer, but it is one whose precepts can coincide with
these goals. Now is the time for innovation and experimentation
with hospice care and other comprehensive services for the ill and
dying. Ultimately, we must integrate these concepts into the health
systems in the United States and develop stable patterns of funding, staffing, and regulation.
There are other areas in which we should also be working. Each
9f us, individually, must identify and redefine attitudes and feelings about critical illness, dying, and death. Collectively, we must
continue to foster the evolution and societal thinking that is resulting in a climate today that increasingly allows quiet, private decision making by the patient, his family, and his physician. Hopefully, we will never see another travesty such as the Karen Ann Quinlan case. We must continue to educate our young physicians concerning the special needs of the aging and dying. VVe need to en-

courage more patients to take advantage of such mechanisms as
living wills and durable powers-of-attorney, as Senator Javits mentioned; and, at the same time, we must create laws which will
allow these mechanisms to be meaningful.
In closing, I plead with you, members of the Government, that in

our effort to contain costs, we do not decimate the resources that
should be available to the dying patient. Let us ponder the sobering
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reflection that one day, all of these overwhelming problems will
confront each of us. Just what do we want for ourselves and for our
loved ones? Thank you.
[The prepared statement of Dr. Viner follows]

PID.PARED STATEMENT OF EDWARD D. VINER, M.D., HEAD, HEMATOWGY/ONCOLOGY
SECTION, PENNSYLVANIA HOSPITAL; CLINICAL PROFESSOR OF MEDICINE, UNIVERSITY
OF PENNSYLVANIA, SCHOOL OF MEDICINE

Thank you, Mr. Chairman, and members of the committee, for inviting me to testify concerning this vitally important subject, which is one all of us ultimately have
to face.

My perspective reflects a 20 year experience practicing and teaching internal
medicine and oncology. For the last decade, I have been very much involved with
the development of hospice care in the Philadelphia areas. Lastly, I also speak from
the perspective of having been, myself, a critically ill patient, who, in 1972, spent
five weeks on a respirator, and four months in the hospital. The many invaluable
lessons I learned are elaborated upon in my article, "Life at the Other End of the

Endotracheal Tube. A Physician's Personal View of Critical Illness," a copy of
which has been submitted to the committee.

Briefly, we doctors really have no concept of that which we ask our patients to
endure, physically and emotionally, all at a time that they are most vulnerable,
physically and emotionally. Patients would benefit immeasurabiy if every care provider could experience, as I did, the preoperative terror of thinking he has an endstage malignancy, the nostalgia inherent in believing he will not see his children
grow up, and the preterminal mourning over the thought that he is leaving behind
everyone whom he knows and loves. It really is too bad that every doctor and nurse
has not experienced an intensive care unit psychosis, and the state of complete emotional and physical exhaustion that ultimately reduces even the strongest patient to
a lip-quivering, eye-watering mass of protoplasm.
The patient lives in a very circumscribed world. Accordingly, everyone who enters
his day assumes a magnified role That person's single most important attribute is
whether he or she really cares, a quality which the patient is uncannily able to per-

ceive. It is imperative that we remember to listen to our patients, to their symptoms, feelings, attitudes and wishes concerning their care. The thought of dying

became . n all pervading and relentless issue, and my own autopsy was the subject
of an incessantly recurring nightmare. Ultimately though, I became quite ambivalent, and comfort became far more important than a few more days or weeks of life.
At times, I had great need to ventilate concerning these anxieties, and hnnest discussions of my plight, with my surgeon, were immensely helpful. I learned that it is
imperative that we overcome the longstanding conspiracy of silence and avoidance
with respect to death, and that we must bring these aspects up for discussion with

patients who are obviously seriously ill. Such interchanges need not imply that
there is no hope, but where there is none, I learned that It clearly is preferable to

discuss the issue rather than evade it.
The particular facts of my illness have no relevance, expect to underscore the generic philosophical issues raised by them. One of the most important of these is for
whom is this type of heroic care appropriate? Unless someone drops dead on the golf
course, he will be admitted to the hospital and subjected to a tremendous array of
procedures and treatments before he is allowed to die. While I am, of course, grate-

ful to have survived, it is also clear that the patient pays dearly in such a circumstance. Most pertinently, I lay there often thinking of how inappropriate all that I
was being put through would have been, if indeed, I had had an incurable terminal
illness. I became angry at the neurosurgeons caring for the patient next to me. It
was apparent that they were inappropriately administering the same kind of heroic
care that I was getting to an unfortunate man with an inoperable, highly malignant
brain tumor. Only I kaew how much he was suffering because my fellow physicians
had to assuage their own feelings of impotency.

There is a risk that my comments may be misunderstood. I am not advceating
that doctors should run around playing God, turning machines off. At the same

time we physicians cannot avoid the issues. We must try harder to define just what
are the practically achievable and appropriate goals for the care of each individual
patient. Cesssation of an aggressive approach does not mean cessation of intensive
care. It does involve substitution of comfort for the patient, and sensitive support for
both the patient and the family, in the place of more machines and other technology.
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My experience as a patient has helped has me to be a better doctor in a number
of basic ways. I hope, and trust, that I now find it easier to listen to patients. I no
longer use machines, and other intensive supportive procedures, simply because
they exist. I can recognize that the patient should be the beneficiary of what we are
doing and not the victim. I am able to talk more easily with sick people, now that I
have been there, and I understand that these patients are preoccupied with the fear
or dying, and want to talk about it. I am more liberal with the use of morphine
when itdicated, and can accept comfort as an end in itself. In short, am able to
deal better with the realities of life, which dictate that, some patients should be allowed to die quietly, with dignity, without stress and without machines.
Having come away from my ordeal with these various perceptions, I struggled
with the issue of what practically could Lie (toile to improve institutional dying.
Clearly, the concepts inherent in the hospice approach just being introduced in the
United States in 1972, were in concert with my own reflections while on the respirator.
What is hospice? The word hospice means a place of refuge for travelers, like the

words hospitality, and hospital, it stems from the Latin word, "hospes," which can
mean host or guest. Today, the word hospice has a new meaning that remains true
to its origins. It now refers to a way of caring for people nearing the end of their
journey through life, who are faced with dying, and who are indeed in need of
refuge. While in England it refers to a special place, i.e., a literal refuge, in America
it connotes a philosophy of care, and a stem of individuals working together to provide comprehensive management. Such a team is recruited from many disciplines
including the clergy, medicine, nursing, social work, the allied health professions,
and very importantly, lay volunteers. The hospice philosophy seeks to restore dignity and a sense of personal fulfillment to the dying. The hospice team provides palliative and supportive care to meet the special physical, emotional, spiritual, and
social needs that arise for both the patient and family during the final stages of
illness, and in bereavement. Hospice care implies a continuum of appropriate institutional, and more importantly, home care, available 24 hours a day, seven days a
week. The focus is on the patient, and the family, rather than on the diseas:.. The
aim is not to extend life, but to improve the quality of the life that remains.
Introduction of the modern hospice implies the question, "Why is it necessary?"
Who among health professionals, would not want the dying to benefit from compassionate, unhurried, supportive care? Who would willingly deprive the dying patient
of dignity or peace of mind?
However, the dying patient presents a great dilemma for the physician. We are
equipped with a vast armamentarium of drugs and devices to fight the battle for
life. The world armamentarium is deliberately chosen to describe the forces at the
common of the health professional. The image of a war against death is intentional.
When it occurs, death is tantamount to defeat, and the medical staff the humiliation of failure. Before yielding to defeat, therefore, the health professional finds it
difficult to resist bringing to bear the incredible array of esoteric diagnositic tools,
exotic drugs, and electronic and mechanical devices available for extending life. As
the limits of survival approach, the medical team is so personnaly committed to the
success of their efforts that even more is done to try to help the patient. The latter
too often becomes a dehumanized, biomedical subject caught in a vicious circle. Ultimately, the accomplished feat is postponing death rather than prolonging life.
Indeed, the distinction between life and death is now so nebulous that an acceptable
definition of death is still debated in medical/legal circles. Gone are the days when
a patient was dead simply because breathing stopped. In fact, now house officers
seem to feel an obligation, because of an unfortunate misapplication of coronary
care unit procedures, to ask families, and even patients if they are conscious, whether they want an attempt at resuscitation when the patient's heart stops-as if we
could "undie" the patient by this maneuver.
We cannot blame the health professional alone for this situation. The doctor is
caught between the technical, legal and moral issues and the ambivalence of society.
As Elisabeth Kubler-Ross pointed out a number of years ago, we had become a
death denying society. Not only physicians and nurses, but lay persons too, felt compelled to fight death at all costs. Often, even if the physician was ready to stop ag-

gressive therapy, the patient's family pressed for one last "goal-line stand." In the
past decade, however, both physicians and laymen began to recognize that the patient might become the victim of the applied technology. This led to a profliferation
of articles and books in both the medical and lay press about death and dying. The
subject became a popular one for tc'evision programs, public debates, and church
group discussions. Importantly, these issues began to be included in the curriculum
of medical schools, for it simply imperative that we sensitize and educate young
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physicians in this area. Quite suddenly, we realiwd a need to examine whether we
were using our tools properly, or whether we were departing from the best interests

of the patient. We began to question our practices, not only medicially and

scientifically, but also from the economic, legal, moral, and human points of view.
Over the last few years, attitudes have changed so that more, but unfortunately
by no means all, physicians feel it is no longer absolutely necessary to use every
weapon in the medical armamentarium. We have much less pressure from families,
who today, more often than not, are realistically asking doaors to stop aggressive
therapy when it has no possible benefit. We have progressed to the point where it is
thought ethically appropriate to withhold chemotherapy that may do more harm
than good to the end.stage patient, mid to abstain from the use of antibiotics when
penumonia would provide al peaceful and welcome end to a prolonged baffle with
cancer. More physicians are becoming aware that legally, a physicii Ji must only do
that which is "right" for his patient and that does not necessarily mean more technology. We doctors are learning that we have a legal duty to discuss the prognosis
and treatment alternatives with the dying patient, just as with the non-terminal patient, and that both patients have the same right to accept or reject treatment. The
concepts of the living will and the durable power nf attorney, whereby a person may
appoint a surrogate to carry out his intent in making health care decisions after he
is disabled, have been helpful.

Certainly, this re-evaluation of death and dying in the United States was a prerequisite for the implementation of the hospice philosophy. It is important to reiterate that the hospice concept does not imply cessation of care, but rather the substitution of proper care for the terminally ill patient. In short, it means appropriate,
sensitive, and personal support, instead of machines, chemotherapy, and antibiotics.
In starting our hospice program at the Pennsylvania Hospital in Philadelphia, we
were, at first, disappointed that there was no way to fund a separate hospice facility
similar to those that existed in England. We were forced by economic necessity to
integrate hospice activities into the general hospital setting. However, this approach
proved to yield several important advantages. Hospice care is really good medicine,
in the fullest sense of the term. Our hospice team, functioning in the general hospital environment, had a clear-cut ripple effect which disseminated the philosophy,
idealism, and sensitivity of the hospice approach to affect care generally throughout
the hospital. We were particularly pleased with the interest and enthusiasm of the
ordinarily technologically oriented nurses, medical students and house officers and
the latter make regular home visits with the hospice nurses.
From the beginning, one of our major goals was to get our patients home as quickly as possible, a concept desirable both from the economic and humanitarian points
of view. However, it is imperative that economic pressure to discharge patients
quickly not interfere with proper preparation nor be allowed to prevent necessary
readmissions. In Philadelphia, we collaborate with already established community
nursing services to provide at home the comprehensive support inherent in the hospice concept. The advantages for the patient of dying at home, as compared with
institutional dying, are obviotis, but there is also an obvious need for security on the

part of the familiessecurity that stems from knowing that help is continuously
available in the event of one of the myriad of crisis situations that can, and do

occur. This security hns greatly decreased the number of readmissi is precipitated
by understandable patient and family panic over such symptoms as coughing, vomiting, unremitting pain, and emotional decompensation, and has allowed an increasing percentage of our patients to die peacefully at home. At the same time, however,
it is important that neither economic pressure, nor over enthustiastic advocacy for
home care be allowed to inflict on patients or families a sense of failure should readmission be necessary.

Unfortunately, while the idealistic goals of hospice care have now been recognized
to be eminently worthy we have, as a society, not yet figured out how to pay for it.
Let us look at the realities of what has happened. Concerned about the needs of terminally ill patients and their families, California Congressman Leon Panetta originally introduced legislation designed to ease access to hospice programs for Medicare recipients. Unfortunately, this humanistic motivation ultimately gave way to
cost control requirements. AB a result, very tragically, instead of hospice providing
relief of the pressures on elderly and non-elderly dying patients, a new conflict has
been added. Patients now basically have to choose whether they will retain their
traditionally available medical benefits, which include essentially no payment for
most hospice services, or elect very limited hospice benefits, which requires relinquishing coverage for other forms of medical care. The potential loss of all Medicare
benefits is neither psychologically nor medically appropriate. Medicare requirements pose a problem also for the hospice program. Ideally, such programs should
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be designed to meet needs of the local community. Responsiveness to patient's and
family's needs should take priority. However Medicare requires us to fit the government s model and in the end we hhve just substituted another bureaucratic entity
for the regimentation of ordinary hospital life that we are trying to circumvent.
It has been surprisingly hard to prove that which seems self-evident, i.e., that hospice type care indeed offers a true saving. Problems with the various studies ihclude
design difficulties, and the great variability of hospice programs, some comparing
less favorably than others on cost issues becaue of greater use of hospital in-patient
days. Also, many of the evaluations of the cost of conventional care are based on

insurance claim forms, and do not take into account the true total cost based on
patient experience. Currently. the preponderance of recent studies suggest that hos-

pice type care may produce a relative saving of about 40%. Irrespectively, in the
end, it it is better, hospice care should still be regarded as justifiable, as long as it
does not cost more.

There are many unanswered questions, in addition to the paramount one concerning funding. These include the definition of what consitutes proper hospice care, the

establishment of criteria for patient selection, and the determination of the best
model or models for our country. All should be reminded that a hospice can't be

created by simply hanging a sign over a nursing home door. A hospice can only be
as good as its foundation, its planning, and its people, and it takes months, or years
of painstaking work to define specific goals, set up operational guidelines, educate
the local medical community and to assemble an effective staff.
In espousing hospice care as an important potential solution to the conflicting
pressures on the dying patient, it is important to reflect on these stresses. The dying
patient needs to know of available resources, and how best to muster them. He
needs information about treatment and help with decisions concerning treatment.
He will do best with an accurate and honest appraisal of hope versus reality. He
needs help during the period of transition between denial and the onset of realistic
planning.
The dying patient is concerned with the adequacy of his financial coverage, for
both his acute and palliative care, and about the additional financial burdens that
may be inflicted on his family by debts, or loss of income. The dying patient needs
enough physical, emotional and financial support to enable him and his family to
use the remaining time as fully and profitably as possible. He needs assurance that

he won't be alone, and that his family won't be crushed by the responsibility of
caring for him.

While he needs a type of care and emphasis not found in the acute care system of
our hospitals, he nonetheless needs to be able to stay under the care of his physician

and he needs the availability of the acute care system to provide help in certain

specific circumstances, and to serve as a link with hope. Note that it is this

availability that is denied by the current Medicare approach to hospice care. As the
loved one is dying, great pressure is put on families as well. They, too, have much
need for information concerning resources, and for help in learning how to support
and care for the patient. Both patient and family need supplies, home-making and
nursing help, and a caring and supportive physician who is comfortable with what
is his ultimate role in the care of every patient, i.e., that of helping him die. Physicians and other care providers in turn need information about the patient and family's attitudes and feelings, and about the home and financial situation. They also,
themselves, need help and support with the difficult job of working with patients
with terminal illness.
Yet, while we have learned that the hospice approach has the potential for filling
all of these needs and for alleviating many of the conflicting pressures, it finds itself
in conflict with the recent push to make our health care more "cost effective." Even
if hospice care really is cheaper, that is no longer enough. Originally, the assumption was made that the cost of dying would be less if decisions were made to decelerate, or end acute care therapy. This assumption fit with the legislative thrust to cut
the cost of health care, and soon dying was on the trajectory of low cost care. The
next step was to see home care as cheaper than hospital care, so the quicker and
cleaner the break with the acute care system, as demanded by current Medicare
regulations, the better. Indeed, according to the Health Care Financing Administration, the "goal of hospice care is to help terminally ill individuals continue life with

minimal disruption of their normal activities, while remaining primarily in the
home environment." However, the goal of hospice care should be "appropriate therapy" that may or may not be at home. The hospice pioneers wanted home to be a

viable option, but not the only option, for the transition from acute to palliation
cannot be that precise. It is imperative, both psychologically and practically, that
dying patients retain all their options for treatment. They need time to accept the
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transition, and they need to retain their affiliation with their doctor and their hospital. After the transition, which may take days or months, home care can then be

emphasized and can be less expensive.
However, home care is confronted with two challenges. Technok 5, is being transferred from the hospital to home care, and as a result, the choic concerning the
use of this technology become even more complicated. Also Medicare, and the other

insurers will follow, is imposing ea increasing burden on home care providers to
assess, document and evaluate, atm incrseasing paper work and forcing cuts in

services. Medicare is also putting increasing pressures on the families providing the
home care, for the increassed technology coupled with DRG engendered earlier discharges, require increasingly skilled supervision. Thus decisions concerning treatment are increasingly complicated, even when the goal is palliation and it is carried

out at home. At a time in the patient's life when humanistic concerns demand

easier decision making and less pressure, another force is demanding low cost care.
Simultaneously, the regulatory agencies are more and more distrustful of the professionals' ability to deliver quality care. In the meatime, patients and families are
plugging along, carrying ever bigger burdens, feeling that somehow they are doing
something wrong, because everything is so complicated, expensive and difficult,
while all the time the experts are telling them it's getting better.
The change in emphasis on hospice as potentially cost-saving, to hospice at ate
lowest possible cost, threatens to destroy the Ilualitative difference that is hospice.
The press for "cost containment at any cost" brings with it the danger of less than
adequately prepared individuals providing care in less than adequate circumstances.
The present legislation imposes a devastating amount of paper work and also carries with it the potential for bankrupting those high quality hospice programs with
ethical commitments to the terminally ill. There is a built-in incentive to take pa-

tients only at the very end, so their sixty-five hundred dollar cap will see them

through. Programs tend to protect themselves by rejecting those patients who have
the greatest need, i.e. those who have no primary care giver. This legislation has
given us half a loaf, which in this care may be worth less than nothing.
Because the issues and systems are so overwhelming, patients and families need
help. Programs such as haspice guide them throughout the process. What we working in the field want, as no doubt do you legislators representing the consumer/patient, is preservation of the options and the individualization of service. Hospice
may well not be the only answer, but it is the one whose precepts coincide with
these goals. Now is the time for innovation and experimentation with hospice care
and other comprehenshe services for the ill and dying. Ultimately, we must integrate the concept into the United States health system and develop stable patterns
of funding, staffing, and regulation.
There are other areas in which we should be working. Each of us as individuals
must identify and redefine attitudes and feelings about critical illness, dying and
death. Collectively, we must continue to foster the evolution in societal thinking
that is resulting in a climate today that increasingly allows quiet, private decision
making by the patient, his family and his physician. Hopefully we will never see
another travesty such as the Karen Ann Quinlan case. We must continue to educate
our young physicians concerning the special needs of the aging and dying. We need
to encourage more patients to take advantage of such mechanisms as Living Wills
and Durable Powers of Attorney, and at the same time, create laws which allow
them to be effective.
In closing, I plead with you members of the government that in our effort to contain cost, we not decimate the resources that should be available to the dying patient. Let us ponder the sobering reflection that one day, all of these overwhelming
problems will confront us. Just what to we want for ourselves and our loved ones?

The CHAIRMAN. Thank you, Dr. Viner.

I would like to start out the questioning, first of all, to Senator
Javits, and then give each member of the panel an opportunity to
ask one question, and then we will come back again for more questioning.

I would like to, first of all, establish the difference between a

living will and a durable power of attorney.
Senator JAVITS. A living will is a direct expression of the attitude

of the maker of the will toward the disposition of his own body

when he is no longer competent to decide; and when there is medically no probable likelihood of recovery. It is a testamentary docu-
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ment. And, u I said in my remarks, it is not irrevocable, but it is a
very definite guide to those who must decide for him because he
cannot decide Mmself.

The durable power of attorney is a devolution of authority to another to maks any medical decision for the maker of the durable
power. And it is durable because, again, it is irrevocable except by
courts and after clear and convincing proof.
Now, at this point, Mr. Chairman, I think it would be helpful if
Ms. Mishkin was given a few minutes to give you some of the distinctions as follows. The laws of different States give different authorities to the profession, the medical profeuion, and to the families of the afflicted. And these are important distinctions, as they
may be a guide to national policy.
So if the Chair is agreeable, please give Me. Mishldn a few moments.

The CHAIRMAN. Ms. Mishkin, you are now recognized.

Ms. Mumcni. I will respond dfrectly to the question you posed. A

very important distinction between a living will anci a durable
power of attorney is the that application of the living will is limited. It applies only to people who have been diagnosed as terminally
ill, and would not apply to many of the very elderly people in this
country who are simply getting older, older with more of their systems failing, with an uncertain prognosis and with an unknown
length of life remaining.
A living will would be of no use to an elderly person in a nursing

home unless that person happened to be diagnosed as clearly
having a terminal illness. In addition, a living will is not valid in
all of the States. I will submit for the committee a list of the States
in which it is not valid.
(The following information was subsequently provided by Ms.
Mishkinl
STATZII HAVINO No NATURAL Dzam ACT

Hawaii, Kentucky, Massachusetts, Michigan, Minnesota, Nebraska, New

JerAsigtew York, North Dakota, Ohio, Pennsylvania, Rhode Island, South Carolina, and South Dakota.

Ma. MISHKIN. In addition, certain procedural requirements in
living wills vary from one State to another, so that it is not clear
what would happen to an individual who executed a valid living
will in one State and then found himself or herself hospitalized in
another State, if the two States required different formalities to

execute a living will.
There are also definitional problems with living wills. The physician or health care provider must decide whether a proposed inter-

vention is extrao
carewhich may be withheld or withdrawn according to the directions of the living willor whether an
intervention is supportive or palliative care, administered to maintain the patient's comfort and dignity through the dying process.
There is great consternation now and difficulty in deciding whether or not providing nourishment and hydration through artificial
means, such as a nasogastric feeding tube or an intravenous solution, would constitute extraordinary care that may be withheld, if
appropriate; or whether it is nursing care that must under all conditions be provided.
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Roughly a dozen States that have passed living will legislation in
the last year have incorporated a provision specifying that articifial nourishment and hydration must be provided, that they do not
constitute extraordinary care that may be withheld or withdrawn
from a terminally ill patient.
Finally, the most important distinction between a living will and
a durable power of attorney, of course, is that the living will is only

useful for people who want to say no. It is only useful for the
person who does not want extraordinary care continued. Now,
there are many people who might feel otherwise, and there are

many people who might want certain kinds of extraordinary care
provided and other kinds withheld. It is a very personal decision. A
living will is not helpful for those situations. But a durable power
of attorney, whereby you or I oranyone elsecan give authority
to someone else to make health care decisions for us, means that
we then have a spokesperson who will answer the question about
nutritional support or other interventions at the time the question
arises, based upon our medical condition at that time. It means
that if I want all systems go or if I want everything possible to be
done to preserve my life, I can have a Jpokesperson there who will
see to it as vigorously as possiblethat it is done. The spokesperson similarly would see to it that nothing is done, if that's what I
prefer.
Durable simply means that the power-of-attorney does not evaporate when the person who delegates the power becomes incapacitat-

ed. Under prior law, if you were no longer competent, a power-ofattorney would become void.
The new laws make it possible for the power-of-attorney to continue in effect even when your competency does not.
The CHAIRMAN. Thank you, Ms. Mishkin.

The Chairman recognizes Mr. Henry.
Mr. HENRY. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.

I really wanted just to follow up on this because I think it is an
extremely important distinction, and it has also been very helpful
to me in making the distinction between the living will and the durable power-of-attorney. I am from Michigan, where we have the
latter, not the former. I note the Senator from New York, the distinguished doctor from Pennsylvania, all three of us are States that
do not presently allow for living wills. We do allow for the durable
power-of-attorney.
The living will is more clearly self-directed, although more clear-

ly legislatively circumscribed. The power-of-durable-attorney is a
broader grant of power.

Is there a distinction between the interstate recognition on

power-of-attorney as opposed to living will? That is to say, we have

many problems, of course, with senior citizens who livewell, in
all of our areas that are represented at the witness table, who tend
to prefer, for example, warmer climates in the winter; and many
problems in terms of getting interstate recognition.

I am wondering whether there has been a clear distinction in

terms of which the courts have found more easily to get reciprocity; and, second, related to that, whether you feel there is a need for
some kind of model national statute that would bring greater uni-
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formity in this area to deal with the areas where problems have

occurred.
Senator JAVITS. MS. Mishkin should probably reply on the case

law. As for me, I am very strongly for a national model. We have
enough trouble with this whole subject without having a jurisdictional problem and conflict.
Ms. Mishin, would you help us with the case law?
MS. MISHKIN. Yes. There has not yet been any court decision
with respect to a durable power-of-attorney, drafted and legally
valid in one State, being put into effect in another. The same is
true of the living wills.
Generally, the durable power-of-attorney statutes are much more
compatible with each other so that transfer from one State to another should not be too difficult. On the other hand, there are
roughly half a dozen States that do require special procedures for
creating a valid durable power-of-attorney. They may require that
it be recorded with the Recorder of Wills or the Office of the Clerk
of the Court. This is a holdover from the days when powers-of-at-

torney statutes were part of the property law. In fact, they still
are, or they are part of the wills and trusts code. Therefore, some

of the Statesa very small handfuldo have additional require-

ments. As a result, someone who created a durable power-of-attor-

ney, in a State that doesn't have those additional requirements,
might have difficulty implementing it in a State where those requirements are in effect. There is no case law as yet.
Senator JAVITS. May I simply add, Mr. Chairman, that whatever
may be the legal problems, the fact that an individlal who has expressed his will on this subject or appointed a surrogate under a
power to express that will through a durable power-of-attorney will
immediately establish a standard for that person, which will help
materially to reduce, on the one hand, the confusion about ascertaining the will of the person facing death; and, on the other hand,
relieve the medical profession to some extent, I think substantially,
of getting into the morass of liability .which is so difficult, as the
chairman said originally today.
So I definitely believe a big step will come from the national
model to induce people generally to express their will on this subject as casually and usually as they make a will for property.
The CHAIRMAN. The gentleman's time has expired.

May I state that the committee will recess very briefly. But
before we do that, I would like to thank Senator Javits, Dr. Viner,
and Ms. Mishkin for their excellent testimony.
We will return to continue the questioning in approximately 60
seconds.

Thank you very much.
[Recess.]

The CHAIRMAN. The Committee will continue its sitting, and will
now recognize Ms. Lloyd.
Ms. LLOYD. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.

I want to commend you and thank you for holding this hearing
on a matter that does affect so many of our older citizens. And I
certainly want to thank Senator Javits for being here today to give
us the benefit of his expertise.
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All of us know that dying is an inevitable part of life; that where

there is a beginning, there has to be an end. And I do not think
that any of us expect to avoid it. But if we had our choice, I think

that all of us here would like to go out of this world in a very painless and a very dignified state. Unfortunately, this choice is denied
to many of us.

Along with older age, there is increased risk of crippling and
very painful diseases, diseases that debilitate the body, the spirit
and, all too often, the pocketbook. It is this latter that often controls and limits the options available to us insofar as health care,
custodial care, and even the final formalities of a funeral are concerned.

I believe that everyone is entitled to affordable, compassionate,
and competent care. I also believe that the Government has responsibility to shape its programs so that our older people who do have
a terminal disease can choose how they want to spend their final
days here on this Earth. And, certainly, that is what this hearing,
"Dying With Dignity: Difficult Times, Difficult Choice" is all about.
Thank you, Mr. diairman, for letting us have this hearing today.
The CHAIRMAN. Thank you.

The Chair recognizes Mr. Wortley.
Mr. WORTLEY. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.

Senator Jayits, in your testimony a few moments ago, you mentioned abuses of living wills and that they could be restrained by
the courts, and you alluded to the litigious society we live in.
Do you foresee any legal problems with living wills or durable
powers-of-attorney? Might we be overburdening the courts with
such cases, or are we consigning, perhaps, too much power to the

court to make decisions in our lives?
Senator JAVITS. Well, Congressman, I do not think, to answer the

second part first, we are giving the courts too much power. They
have had that kind of power for the duration of our Republic and
our appellate procedures and other safeguards. I think it has kept

us out of deep trouble.
We are a litigious society. Our courts are very heavily burdened.
But I think the compensation is that we will be reducing their bur-

dens if people can evidence in a binding way their own desires.
And I do not think we will be increasing the totality of litigation.
In addition, finality is critical here for those who are in the medical profession and for people who are facing these awesome decisions themselves. So I do not consider our court congestion an obstacle. I rather think that we will be lessening rather than increasing it.
Mr. WORTLEY. I wonder if I could ask Counselor Mishkin, What

do you think the alternatives are if all States do not adopt the

living will statute?
Ms. MISHKIN. W?11, the alternatives are clearly more litigation.
One of the problems we have now is that despite the tradition that
a spouse or an adult child has authority to make health care decisions for an incapacitated adult, in fact, their authority to do so is
clear in only about a dozen States. In all of the other States, there

is no clear legal authority for a spouse or an adult childor a

brother or sister or any family memberto make a health care decision on behalf of an ill on an incapacitated adult. So we are faced
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with uncertainty on the part of the health care providersthe hospital, the hospice, the nursing homeas to whether or not to follow
the directions given by a family member. And whenever they are
uneasy about that which the family member requests be done or
not done, they will go to court. That is the alternative that these
documents are designed to avoid. Going into court is time consuming. Normally, it does not even help the patient in question because the patient typically dies before the court renders its decision. It may help subsequent patients.
In addition, it is demeaning to the patient to have to go to court
and to have an incompetency proceeding and guardian appointed.
Unfortunately, that is the only alternative we have right now,
until more people sgn these documents.
The CHAIRMAN. The gentleman's time has expired.
Mr. WORTLEY. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
The CHAIRMAN. The Chair now recognizes Mr. Vento.

Mr. Vento, it has been decided to ask one question per member.
Mr. VENTO. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
I do not have a great deal to question the distinguished Senator.
Now I think that much he reflects, as our own late, great friend,
Hubert Humphrey, who he worked so well with in the U.S. Senate,
from our State of Minnesota, we are so proud that you are still in
the vanguard leading the way, attempting to bring a light on the
public policy path that we have to follow with regard to health
care and to this very sensitive issue.
It is so hard for us, obviously. No one can speak with authority
unless he has been there, unless he is experiencing it. And this, I
am sure, will be an important catalyst as we attempt to develop
public policy in Congress with regard to this issue.
And the real problem today, Senator, if I might say, is the fact
that not only are we pulling back in some programs because they
have problems, but we are not out there leading the way with the
new programs, whether it is the hospice, whether it is chemical dependency problems for the elderly, whether it is many other problems. And I am not so concerned about trying to repair the transgressions and imperfections of programs. After all, that is part of
the public process that we are all involved in in terms of trying
tothe competition of good ideas and trying to promote those.
But what I ani most concerned about is that we are not replacing
them and addressing what are sincerely the concerns of the 1980's.
I am happy to note that we can make hospitals the last resort in
terms ofbut we have to have an appropriate type of health care. I
think that is the message. And we have to have appropriate care
for people. We do what we can for their health, but then we have
to deal with the psychological effects and all the other problems
that are inherent in life and in the process of death.
So we are very grateful for your shedding light on this, and I
think and hope it will be a catalyst so we can address these concerns in a positive manner in the future. And we are grateful for
it. I want to commend the chairman for his calling this hearing
today.
The CHAIRMAN. Thank you, Mr. Vento.
The Chair now recognizes Mr. Falwell.
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Mr. FALWELL. My question could be directed to either of the witnesses.

We have delved primarily upon those instances where people can
evidence, hopefully in a binding way, their decision, in using the
living will or the durable power-of-attorney. Hopefully, we have

some good chance of a binding decision being recognized.
Mention was made of the Quinlan case. For most of us, who have
not executed such living wills or durable powers-of-attorney, what
can we do in trying to delegate others by means of the law to make
those binding decisions? You talked about the National Model Law.
Won't that be extremely controversial?

Senator JAvrrs. My judgment is that the one law in all the 50

States will be helpful, and public education which we are engaged
in right now, thanks to you Chairman Roybal, is very helpful. And
it may be possible to construct a national model statute; then to
enlist the Bar Association and other similar agencies representing
the people to make this a bandwagon effort. It has just begun.
Senators had a symposium under the jurisdiction of the Aging
Committee and this has now occurred in the House.
I yield to Ms. Mishkin.
Ms. MISHKIN. Thank you, Senator.
I did want the record to reflect the fact that model laws have
been approved by the Commissioners on Uniform State Laws: One
involving health care consent, which would provide legal authority
for family members to consent to health care on behalf of adults;
and another on rights of the terminally ill. I will provide copies of
those model laws for your record.
[See appendix 4 for material submitted by Ms. Mishkin.]
Dr. VINER. The problem in the Quinlan caseand I know Mrs.
Quinlanwas that the hospital and the physicians involved would
not respect the wishes of the family and were afraid that medical/

legal issues would preclude their safety in doing that. In most
cases, this is very simply and quietly, laws available or no laws
available, we make those decisions every day because we have to,
and there is no fanfare, no fuss, no publicity, and it is quiet and it
is private. And it is getting easier because societal thinking is
changing. Half a dozenmore than that-10 years ago, you usually
got the family requesting one last goal line stand, and there was
always to be another one. And today, more and more, that is no

longer the case. Families are willing to give up sooner; do not want
to see loved ones subjected to becoming biomedical subjects and so
forth. We are much less often getting that pressure. We are quietly
making these decisions.
The public education that Senator Javits talked about is extremely important. That is how the evolution is taking place. That
is how it will further take place.
The CHAIRMAN. The Chair recognizes Mr. Biaggi.
Mr. BIAGGI. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. I apologize for being late.
I was at another committee, marking up an important bill.
I would like to take this occasion to say hello to an old and dear
friend, respected, revered, and loved man that I have worked with
in the Congress on legislation, Senator Jack Javits.

I recalland you may not remember, and I was a little younger,
I was a letter carrier on the west side when you had the temerity,
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the audacity to run for Congress as a Republican on the West Side
of Manhattan. And you showed the way. The store keepers were
telling me, he is the only candidate that ever came and opened the
doors and greeted us. Many have followed that pattern and have
proved to be successful, as you were. But, more than that, you con-

tinued on to fight for people while you were a Member of the
Senate. And those were heroic fights because oft times you were
alone. But time and events and experience certainly confirmed the
fact that you were correct.
You are to be admired even more greatly now. My respect for

you has no bounds. It grieved me when you left the Senate. It

pleases me to see you go on dauntlessly and indefatiguably in your
life's commitment to helping human beings. Your courage is inspirational.
Jack, it is a delight to see you.
Senator JAVITS. Thank you, Congressman. As you said, you are
an old and dear friend. It makes my continuance in an active life a
very rewarding one. Thank you very much.
And while rye got the floor for a minute, I would like to thank

Congressman Vento, too, for invoking the name of one of my
heroes, Hubert Humphrey, whose spirit must be hovering over us
right now.
Thank you very much.
Mr. BIAGGI. Thank you, Senator.

Thank you, Mr. Chairman.

The CHAIRMAN. Thank you.

The Chair recoeizes Mr. Boehlert.
Mr. BOEHLERT. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.

All three of the panelists have given us a lot of food for thought.
It is going to take me some time to adequately digest it. But I do
wish to make this observation, following through on the comments
of my distinguished colleague from New York.

Senator, I view you as a national resource. You have got an uncanny ability to elevate discussions on very important, far reaching, and emotional issues to the highest level. And I can say personally to you that in my public career, speaking for me, personally, you have been an inspiration, and I think you are to a great
many, many others in this body and across this country. And I just
want to thank you from the bottom of my heart.
The CHAIRMAN. Thank you, Mr. Boehlert.
Mr. Ford?

Mr. FORD. Thank you very much, Mr. Chairman, for allowing me
the opportunity to comment on this issue that we as a nation must
address today.

But before I make a brief commentI have no questions, Mr.

ChairmanI would like to join my colleagues in thanking our very
distinguished former Senator, Mr. Javits, for his appearance today
and testifying before the full committee.
Mr. Chairman, I would just like to put several questions before
the panel and the audience today and really not expect the panel
to respond. But do we as legislators have the authority to determine who should live and who should die? Do we as a nation have
the right to take away life, life from persons who have undergone
unknown amount of pain and suffering? And do we have the right
57-754 0 - 86 - 2
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to move medical resources from one person to another simply because one case seems more terminal than the other?
And with all due respect to this distinguished panel, these decisions have to be made with the underlying belief of saving life and
not ending them. And I certainly have all the respect in the world

for this committee chairman and this hearing today, but I think
that we, as a group of legislators and the Congress itself, should
take into consideration what is being said before this committee
today and other information we are privy to. And, hopefully, we
can take this information and bring about some needed changes in
this area, but at least still let these questions be at the top of the
agenca.
With that, thank you very much, Mr. Chairman.
The CHAIRMAN. Thank you, Mr. Ford. You can be sure that that
is the subject matter that will be definitely discussed and debated
in this committee. When legislation is presented, it will be debated,

disc,issed, and rediscussed in the various committees through

which it will travel. It will filially get to the House and we hope it
will get to the Senate. It will also be debated in discussion there.

And I believe that the proper decision will be made at the time

final passage of any legislation that addresses itself to this particular problem.
I thank you for your comments.
The Chair now recognizes Ms. Meyers.
MS. MEYERS. No_q_uestions, Mr. Chairman.
The CHAIRMAN. MS. Bentley?

Ms. BENTLEy. I have a comment, Mr. Chairman. I just want to
say that I know some excellent points have been made here today.
And this is a very important topic, "Dying With Dignity: Difficult
Times, Difficult Choice."

I have a veryI had a personal decision to make a number of
years ago when my motherafter she had suffered a stroke and
i
been an nvalid
about 4 months, and then went into pneumonia.
And they wanted to give her additional life-savingthe IV's and
all that. And although she couldn't talk, she screamed "no, no, no."
And I knew from other discussions I had with her that she just did

not want to be kept alive in this manner. It was a very difficult
choice for me to say let her die with dignity.

At the same time, I do want to express my tremendous respect
for Senator Javits. While a newspaper reporter covering Capitol
Hill, I always found him very important in giving me information,
correct information about what was going on. And as I have read
about his continued activities of lecturing and passing on to those
who are younger his font of knowledge and his experience from
real life, my hat is off to you and God bless you.
Senator JAvrrs. Thank you very much.

The CHAIRMAN. The Chair recognizes Mr. McCain.
Mr. MCCAIN. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.

Before I was able to serve in the Congress, I spent a number of
years . working over in the U.S. Senate. During that period, I had
the distinct honor and privilege of working and traveling with Senator Javits. And I believe that he brought honor, dignity, and brilliEnce to that body as he does bring to this issue today. And I am
very deeply appreciative.
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I am convinced that your presence here, Senator Javits, will go a
long way toward easing the pain of millions of Americans as they
face, what you describe, should be greeted with dignity and beauty.
I have a question for Dr. Viner.

Dr. Viner, in your written statement you mention that home

care faces two challenges. One is technology; it is being transferred.
And I quote from your statement: "From the hospital to home care
and, as a result, the choices concerning the use of this technology
become even more complicated."

The other challenge you discuss is Medicare. It is putting in-

creased pressures on families providing home care. The DRG en-

gendered earlier discharges, and therefore require increasingly
skilled home supervision.
Could you give us some recommendations that you believe need

to be made in Medicare in order that these challenges be overcome?

Dr. VINER. Yes. I think that-Mr. McCAIN. And before you answer, I also would like to commend you on your article which I have read, "Life at the Other
End of the Endo-Tracheal Tube: A Physician's Personal View of
Critical Illness." I believe it should be made required reading for
every physician in America.
Dr. VINER. Thank you very much, sir.

The problem with the home care is that this is a tremendous
burden, obviously, for inexperienced family members. And very
often, the patients are now being forced to go home sooner and
sooner. DRG, engendered early discharge, means that because of
the economic pressures on us to get people out of the hospital
quickly, they are going home sicker, and they are going home need-

ing more equipment. We are not talking about life-sustaining

equipment and respirators, but simply that they are very sick and
need a lot of apparatus and skill to take care of them. Families are
not prepared for that.
So the families are sort of caught in a bind here and so is the
doctor.

I think we need to simply expand the benefits a little bit more.
We spend a lot of money in this country on health care that we are
learning how to conserve somewhat. But this is not the right place
to serve it. This is an unbiquitous problem that is going to happen

to everyone. And a little more generosity heretake it away from
someone else, perhaps, but don't skimp here.

I think what happened is that we started to make decisions to

decelerate care for the dying patients. That was right. Then all of a
sudden this looked like a place where we could save a lot of money.
And getting them home, that seemed like a good idea. So we save
more money instead of being a $500 a day bed. But we have over-

done it a bit, and we have got to get off of that a little bit and

spend a little more money; get patients home with a little more supervision than we are able to provide now and so forth.
But we are getting there. The system is going to sort itself out.
And I think there have been extremely important developments in
the last several years.
The CHAIR. Thank you, Mr. McCain.
Ms. Meyers?
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MS. MEYERS. Mr. Chairman, I do think that this is an extremely
controversial subject.

When I was chairman of public health and welfare in Kansas, I

realizedthis was in the State senateI realized that due to an

unusual provision in our guardianship laws that if an individual
has a guardian in Kansas, no one can make the decision to with-

draw heroic measures to preserve life.
We drafted a law that said that if that person who had a guardi-

an, if two doctors said that we were not really extending life but
just prolonging the dying procedure; if there was a court procedure

where the individual who had the guardian was represented by

counsel and it was determined that th 18 was in the best interest of
that patient and was truly his desire when he was competent to
make that decision, then this decision could be made by a family

memberthe guardian, usuallyand the doctor.

However, it just turned into a terrible fight. There were those
well, the same groups that cEune in and opposed the living will,
when we passed it in the State of Kansas, came in and opposed this

vigorously. This was not my bill, but because I was chairman of the
committee, I was carrying it on the floor of the Senate, I was called

a murderer. And, finally, because of this kind of controversy and
mailings to everybody saying that we were murderers and all that,
we withdrew the bill from the floor of the Senate and took it back
to committee.

I just think that before a bill like this can be passed, there has to
be a great deal of public education, that we do whatever we do very

very carefully because it is fraught with controversy and real

anger.
Senator JAVITS. MS. Meyers, if I may just say a word; the an-

guish goes with the job, and that is what we are doing today. It
certainly is not easy for me. And as I said before, I am one of those
facing it. I know what is right and I know it will quiet controversy
rather than stir it up as we know the confrontations and anguish
the families have who face these decisions, and don't know what
the person concerned would have done. And so I think we are in
the process right now, thanks to Chairman Roybal, of doing what
you say we must do. And so long as I can, I will continue.
MS. MEYERS. Well, I admire you tremendously and have been a
fan of yours for a very long time. It is good to be with you today.
Senator JAVITS. Thank you.
The CHAIRMAN. Thank you, Ms. Meyers.

We all probably notice that a little while ago we recessed for a
brief 60 seconds. All that, of course, was for the benefit of television. We continued then with the hearing, and now would likeif
you all would remain exactly where you are sitting now, we have
two other witnesses. They are made available to us by the Close Up
Foundation, a foundation that works very closely with this committee, who is very much interested in these problems.
These witnesses, one of them comes from Tempe, AZ, Mae Chert-

koff; and the other one comes from Moorhead, MN. Both would
like to take a few minutes to tell us of their personal experience.

Would they please take the microphone there? Mr. Dean

Bowman and Mae Chertkoff.
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STATEMENT OF MAE CHERTKOFF, A PARTICIPANT IN THE CLOSE

UP FOUNDATION GOVERNMENT STUDIES PROGRAM FOR
OLDER AMERICANS

Mrs. CHERTKOFF. Mr. Chairman and members of the committee,

on behalf of myself and other participants in this week's Close Up
Program for older Americans, I thank you for the opportunity to
express my views on this critical issue facing this committee.
The cost of medical care is staggering, but the emotional impact
is stressful and heartbreaking to all members of the family. Our
brother was ill with terminal lung cancer, but the doctors continued with hospital care and treatment until the end. When I asked
the doctor to stop the agonizing torture of prolonging the life of
agony with no hope of life, the answer I got was, "I'm not God."
The medical bills that came in the last 45 days of prolonged life,
even God would forbid. Who has the right to decide? I believe in
the living will. T can decide my fate at the time of terminal illness
while I am still in sound mind, like now.
Thank you.
The CHAIRMAN. Thank you. Dean Bowman?
STATEMENT OF DEAN BOWMAN, A PARTICIPANT IN THE CLOSE

UP FOUNDATION GOVERNMENT STUDIES PROGRAM FOR
OLDER AMERICANS

Mr. BOWMAN. Mr. Chairman and honorable members of the com-

mittee, I am pleased to have the opportunity to testify before you
today, and I appreciate the opportunity you have given the Close
Up Foundation to present this hearing.
In February of this year, my mother, who was 91, decided that
food was an enemy and refused to eat. After 2 weeks in three different hospitals and three different doctors interspersed with a
week in the skill nursing facility of a nursing home, my wife and I
decided to take her to our home.
We had a special circumstance in our home to be able to provide
the kind of care required. My wife is a homemaker, and since my
retirement from teaching, my work and my workshop is attached
to my home. We were, therefore, able to look in on my mother 24
hours a day. We were also given assistance and the support of the
Hospice of the Red River Valley.

The hospice program was complete in so many ways. They not
only provided all medication required, but provided a registered
nurse on call 24 hours a day. My mother died peacefully 22 days
after bringing her home from the last hospitalization
There is one fortunate aspect of our experience. My mother was
fully alert and in command of all of her faculties right up to the
last day. Prior to leaving the hospital on her last confinement, she
demanded that the nasal-gastric feeding tube be removed. This request was honored by the attending physician. We were thus relieved of the responsibility to make decisions regarding life-support
systems.

We were extremely lucky. My wife and I decided that we should
relieve our children of the responsibility of having to make decisions about our lives. We had our attorney draw up living wills,
outlining our wishes regarding all the basic aspects of our death,
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from lifesupport systems or extraordinary measures to support life,
to our burial.
Mr. Chairman, I would support legislation which allows an individual the option of determining the type of medical treatment he

or she would receive in the event of a terminal illness, and the
legal recognition of such documents that state such options.
Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
The CHAIRMAN. Thank you very much, Mr. Bowman.

I would now like to ask one last question. I know we promised
you, Senator, that we would be adjourning around 11:30. A.nd I am
sure that you will stay for just a few more minutes.

And that is a question that is constantly asked of me and this
committee. I am asking this question of Dr. Viner, Senator Javits,
and Ms. Mishkin.

As a sort of worst case, what should happen with the elderly

person who is terminally ill, incompetent, alone, poor, and without
any advanced directive? Who should decide and how in that instance?
Dr. Viner, would you like to take a crack at it first? Or the Senator?

Senator JAVITS. I would think that in that case the courts would
finally be the arbiter, and they could appoint a guardian on the application of a hospital or other medical institution to represent the
person in question. And then an effort would be made to ascertain
from that person's history what might have been that person's decision. In the absence of that, if there is no proof available, the
court would have to determine whether the likelihood would have
been that that person would decide that life was not worth enduring under the condition which the person faced.
In short, I think that with the advice and factual testimony of
whatever was available, even if it were the doctor alone, a court
would have to decide the issue if presented. And that would repre-

sent, subject to rights of appeal, finality. I do not see any other
way.
Ms. Mishkin, would you have any other view on this?

Ms. Minim-. I agree entirely with the Senator's response. I
would add only that in making a decision, the court, I hope, would

look at the burdens and the benefits of what is proposed for the
patient, in view of the patient's current condition; and in looking
at burdens, to look not only at the immediate pain engendered and
the invasiveness of the procedure under consideration, but what
that would do to the dignity of the individual. For example, would
this patient have to have her hands tied 24 hours a day, as they
sometimes do in nursing homes, to prevent removal of a NASO-gastric tube or of intravenous feeding equipment?
The CHAIRMAN. Dr. Viner?

Dr. VINER. Well, of course, I agree with both of my colleagues
here. But, hopefully, what we would like to see is that physicians,
through education and, again, further societal evolution, come to
the point where they are comfortable not to let some of these monstrosity circumstances develop.
Now, the two most important decisions about a respirator are,
No. 1, whether to put the patient on it in the first place; and, No.
2, whether to stop it. But if you do not put the person on in the
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first place, when it is inappropriate, you do not get yourself into
the kind of terrible problems that we sometimes have to face. So
this puts a lot of responsibility on the physician when there is no
family and so forth, but with society's support, we make these decisions when we have to because there really is not any other way.

So, in summary, yes; if it comes to a need for a legal decision,
that would be the way, obviously. But, most often, I think it will
happen just quietly without a lot of fanfare. And the more that
does occur in a way that is dignified, the more comfortable everyone will be with these kind of decisions. The more excitement and
emotion, and whatever, that is stirred up by a case like Karen Ann
Quinlan's, then the more the country gets all stirred up.
And to a degree, though, it is a poor analogy because it sounds
undignified, but we are making a mountain out of a molehill in so
many cases in the sense that we act as though there is this decision. There is no decision. Mother Nature, the Good Lord, however
you look at it, has created a physical circumstance where there is
no alternative. We only think there may be alternatives, so we
make all this commotion over things that, unfortunately, there
really is no decision to make, so often.
The CHAIRMAN. Thank you, Doctor.

I am sure there are many more questions that members of the

committee would like to ask the panel, but we will be unable to do

that because of the lack of time. If there are any pressing questions, they will be submitted to you in writing, and we know that
you will respond as soon as possible.
Before adjourning t'is hearing, I want to express my deep appre-

ciation and my thar to our distinguished guests, Senator Javits,
Barbara Mishkin, and Dr. Viner for their remarks and the comments that they made and shared with us today.
This has been somewhat of a depressing hearing, but is a most
necessary hearing that I believe has to be duplicated in every State
in the Union. I think we have responsibility of going throughout
the Nation and holding these hearings. This is not only good education for us, the Members of Congress, but it serves as good education, I believe, for the public in general.
We would like to thank you for the work that you have done,
Senator; Dr. Viner; and I sincerely hope that we can continue to
work together in finalizing something that will be of benefit and be
directed to this problem.
I would like to also thank the president of the Close Up Foundation, Mr. Steven Janger. You know, he not only came himself, but

he made possible a great deal of our audience. He brought with

him approximately 100 senior citizens. And he also made it possible
for us to be on television this morning.

My thanks, also, to each and every one of the people who are
here. Your interest is of great importance to this committee. We
want to be closely associated with you and work with you in anything that pertains to any particular problem with regard to the
senior citizen community of the United States.
Thank you very much. And the meeting is now adjoumed.
[Whereupon, at 11:40 a.m., the hearing was adjourned.]
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FOREWORD

Today I am releasing this report to the House Select Committee on
Aging ond the House of Representatives which describes the dilemma
facing America's terminally ill persons and calls for federal and state
action to better assist the terminally ill.

Taken together, this report and today's Committee hearing, "Dying
With Dignityt Difficult Times, Difficult Choices," are a critical first step
in moking the Congress and the public aware of the dilemma faced by
terminally ill persons and their families. However, awareness of the
dilemma is not enough.

The second step, as outlined below, is to analyze the research and
knowledge on the terminally 111 and to explore options for dealing with the
issues surrounding the terminally ill and their care. In this regard, the two
upcoming onalyses by the Office of Technology Assessment, prepared at
the request of the Committee on Aging and other House and Senate
Committees, will be two very valuable tools. A preliminary view of these
two analyses is provided in Section II of this report.
With these analyses in hand, the third and most critical step will be
for the federal and state governments, the medical and legal professions,
and the terminally ill and their families to join together in developing those

p.ili:ies which will give the terminally ill more control over medical
treatment decisions.
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SECTION I. ISSUES SURROUNDING AMERICA'S TERMINALLY ILL AND
TI-EIR MEDICAL TREATMENT.

BACKGROUND ON MEDICAL TREATMENT FOR Tl-E TERMINALLY ILL.

Death is not a subject limited to the elderly. However, elderly
persons in our society are in a uniquely vulnerable position because of
factors such as advanced age, constrained financial resources and physical
incapacity, to mention but a few. These factors, alone or in combination,

can scverely impair elderly persons' abilities to manage and care for
themselves even when they desire and are physically able to do sa. Also,

many elderly persons experience a period of prolonged chronic illness
before dying, unlike an acute medical crisis or trauma situation more
common in younger patient populations.

Under these circumstances, terminally ill persons should maintain
control over their own lives to the greatest extent possible. This includes
the freedom to make their own medical treatment decisions. Yet, we want

to know that the decisions they make are truly their own, and not the
product of external forces. These forces might include financial pressure
either on their families or their physicians and hospitals.

The control over medical treatment decisions remains a controversial
Many people are most concerned about the terminally ill person's
lack of a right to have medical treatment. Many other people are most
concerned ohoJt the terminally ill person's right to refuse medical
treatment. Given this lack of agreement, these decisions are and should
remain very personal decisions. Clearly, the terminally ill need to be
issue.

protected -- they need both the right to have medical treatment and the
right to refuse medical treatment.*
CONFLICTING PRESSURES. In our efforts to help terminally ill persons
maintain decision-making control, we must keep in mind that improvements

in medical technology have given us a much greater ability to sustain life
than in the past. However, this same medical technology has created very

difficult choices for dying persons, their families, their physicians and

society as o whole. Tragically, the dying person is the one who is being
trapped in a "Catch-22" situation.
trapped in the middle

Under current law, people do have the right to refuse medical
treatment. However, current law does not guarantee that people have the
right to have medical treatment.

*
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On the one side are the physicians with an inherent desire to sustain
life. Physicians foce a dilemma as they fight to keep the dying person alive
while also trying to respect a dying patient's decision to refuse medical
treatment. On the other side are the national policy-makers who continue

to cite the high cost of caring for the dying. Some policy-makers imply
that the dying have a duty to die and make way for the living.

ETHICAL CONSIDERATIONS. Under the stressful circumstances of
terminal illness, a shift in decision-making power from terminally ill
persons to other decision-makers tends to occur. The decision-making

freedom of terminally ill persons may be subtly subsumed by others in
carrying out what surrogate decision-makers perceive as their role. In

some instances, this shift in decision-making occurs outright due to a court
pronouncement of mental incompetency and appointment of legal guardians

for the terminally ill.

The consequences of such infringements on decision-making power are

drastic. Terminally ill persons may no longer have control over the most
personal experience they have faced in their lives
their own death. To
the extent possible, society may want to honor the desires of terminally ill
persons who want or do not want a protracted existence on artificial lifesupport systems. However, we must also protect the terminally ill from a
coerced, involuntary decision whether it is to have or to refuse medical
treatment.
COMPETENCY CONSIDERATIONS.

The right to consent to or refuse

treatment is a legal and ethical right of all mentally competent patients.
This basic right continues to exist even when the patient subsequently
becomes mentally incompetent. However, there is a legal distinction
between the competent and incompetent patient insofar as their rights with
respect to medical treatment.
If a patient has been determined
incompetent, someone else must make treatment decisions on behalf of the

patient.

Because of this legal distinction, the mental competency of
terminally ill persons to make decisions about their medical care is a
central issue in medical dech,ion-making. Determinations of incompetence

deprive terminally persons of their freedom to exercise their right to
consent to or refuse medical treatment. For the el.lerly patient who, for
example, has been placed in a hospital or nursing home, is heavily

. medicated and is frightened by unfamiliar impersonal surroundings, the
issue of competence is glaring.
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that

consequences

determinations of incompetence have on the liberty of terminally ill
persons, there is a need for a consistent and uniform approach in
competency determinations. One legal standard receiving growing support
is that of whether patients, including terminally HI persons, understand and

appreciate the nature and consequences of their decisions regarding
medical core. There is still much controversy, however, surrounding the
following questions:

I)
3)

Who is questioning the patient's competency and why?
In what forum should competency determinations take place
the hospital or the court?
Who should perform the competency determination?

4)

What

2)

should be the consequence of a determination of

incompetency?

If terminaHy in
persons are determined to be mentally incompetent to make treatment
SURROGATE DECISION-MAKING CONSIDERATIONS.
decisions, the crucial questions become:
I)
2)

How should surrogate decision-makers be designated?

Who should be the surrogate decisionmakers (e.g., family
member, friend, attorney)?

3)

What decisions may they make (i.e., what forms of medical
treatment can the surrogate consent to or refuse on behalf of
the patient)?

persons who have no one to act on their behalf in
Terminally
making medical treatment decisions present a special problem. One
response by the States has been to provide for public guardianships
appointed by a court.
Public guardianships have received some criticism due

to

the

potential conflict of interest when public agencies have been appointed as
guardians of wards, but are simultaneously providing services to the wards
under restrictive cost constraints. For purposes of accountability, if public
agencies are appointed as public guardians, the appointments should be

carefully and narrowly circumscribed to the power to act only in the
specific situations in which the wards are incapable of acting on their own.
ADVANCED DIRECTIVE CONSIDERATIONS. More and more attention is

focusing on increasing the terminally ill person's control over their final
medical treatment decisions. There is a growing push to get the public to
think ahead and make some type of advanced directive. These advanced
directives may be a "living will" (more appropriately termed a "natural
death declaration"), a durable power of attorney or some other form of
advanced directive.
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The various legal devices that exist, such as the durable

power of
attorney and the "living will", may serve to enhance the ability
of the
terminally ill to have their desires carried out in the event that they are
hospitalized and become mentally incompetent to make their own
treatment decisions. However, since some of these mechanisms have not

been tested in the courts, their application to the context of medical
treatment decision-making remains questionablo.

States are wrestling with various approaches to enable people to make
an advanced directive. As of 1985, 35 States and the District of Columbia
have enacted legislation variously termed "natural death" acts or "living
will" statutes. While progress is being made by the States, there is still
much to be done. As one example, the lock of uniformity and reciprocity
among states with similar "advanced directives" statutes leaves in doubt
the enforceability and effectiveness of an advanced directive executed in a
State different from that in which terminally ill persons are hospitalized.
While executing an advanced directive is certainly to be encouraged,

there is some question as to how many people will actually execute an
advanced directive. Even today many people do not plan
ahead and die
without any type of ordinary will. In the case of persons who
have always
been incapacitated, there is no opportunity
to make an advanced
directive. In the case of the poor, the cost of executing an advanced
directive is one more expense they probably cannot afford.

OTA STUDIES ON DEMENTIA AND LIFE-SUSTAINING TECHNOLOGIES.

In the course of the House Select Committee on Aging's examination

of the plight of America's critically and terminally ill persons, we saw the
need for an indepth assessment. The

Committee, along with several other
House and Senate Committees, requested that the Office of Technology
Assessment (OTA) conduct two major studies. The first study is on
dementia. The second is on life sustaining
technologies. A preliminary
view on these two studies is provided in Section II of this report.

The first OTA study is entitled "Disorders Causing Dementia." This
will cover a range of issues from research on the causes of dementia to the

legal, financing, social and ethical implications for the victims, their
families, and society as a whole. Since certain forms of dementia, most
notably Alzheimer's, are debilitating and terminal, this study will play an
important role in examining the issues surrounding dying with dignity.
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OTA is also engaged in a second study which is entitled "LifeSustaining Technologies and the Elderly." This second study focuses on
developments in life-sustaining technologies. The study also examines the
legal, financing, social and ethical implications of these technologies for
the elderly and the non-elderly. As medical science continues to advance
its ability to sustain life, new questions will arise as to how to use these
technologies, how to pay for them, what their impact is on the quality of
life, and what are the rights of the terminally ill to refuse or require their
use.

The Committee looks forward to learning from these two OTA

studies. However, we also recognize that they will not be available for
another year. In the interim period, we must continue our efforts to better

assist the terminally ill.

CALL FOR ACTION ON BEHALF OF TI-E TERMINALLY ILL.

As described above, America's terminally ill are trapped in a tragic
"Catch-22." While some policymakers pressure the terminally ill to make
way for the living, physicians and other health care providers fight to keep
the terminally iI alive. All parties need to accept that the terminally ill

should have both the right to have and the right to refuse medical
treatment. The terminally ill should be free to exercise both these rights
without undue pressure.

Though we have much to learn about how best to relieve the
pressures, enough is known so that we can better help the terminally ill.
Based on an initial review of the problem and of the available solutions, I
am recommending the following actions:

Societal pressure to contain health care costs should not be applied to

the terminally ill. They already face incredibly difficult decisions
with respect to refusing or requiring medical treatment. The victims,

in this case the terminally ill, should not have to carry the extra
burden of society's desire to contain health care costs.

Catastrophic out-of-pocket health cost burdens for the terminally ill
should be limited so that they do not create undue financial pressure

on the terminally ill or bankrwt the family. Currently, the out-ofpocket cost burden on the terminally ill and their families can be
astronomical and can result in decisions to refuse medical treatment
that are not in the best interests of the terminally ill person.
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All States should have available legal mechanisms to enoble people to
make odvoiced directives with respect to having or refusing medical
treatment. In addition to enacting the basic legislation, the States
need to address the Issues of the lock of uniformity and reciprocity
currently existing across States and affordability and accessibility for
the poor ond near poor.

In determining the conpetency of patients, including terminally ill
persons, to meant to or refuse medical treatment, their rights should

be carefully protected.

Much hinges on the determinotion of

a

terminally ill person's competency or incompetency. Since decisionmaking power, especially In the absence of an advanced directive, for
a terminally ill person may be lost quickly and the consequence may
be irrevocable, it is critical that competency determinations be

carried out in a manner which serves the best interests of the
terminally ill person.

For those terminally ill persons who ore not competent to make
medical treatment decisons, the courts should provide continued

oversight of the designated surrogate decision-maker. In making
decisions on behalf of a terminally ill person, many competing
financial, ethical and societal interests may try to influence
treatment decisions. As a result, the courts need to closely monitor
the actions of court appointed surrogate decision-makers.

Physicians, nurses aid hospitals should be sensitive not only to
terminally ill persons' request to have life-sustaining medical
intervention but also to their request to refuse medical treatment.
No one wants health care providers to reduce their commitment to
care for and sustain life in their patients. However, there is a need to
balance that commitment with the commitment to provide the
medical treatment that is best for the patient, as defined by the
terminally ill person or their designee.

A 'bill of rights" for patients,
terminally ill persons, should
be affirmed legislatively; a nationwide public education program
should be developed by federal airi state governments to educate the
public as to what are their rights with respect to medical decisionmaking. Though many rights of t, mninally ill persons may be clearly
understood by lawyers and physicians, this is far from the case for the
terminally ill and their families. There is a great need to make the
public more aware of what are the rights of terminally ill persons and
what are the options for exercising lse rights.

Now is the time for federal and state governments to relieve the
cost-related pressures on termiaally ill persons and to give them the legal
vehicles which will give them adequate con' -oi over their final days. Now

is the time for physicians and other I.

care providers to be more

sensitive to and suppor ye of the final v ..nes of America's terminally ill.
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SECTION II. ISSUES SURROUNDING TI-E IMPACT OF LIFE-SUSTAINING
TECI-INOLOGIES AND DEMENTIA ON MEDICAL TREATMENT FOR TI-E

TERMINALLY ILL. *

MRS. A

Mrs. A is an 82 year-old woman who has been in a
hospital intensive care unit for 4 weeks following a stroke. A
ventilator Is being used to maintain her breathing.
Intravenous nutritional support and hydration are being
provided since she cannot eat or drink while on the
ventilator. Mrs. A cannot speak because of the ventilator and

cannot write due to paralysis caused by the stroke. The
hospital staff and her family have noticed that she is much
more alert and responsive now than she was immediately
following the stroke. They believe she usually understands
what is said to her and that she is aware of her physical
condition.

Mrs. A's doctor believes that her condition has
stabilized and that she will probably need the ventilator for
the rest of her life. The doctor has discussed this with Mrs.
A's only daughter, and the daughter and several other
relatives have talked to the hospital social worker obout
finding a nursing home that will take Mrs. A. Mrs. A's sister,
whom she has lived with for many years, refuses to take part
in the family discussions. She says that Mrs. A told her many
times that she did not want to be kept alive "on machines".
The sister and a nurse on the evening shift say that they
asked Mrs. A if she wanted the ventilator removed even
though it meont she would die. She nodded yes. Because Mrs.
A has no written document to support her wishes, the hospital
administration will not allow the discontinuance of the
ventilator or the intravenous nutritional support.

Mrs. A, however, cannot remain in the intensive care

unit because the bed is needed for a more critically ill
patient. She can be temporarily transferred to a regulor
medical unit, but the cost of her treatment has already
exceeded what Medicare will poy the hospital for treatment
of her condition, and the hospital odministration is urging the
doctor to make plans for discharge. The hospitol sociol
worker has contocted several nursing hames but has been
unoble to locate one nursing home that is willing to take a
ventilator-dependent patient.

*

This section was prepared by the Congressional Office of Technology
Assessment at the request of the Chairman of the House Select Committee
on Aging.
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Each day in the United States, growing numbers of elderly patients,

their families, and health care providers are confronted with dilemmas
concerning life and death decisions. At the request of the House Select
Committee on Aging and the Senate Special Committee on Aging, the
Office of Technology Assessment (OTA) is undertaking a study of "LifeSustaining Technologies and the Elderly." *
The requests for the
assessment reflect growing public concern about increasingly complex
situations and decision-making dilemmas exemplified by the case of Mrs. A

and her family. The exact wishes of the patient are difficult to discern
since no written advance directive or other type of legal Instrument is
available. Yet even with such a document, precise descriptions of the
specific circumstances and conditions are required to be certain that a
patient's desires to not receive aggressive life-support treatments are
clearly understood. Given any doubt about a patient's wishes, health care
decision-makers are most likely to choose aggressive treatment. At the

same time, the ability to predict the outcome of such treatment is more
difficult in critically ill elderly patients, who are likely to have multiple
conditions that make recovery more questionable.
I MPL ICAT IONS

OF

IMPROVEMENTS

IN

LIFE-SUSTAINING

TECHNOLOGIES. These dilemmas are expected to grow in number and
complexity. Recent technological advances in the treatment of chronic
diseases and acute illnesses, combined with greater access to such care,
make it possible to keep alive growing numbers of persons who would not
have survived in decades past. These advances, however, are accompanied
by complex legal, ethical, and financial issues concerning the definition of

death, patient's rights, surrogate decision-making, quality of life of the
critically ill, appropriate use of life-sustaining technologies, and the
influence of economic considerations on the provision of expensive and
extensive health care treatments. Indeed, some studies indicate that

almost 30 percent of Medicare outlays are made for care of older
Americans within their last year of life. Other research, however, has
shown that about one-half of all elderly Medicare beneficiaries with highcost reimbursements survive and are discharged from the hospital. As
these life-sustaining technologies become more available and increasingly
feasible for use at home, questions of financial burden and the ability of
individuals and society to pay for long-term health care arise.

* The full report on "Life-Sustaining Technologies and the Elderly" will be
completed in May, 1986 and published, in Summer 1986. For additional

information, contact Robert A. Harootyan, Project Director (202/226-

2090).
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The OTA assessment examines these technological advances

and
their implications for the health care of older Americans. The requesting
Committees of Congress expressed concern about protecting patients'
rights in decision-making regarding the use of life-sustaining technologies
and the extent to which aggrcislve intervention should be given. At the
same time, the committees expresied
concern about the Federal

Government's role in ensuring equal access to life-sustaining technologies
in the face of growing economic pressures to reduce the public costs of
health care under the Medicare and Medicaid programs. On the one hand, a
fundamental concern is the need to ensure that quality of life and quality
of care for the elderly are not jecpardized by federal cost-containment
efforts. On the other hand, congressional concerns include the need to

preserve the autonomy of elderly patients and to assure their rights to
choose when and to what extent ife-sustaining technologies should be
used. Above all else, the committees want to be sure that federal health
care policies and reimbursement systems do not discriminate against
elderly patients through policies that ye a9c-based criteria to limit
access
to or reimbursement for health care
vices. Currently, 37 percent of all
costs for health care of the elderly are paid out-of-pocket. Any increase in
such direct costs to the elderly could influence the willingness of
some to
.

seek assistance or to desire continued aggressive intervention.

ISSUES RELATED TO TI-E MAJOR LIFE-SUSTAINING TECI-INOLOGIES.
The OTA assessment focuses on five technologies and procedures that
are

most relevant to the concerns expressed by the requesting Committees.
Each technology reflects different aspects of the issues concerning

appropriate use of life-sustaining technologies in the elderly.
dialysis is a required treatment for persons suffering from chronic Renal
renal
(kidney) failure. These patients woulIJ die without periodic (usually every
other day) dialysis treatments that are provided in hospitals, outpatient
clinics, or
for some patients
at home. Dialysis is fully reimbursed by
the Medicare program, which has witnessed a dramatic increase over the
last decade in the number of patients receiving such care. Studies indicate

that elderly patients derive considerable benefit from the treatments,

significantly improving both the number and quality of years odded to their
lives. Some indications exist, however, that difficult decisions are made on

occasion to withdraw or withhold dialysis for some types of elderly

patients. The OTA assessment will attempt to discern the factors that lead
to such decisions.
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Another technology is prolonged mechanical ventilation, a procedure
required for patients who are unable to breath independently. VentHatordependent patients may require continuous support, or assistance for only
part of a day, depending upon the illness. In the case of Mrs. A, continuous
ventilation was required because the stroke greatly diminished her ability
to breath. The mobility of most ventilator-dependent patients is greatly

limited, although new technologies now permit some patients to use
wheelchairs along with portable ventilator units. A high degree of
supportive care is required for ventilator patients, whose respiration must

be monitored and airways continually checked and cleaned.

An additional life-support technology for Mrs. A is nutritional
support through intravenous delivery of liquid nutrients. Mrs. A's stroke
and consequent ventilation mean she cannot swallow foods or liquids. Her
only source of sustenance is by intravenous feeding. Although this
technology is portable and can be used in non-hospital settings, most
nursing homes avoid admitting such patients. Nutritional support therapy
requires expertise and added staff time to administer and monitor, thereby
increasing personnel, and other costs. In addition, very few nursing homes
have the staff or the willingness to care for ventilator-dependent
patients. As noted in the case of Mrs. A, few places exist outside the
hospital where she can receive the lev :I of care required.

The fourth technology being investigated by OTA is resuscitation.
More than the previously mentioned forms of life-support, resuscitafion
involves specific decisions about treatment and how aggressive such
treatment should be. Decisions to resuscitate are often guided by the

severity of the illnesses the elderly patient has, as well as a dear
understanding of the patient's

wishes

regarding resuscRation.

The

diminished "physiological reserve" of many critically and terminally ill
elderly patients creates addRional dilemmas in deciding whether or not to
resuscitate. A successful resuscitation in such patients can also result in

broken ribs, punctured lungs, or other complicating problems.

These

dilemmas confront health care providers on a daily basis.

The fifth technology being studied is the use of antibiotics in the
elderly, especially those who are critically or terminally ill. Such
individuals are particularly susceptible to infecfion, yet antibiotic therapy
is often successful. Pneumonia was in earlier periods called "the old man's
friend" because of the quiet death it brought. Today, many forms of
pneumonia that were once life-threatening to the elderly can be effectively
treated with aggressive antibiotic therapy. Decisions to use antibiotics to
treat infections are, however, often made in light of the other conditions
from which an elderly patient suffers. Again, patients, families, and health
care providers are increasingly faced with life and death decisions that
must weigh the degree of pain and suffering from competing illnesses that
confront the elderly patient.
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CONCLUSION. The OTA ussessment of "Life-Sustaining Technologies and
the Elderly" is reviowing these technologies and providing information on
the legal, ethical, and training Issues that have accompanied the
availability of these increasingly sophisticated interventions.
The
assessment investigates the Influence that the patient's age, mental status,
physical condition, attitudes, and concerns about quality of life have on the
decIsion-making process.
It also reviews the influence that costcontainment efforts might have on access of the elderly to health care in
general and to life-sustaining technologies in particular. Finally, the OTA
assessment projects what the "next generation" of life-sustaining
technologies may be and the implications they will have for an increasingly
aged population in the United States.

MR. A.

Mr. A is a 70-year old man who has developed
pneumonia while living in a nursing home. The physicians,
nursing home administrators, nurses, and aides are now
considering whether to transfer him to a local hospital for
treatment. His wife died several years ago. His daughter,
who visits him c .ce a month, is not sure whether he should be
treated. His son, who resides in an adjacent state, does not
want him treated.

Mr. A has been in the nursing home for two years
because he suffers from Alzheimer's disease. He lived with,
and was cared for, by his daughter in a town 20 miles away
until he began wandering out of the house and getting lost at
night. Mr. A's nursing home care was initially paid for out of
his savings, until his assets were depleted after nine months.
He was then admitted into the Medicaid program in his state,
which now poys for his care.

This fictional case illustrates many of the dilemmas that arise in the
care of patients suffering from dementing disorders. What is death with
dignity for a patient like Mr. A? Who should decide whether to transfer
Mr. A to the hospital? Should he receive antibiotic therapy? Should his

diminished ability to think, comprehend, ond communicate clearly be
considered in the decision to treat him? Are there programmatic or
financial barriers thot influence care decisions?
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More than 750,000 patients like Mr. A, suffering from disorders
causing dementia, currently reside in nursing homes in the United States.
Issues surrounding such patients are difficult and complex to resolve, but
are receiving increased public attention. The legal, medical, social, and
financial aspects of public policy relating to such patients are addressed in
the ongoing OTA assessment of "Disorders Causing Dementia."*
LEGAL ISSUES. Who should make the decision about whether to treat Mr.
A? The courts and caregivers must attempt to determine what the patient

would have wanted in this situation.

This determination, however, is
fraught with ambiguities, conflicts of interest, and legal uncertainties. If,
for example, the son or daughter had been declared the legal guardian or
conservator, then this would give an indication of who might be consulted
first. However, the court appointment of a conservator or guardian may
not reflect Mr. A's preference. In addition, it is not clear that guardianship
carries with it the undisputed right to make critical medical decisions on
behalf of the patient.
If Mr. A had an advance directive, such as a "living will" or durable
power of attorney, that might also yield clues as to his desires. However,
advance directives have varying degrees of legal standing, and may or may

not cover a patient's particular situation (e.g., whether to treat with
ant ibiotics).

MEDICAL CONSIDERATIONS. In addition to the legal ambiguities, there
is also tremendous medical uncertainty.
A physician cannot predict
whether Mr. A will live for a month, a year, or a decade if he is treated.
He can predict that his Alzheimer's disease will progress but cannot
determine the rapidity of deterioration with any accuracy. Furthermore,
no health professional can determine Mr. A's assessment of his own quality

of life.

Uncertainty also surrounds the antibiotic treatment itself. Optimal

medical treatment would include admission to the hospital, multiple
laboratory tests, evaluation of other medical problems, and treatment with
one or more antibiotics that might or might not cure the pneumonia. Each
step in this process has its own sources of error and risk, which add up to
medical uncertainty about whether to treat the patient.

* The OTA project will be completed in July, 1986. The staff car:teat at
OTA is Robert Cook-Deegan, M.D. (202/226-2034). The project addresses
many issues in addition to those noted in this background document,
including federal policies on biomedical research and provision of long-term
care for patients with dementia.
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If Mr. A leaves the nursing home for the hospital, he may lose his
bed at the nursing home. Difficulty in placing him back in a nursing home
from the hospital may make the hospital reluctant to admit him. At least
three factors would make Mr. A a relatively unattractive candidate for
admission back into a nursing home. First, he is covered by Medicaid which

pays less than most private pay patients.

Second, he suffers from

dementia, and many nursing home personnel consider the care of such
patients difficult. Third, the mental symptoms due to his Alzheimer's
disease could lead to his classification as a 'mental' patient. If more than
half the residents of a nursing home are 'mental patients,' then the home
risks loss of certification for Medicaid payment. While recent changes in
Medicaid regulations specifically state that Alzheimer disease and related
disorders are not 'mental' disorders, misclassification of patients based on
their symptoms can still occur, and implementation of the new regulations
is incomplete.
FINANCIAL FACTORS. Mr. A's nursing home care is now paid for by bat
the State and Federal Governments through the Medicaid program. Federal
outlays for nursing homes were $12 billion in 1983, of which an estimated
50 percent were for patients with dementing conditions. States paid a
roughly equal amount.

If Mr. A were admitted to the hospital, his medicol care there would

likely be borne by a combination of Medicaid and Medicare. Under
Medicare, the hospital would receive a fixed payment to treat Mr. A's
pneumonia (the amount would be determined by the diagnosis
of

pneumonia). This means that the hospital gets the same amount regardless
of the number of tests administered and whether or not he is effectively
treated. Under Medicaid, how the hospital was paid would depend on his
state of residence. In some States, the hospital would be paid for individual
procedures and treatments; in others it would receive prospective payment,
either according to diagnosis (like that under Medicare) or through fixed
monthly or annual payments for each patient. If Mr. A were covered under
Medicare, the Medicaid payments would pick up most costs not covered
under Medicare.

The rapid increase in costs of health care have lead to a growing
focus on cost containment. Both the Federal and State Governments are
searching for ways to limit escalating budget outlays for health care. Will
such concern for budget austerity lead to constraints on whether patients
like Mr. A are treated? Such constraints could be due to limited payments
for certain diagnoses or procedures, or could follow from financial

difficulties and consequent changes in hospital policies over the long run.
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For patients like Mr. A, there are several possible problems with
prospective payment systems like that now in the Medicare program. First,
a hospital may hove disincentives to admitting him If he is deemed likely to
develop complications or require extensive evaluation of secondary medical
problems. The disinclination to admit him derives from the fixed nature of
the payment for his primary diagnosis of pneumonia, which would not poy

for such complications or extra tests except by resort to a special
mechanism that requires documentation and extra paperwork. Second, Mr.

A may not be admitted if he is deemed likely to be difficult to discharge,
either to a nursing home or elsewhere.

PERSONAL AND SOCIAL VALUES. All decisions about medical care are
mode In the context of predominant social and personal values. These
values con be expressed by the patient (in Mr. A's case through knowing his

past views), his family, physicians, nurses, aides, social workers, ond
administrators.

Social values vary from 'treatment at all costs for all patients' to
concern that public funds not be spent to unnecessarily prolong the dying
process for those who are hopelessly ill and are perceived to have a low
quality of life. These values ore incorporated into Government health care
programs. The problems in odmission to hospitals and nursing homes faced
by patients with dementia listed above, for example, are due to decisions
made and included in public health care programs. The institutional
practices of nursing homes, hospitals, and other health care institutions
also reflect social values.

Each individual brings his or her own bioses and professional
perspective to decisions about treatment. Physicians may have one
opinion, family members another, onci oides involved in doily care yet
another.

CONO-USION. Decisions cbout medical treatment, acute health care, and
long-term care are complex and involve many social values, distinct and

often conflicting personal views of those involved, and are mode in an
environment increasingly focused on costs. Such decisions are difficult for
those who are aware of their own plight, and even more complicated for
those affected by a dementing disorder.
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UNIFORM LAW COMMISSIONERS'
MODEL HEALTH-CARE CONSENT ACT
Midlorleal Nolo
Aet State IAMB III 982. The Immolate text
of the act, the 'prefatory nete and camfeywas avreggarnbisa=tional ni arts
mints are est forth in this supplement.
en

The Nagel HealthCare

Commisologer's Prefatory Hots
"Nary human boas of adult years sad aged mid has a right to doornails
what shall be don ohli Ms own body, and a magas who performs n operetta without his padent's mast commits se assault for which he is liable le
" Ileholsederff v. gaiety of New York Hospitals,.211 N.Y. Elk loo
18 (1014).

That Oise noted statement at Jedge Callao both states the premises cederlying this Act sad. suggests by omission the subject sutler of do Act. What If
the hums ban Is sot of &dolt years mid of aged mad or is .otherwiss usable
to aeon? Assuming assent is nonetheless required, who eas give as effective giant? These nestiose plague hospitaPedmiastretors, physicians and
surgeous doily. They ore also of greys impasses to paints, their familia aid
Maids. Nome artalsty I. thls ass of the low Is seeded for @II the participants
I. the health gore system, consumers as WI so prevMers.

Saps of Ihs
This Let is procedural is nature mid is porpossfully arrow I. seeps. Its primary alm I. to provide outhoriatioe to congest to health are. It does met ad-

dress the sehstantia lasso of és.uuti tor insane, what aesthetes aformsd
assent, whether informed asessat is required oi under what eireeminaess sue
has a right to rano trestment.1
May of the sehatagda aspects of assent Involve eon/lade/ meta sad stillest
vases. The aw's response to many cosiest issues is Makin sad uncertain. It
is relladve of the amblvoleace la society. For lutesee.- the rlebt to Woos

treatment raises qualm Moot which there is se dear amasses I. Americas
low. The nay ethkal and moral dilemma presented I. those gums dealing with
the right to area archotroPic droso or the right to refuse aorosoory medkol
are 'moot that farther saperimestetlen is is order to propose model *elates
for these gessdoes would stifle creativity and Is Rather preetkoble sor desirable.

The "who" question of mousse (who I. authorised to amain for himself or
for another} do est, In the routine ans, present arias, unresolved morel issaes. Yet, st best, the Moon then questa*/ Is tor from char sod has hoes described as "hophasard".2

Tas Act is darted to provide assietsoce is the eases that occur delly sod routinely la medical prooda. It I. not desilmed to provide mowers tor the sztraordiary cases, seek as termini illness, organ deaths, and the treatment of mental hisses. These sztreordisory cases prawn separate sad discrete problems inyawing net wily issues of competency Mit of the authority of a, substitute deci-

sion-maker as mill. To force a shah solutiou to these many Makin would lie
t am: simony@ states. 'adopted informed-consent legiehtlen within the last
decade. others declined to do so. There is no newton to believe that those states
with Informsdoonsent legislation ere dissatisfied with their of torts nor is them
reason to :believe that. uniform legislation on this subject would be enacted by
those states thitt nodded not to adopt informed-consent ieldelatlen in .th inkk
Basically. inforMstiToonsent legislation Is an Idea whose time has comeend gone.
In addition and by. way of illustration of its narrow scope. this Act is not concerned with: whether. how and under what cirniitances liability will be impaled on a health care provider*.for falling to oNaln consent: eoether sod to
what extent consent reriArements are relaxed in emergencies; whether coneent
must Iltt arras or ImAled; the evidentiary problems that arise in proving that

consent 'was in fact r@talned: or how much and what kind of information must
be provided-4o the'potient to satisfy the standards of informed consent.
llindrejmn. The Courts as a Forum for Life and Death Decisions: Reflections
94 DM). For
on manures for SubsUtute Consent. it Suffolk L.Rev.
partieularly enlightening di@cuesion of many of the problem@ of "substitute consent" see 414 Meisel, The "Receptions" to the informed Congeal DOeltIng: Strikision-making. 191 Wis.L.
ing Balance Between Competing Baines in Medical
Sao. 418. 494118 thoranarter gown.
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e t beet

procrustsea fit. To provide a statutory solution to the problem el the
administration of antipoyehotie medication to a uninatitutionlised iseompstent
pima which I. consistent with the dos process clause would be completely onworkable if the problem to be solved is how to render tretment to child with a

broke. arm while Ms parrots are on an extended trip.
While this Aet does not, indeed moot, solve .11 the myriad end complex Woes

of onseat. It can serve a very useful foactioa. I. aa effort to replace the marhinge of eustom with the clarity of lefflektioll Ind to provide ffolainee for those
involved daffy with the problem of how medical &drone are te be made for an
individual who cosset do so far bhneelf, this Aet embraces eve guard concepts.
First, the Act &signer the ledividuale who may comsat to health sem for
themselves. (Berko 2.) Berko 2 restates the common law that adults may

cosiest for themselves unless leespable of counting. At anon isw, misers
were not permitted to oaks health-care related decision ad the state estrusted
that gledeloamaking power to paints. However, over the years there have deeeloPed neerld

exceotions to minor's disability. Seethes 2 twerp..
rates then more widely recognised semipro's. I. aeditioa to the amoral nendate to the statue of minority which permit minors la count to all forms of
health cark many states have caned eat more limited exception that authorise
minors to maw to perreular forms a health ears without pareatal conseat
for lastasco, trashiest for drug or alcohol abuse. Beetles 2 veganes exhale(
state kw ea these matters.
Bawl, the Act Provides a triggeriag mechasigen to &toreros wham aa.bdivid%fel is incapable of coonsatisg. (Beetles ft) This deeisloo is made
by the
health-eare provider sad the steadard tor determialag that ne is inalfelk of
consenting le whether the ledividual is capable el making decision togardlog the
proposed health care. ,It is imporhat to sok that the offer of a determiaern

of inanely is not to bypass cement but to shift the health care daisies-maklog to a third party.
ma, the /let provides a scheme for determination of a proxy &dramatise
to elee for ono illealiehle of enotoffitg. (Barn 4) At mamas kw, parents
were entrusted with tasking health care deeWeas for their ehildrea. Tits state's
power to care for an incompetelt adult wee traditioselly exereleed through
suardlauship. That mach is dear in existing law. However, sakes the peran
la need of health core is au infant or has been worded angtection through
formal adjudication of incompetency, the common low affords ao dearly estab-

lished authorisation for one family member to act for another. Courts aad
tke writers here ledicated that euthorisation from s spouse or other does family
mealier is permissible.e While that aecords with custom, actual adjudkated eaOmar to that effect is sperm. Beetles 4 provides both an authorisation sod
system of priorities for proxy decision-makers.

PoarIA, the Aet permits family members authorised to anent for anothee by
Section 4 to delegate their authority to maks health-can tlecieloas. (Section 5)
The authorisatin la intended to permit relatives to delegate their dedelsoal power while they ere separated front other family members. For lestaaes, while
children are away at summer camp the power of a permit to delegate dedsloonl
o lithority to a comp director would be extremely seeild.
AltA. the Aet authoress ao individual to appoint another to own as Mariam' repreeentative end to make health-care decisions en his behalf. (Section 6)
A cowers for personal autonomy underlies this provides. Section 6 is designed

to provide an alternative to the eyetem of third-party count oinked in Satin
4. Seed= 6 permits as individual to make his own desipation if he so chooses.
While the provision is perhaps novel to the field of bealtis cars, the power to
make such a &gelatin *sista in jurisdictions that have statutes similar to the
thrform Durable Power of Attorney Act.

One authorised to make health-can decisions for another is la every topmast
sense of that word s flout-Ian. A proxy decision-maker must use good faith and

act la the best interest of the individual for whom decisions ere made. Then

authorised to act under Section 4 are empowered to act either because of a legally imposed relationship (in the case of a guardian) or because of a family role&metro. A health-core representative authorised under Beetles 6 is empowered
e Ike Meter. eupra note II.
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became a patient bag designated him to mobs postman doeleibas; autesonn I.
the been fur the appoinuent.

The best interest deadeid ovum both a Sectios 4 prosy aid a Beetles I

health-care rept...stony.. le the nee of a Benton 4 prosy, beet interut nenperste. ea objective paean etsedard, whereas the Beetles I health-care repronetadve mast sin set I. eassrdesce with the pennon et the ledivIdual se stated is the appelatmeat. Best bluest la se evolving simidard 'evened by state
In the ease of Beetles 4 prosy, best interest requires that the decision
mbar ast rossessble- In meet asses the Swain 4 doeisios-maker will be a fame117 washer. Hie power deem sot arise from the onset having placed him I. a
nettles of trust but from his relatiomehip to the sanest. Hie power thee tuns
es the tenanneity's perception et what authority a rendre ought to have. That

I. penally defined I. terse of as obleetive best lowest test. However, the

Beetles I health-safe rimrsontative sets because he has ben desigsated to serve
by the point. Autonomy is the basis for that appoistsant sod the health-care
representative's obligati°, can be determined from the greeter of the power, Le.,

fan the swirls lestreetioss le the docemeat seaplanes him. When the gotten
bas uprisen hie desire, that is the fireboat endows of his best nterest.
There are impertamt limitation n the sobstitete deeisiewmabees power entalon le the Aet. On of the meet important limitation concerns the Weeniest

of mental Mese. The Act doss not °else* seines law n the nand related
mnatiess ii meatalbesith unbent. Os. importeet issue that bee bees the

asking of Meat Utilities amens the right to refuse peyehotreple drugs I. the
Instmest
payehosis. Ism litigated eases require prior Miele, approval for
the administration of these drugs to sesconselleg, seedestitutionalised, lecompe-

test omen. See Ie the Matter of Guardianship of Ins III,
Mess. , 421
N.E.14 40 MOM Many difficult widows rerun umewered; for bestasce
whether dent se ementimay, a state me fordhly medicate as Inshenterily

tutionlised penes without a prier Midst detenninaties of iscapseity. See
Mills v. Rogue.
U.S. , 302 R.Ot. 2442 (1NG). This I. en it these areas
la which there I. se dear cowmen sad Beetles 111 a As net presorts/ that
debate. Beetles 1111 does set authorise any lonvideal to coning to eautreaniest wanes I. amnion with state law.
UNIFORM LAW COMMISSIONERS'
MODEL HEALTH-CANE CONSENT ACT
gee.

k ?LTA=
Who May Consent to
Health 016
111f

S.

S.

Disqualification of Authorised Sr
dividuale.
Limitations of Lability.

I. Individuals Incapable of Consenting.
It Availability
of Mediad Inform.
tion.
4.. Ineividnalo Who W. Consent to
Health Oore tor Others.
11. Offset on Adelina State Law.
S. Delegallen et Power to Consent to
13. Severability.
lleolth Care tor Another.
S. Health.eare. Representatives Ap13. Uniformity of Application and Constrisetion.
polatmentl Qu.11lhotloei Powers: ROVIMIlliM Sid Raeponel. 14. Short Title.
balls
T. Court-orgrd Health Care or IL Deftest
Court. awl Appointment of a 14. Time of Taking Street.
Itoweentative.
Law Review Commeataries

Uniform end Medd Acts In HMO
(part I). Maurice H. Merrill. 112
DJ.
(11111).
1 I. °sliminess
As used la this lac*
(1) "Adult" means an ledividual 111111 or more years of age.
(2) "Health care", means any care, neatened, service, or procedure to male- ,
diagnose, or treat an individual's physical or mental condition.

00 "Ilealth-cart provider" mass a perms who I. licensed, certified or otherwise authorised by the law of this State to administer health sari in the

ordinary course of business or practice ot a professiso.
(4) "Maar" mama an Individual who la sat an adult.
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§

2

(5) "Person" means n Indivithisi, corporation, busineen trust, estate, trust,
partnership, association, government, governmental subdivision or spiky, or
any other legal entity.
Commiselsears' Comment

The age of 111 is bracketed la the
definition of an adult (subsection (I))
so that states with different r I. for
achieving adult status may inert
whatever age is appropriate.
Health care (subsection (2)) M-

eted'. any care, treatment, service or
procedure to diagnose or trust

physi-

cal or mental condition. The term Is
broader is scope than medical care sod

lacludes care sad treatment whieh I.
lawful to practice ender state law, for
instance, nursing care.

there Is

need to limie.the coverage of

the Act so that the rendition of row
tile care by family members would not

be within its coverage. One 'Whelks
on the scope of .the Act is found in the

definition of a hasith-care provider la
subsection 3. That definition excludes

those who are sot licensed, certified or
otherwise authorised to raider health
care. 'Hoses, the rendition of simple
ears by a family member to ass who is
ill at home would sot be covered by

thia Act while that same treatment

Since the &Bakke of health care is
broader la scope than medical care,

would be covered If provided I.
pital.

hos-

Library Referents
Assault and Battery end.
Physicians and Barroom Wel

).

C.J.B. Amman and Battery Of I to 4. I
to I.
C.J.B. Physicians and Burgeons I

Indleldusle Who alsy Cement to Health Care
Unlem Incapble of consenting under Section 3, n Individual may consent
to health care tor himself If he is:
2.

(I) an sdult; or
(2)

minor and
(5) Is emsocipated,

(ll) has sttalned the age of 1141 years and, regardless of the source of
his Income, Is living span from his perents or from an Individual in loco
parent's and lo msnaging his own affairn,
(111) la or has been married.

(Iv) Is In the military servim of the United States, or
(v) Is authorized to consent to the health care by any other law of this
State.
Commissioners' Comment'

Section 2 describes those lodividuals

who may consent to health care for
themseives.11
All adults, vales, dis-

qualified by Section 3, may consent to
health cars. These two provisions ba-

sically restate the common law with

regard to cement by adults. At common law minors were sot presumed to
be competent to consent to health care.

However, there are certain status exception. both statutory sad common
law, which render
minor capable of
consenting. Section 2(2) is
compilation of the more widely recovised en'
ceptions to the traditional requirement

of consent by a parent or guardian

which permit a minor, unless disquall-

fled by Beetles 3, to consent to health
care for himself as if he were s a
adult.
The exceptions are based es the assumption that a miser who has made

the described decision or taken the
described echoes la his life hos demon-

streted his capacity to make decisions
concerning ids health care. The omencleated minor exception Is widely rec .
ognised la cam law and in the atetutes
of more than thirty states. See Wilkins, OMIdresee Rights: Reesovier She
Percale! Coseessi Barriers to Medical
Treatment of Minors, 1975 Arisen@ St.
LJ. 31, 59 (1975). Paregraph (2)(l1)

I. an explicit emancipation provision

L.60
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bamd es objeedve criteria which will

set maim s formal mbodicatios of
masdpatios. The age is bracketed,
but the age of 14 is a mineable age
whom cospied with the other requirements of this persgreph.

Other objective Murk whieh courts
end state legidatures hem accepted as

showleg a seistors' maturity to make
deeldsse *Medea hi. hesith, are sear-

Ikea sad stinks with the amid

(See, e.g., lad.Asa.Stat. 1118-4-1 (Burns 178).) Ones a miser

forces.

has satisfied my of thms criteria he
may cossest to health writer himself
se if he were as adult.,

In oddities to the status exceptioUs
persdtdag essemat by minors, maw
legislatures hem created adaltiosal exespdess sithorislag misers to esaseut
to treatmest for specific maditioas or
Issues without regard to their status.
For intone% 45 states presently allow
labors to:phials trestmeat for venereal
disease without parental comsat. One
or more states permit misers to amsent to the toiletries forms of health

(1) hernia ears seeeseary to diseases Of treat programa;

(2) health care seceseary to diag-

nose or treat venereal disesse:

(3) health care secessary to MegBose or treat alcohol or drug dependesa or oboes:
(4) peyehistric or
psychologies'
asuasemig:

(5) health care seeessery for the
performance of se abortissi
(6) health ears aecessary for eons-

soling Is the mo of contraceptive de-

vices; end

(7) health eon seeessary for the
perform:see of say type of sterilisedon.

Paragraph 2(v) of this Act leaves
butt these state laws which permit a
wore spemiser to engem to one
cific health-care Procedural, regardless
of whether the miser meets the status
exceptions a paragraph 2-

ears:

I Wile the isagusge of Section S I east In terms of an authorisation to consent, that nsos.ssstl7 means that one authorised to eattesnt may also refuse
consent et withdraw consent to come of health oar* owe given.
Library Refermses
C..1.11.,Assault and Battery 11 I to 4,

Mundt and Battery Sat U.

to 8. la, lf

PhYsidalle and Burgeon@ Sm111(8).

C.3.11. Physicians and Burgeons I 45.

Islieldsals Inaspable of Cossestisg
Aa individual otherwise authorised under this Met" may consent to health
care unless, la the good faith opinion of the health-eare provider, the individS.

ual is iscapable of making decision regarding the proposed health care.
Commissioners' Comment

Section 8 uses the phrase incapable
of cossestieg as opposed to Iscoemsteacy. This choice is deliberate. Is-

competency is Americas law carries
the cossotatiou of PerMasencl sad I.
often thought to involve es adjudicative declaration, However, a Dorset:
may be de Mr. amp:test whoa is fact
he is incapable of making a deeision
regarding his ows health ears. A.
otherwise competest adult who has
bees rendered unconscious is as midget I. at that time de taste Inoompetent or iscapable of making a decision
regarding proposed health aim
-

Section 8 is phrased septively as

the law preen:nee that adults, esd us-

der certain circumstances Idiom as
well, ere capable of making decision.
Weft there is some determisetios of a
contrary status. The determination
called for I. Section 3 I. to be made by
the health-care provider, sed the sten-

61

lard I. whether the II:divided is incapable of making e decision regarding
ths proposed health care, lf the indiMeal la capsble of making a decision,

the health-eare provider must abide
&et declaim.
Custom suggests and secessity dic-

tates that the lethal determinotion

that one I. incapable of consenting rest
with the health-care provider. Section
3 is recognition of necessity legitimates that custom. Unlike the ledelan to Invoke the emergency exception
to the requirement of informed consent
which has the effect of bypassing consent altogether, a decision that one le
isespahle of consenting merely shifts
the decision regsrdiag the rendition bf

health care to a third party. This is

as

taperer:et

difference

for

iresith-care provider's decision

the

is es

mosseitse a "low visibility" one. Any
declaim to bypass the patient by de.
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tiding that he I. tocapable ot snaking
declaims endangers the values of individualism

and

personal

autonomy.

What I. seeded in any such decision I.
proPer combination of deference to
professional judgment and health-care
values on the one hand and resnoct for
personal autosomy and lobdividualista
on the other. Reposing the ultimate
decision to proceed with medical treatment In
Mini party should seem
that valuse of personal autoaomy end
ladividuallem receive proper considerstios.
The requirement that the individual
be incapable of engaging la decisionmaking is coasistent with the underly-

ing notion of cosiest. A unique hu-

man characteristic la the power to
make declaim's. Tits language of See-

deo I beams es tba ability of one to
make a decision es opposed to the contest of health care decision. A decision to refuse
soodtio course of

.

§4

treatment may be hosed on moral or
religious groom& An isdividual who
refuses treatment because he has con-

sistently relied on prayer tor healing le

wordagee with his religious treditios
I. capable of making his own healtheare deckles..
decision to refire
initialing made under those circumstances should be honored by
healthoare provider.
The nacertaindes of medical practice

and the declaim to I. made do sot
make prides statements at the test
for determising Incapacity easy. However, the easiest la which the decision
la made asd the effect of suds dodg iest reader dm isel; of prim:161os less

o nerous.1 The health-tors provider
wbe decides that sae lo Isespable of

emmenting must them tarn to another
who is charged with making the ultimata treatment deckles in the best Interest of ths patient.

l Om A. Helsel. The "IllseeptIone" to the Informed Cement Doctrine; Striking
Balance Between Competing Values In Medical Deelelonnahles. tIlte Wle.latee.

411. CIL 011-478.

Library Hsterenese
Mental Health

UL

C.J.I. Insane Perseas S N et OP.

4 ladivideals Who May Consist I. Health Care for Otbers
(a) If an Individual incapable of Congealing under Smiles 3 hes not appointed a bealthoare repreeentatlie under Section toe the health-cue representative appointed under Section di. not reasonably available or decline, to
act, consent to health core may be even:
(1) by guardian of his person, a representative appointed underSection 7, or a representative designated or appointed under other law of
this State; or
(2) br spouse; parent, adult child, or adult sibling, unless disqualified

under Section 8, if there is no guardian or other representative described
in paragraph (1) or he I. not reasonably available or decliees to act, or
his existence is unknown to the health-care provider.
04 Consent to health care tor minor not authorised to consent under Section 2 may be gives:
41) by a guardian of his person, a representative appointed under Seel
tion 7, or a representative designated or appointed under other law of

this State;
(2) by a parent or an individual In loco wreathe, if there is no guardian or other representative described in paragraph (1) or be is not reason-

ably available or declines to set, or his existence I. unknown to tbe

health-care provider; or
(3) by an adult sibling of the minor, if parent or an individual in loco
parentis I. not reasonably available, declines to act, or his existence I. unknown to the health-care provider.

4/ An individual delegated authority to consent under Section 5 has tbe
same authority and responsibility as the individual delegating the authority.
(0) 41 person authorised to consent for another under this motion shall set
In 1000 faith and in tbe beet Interest of the individual incapable of consenl-

bd.

,
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Commissioners' Comment

Beetles 4 auti..tisee designated per-

tain to surds. health-care decision-

making powers for lodividuele who
esnnot commit tor themselves sod who
have sot appointed a health-care rep-

point meat to act for the otos locepable
of consenting. However, an objector

would be required to show that the
other authorised declaim-maker was
mot acting I. the patient's beet inter-

reemstative to act os their behalf as est. (See Beetles 7.)
authorised is Section 5. If. a health'
Subsection
authorises substitute
oars repreeentative has been appointed
sad I. willing to act, that preempts the decision-makers tor minors who are
n ot authorised to cosiest seder Secoperation of tide smiles.
Subseeties

(a)

I. coommed with

adults sad misers uthovised to cong est under Section 2. It sets forth an
order of priority smog substitute de-

d elon-makere. The first priority Is
given to todividuals appointed by e

court, a guardian or as individual appointed void. Sorties 7. The second
priority clam I. the family. Within
this class, the spoon, parents, adult
children sad adult siblings are ranked
equally. Any member of the class is
authorised to set. Any slecislos establishing primity @mom family members
would be largely arbitrary. The objec-

tive is to have someme who has n
close personal relationship with the pe.

tint sad who will madder his best 1st:raft seam for Ids. If ems of those
authorised to act diem:rem with the
declaim' of another who has beau des-

ignated a proxy dechdoo maker. that

doe Z The first priority Is gives I.

court-appointed officials. If the prelate are alive, it I. unlikely that there
would be a court-appointed guardian
and the parents would have first priority. If there is no court-appointed of-

(ide) esd if the parents ere seavallsble, any adult brother or sister dIf the
minor I. authorised to make healthare declaims.
Family members authorised to me m tor use incapable of consenting
under this sorties may delegate their
decisional uthority to another. The
person to whom authority I. delegated
under Swim 5 has the same priority
to act for the patient as the delegating
individuaL

Om authorised by this smiles to net
for soother moat act in good faith and

in the beat interem of the individual
locapable of animating.

Peron can seek formal judicial ap-

Hueband.and Wife est.
Mantel Health 1=1111.
Parent and Child enl.

Librsry Referintees
t,J.s. Heel:and and Wife / 1 et me.
C.J.R. Insane Persons I IL
C.J.R. Parent and Chad I/ to 4. M.

Delegaties of Power to Guest to Meath Care for Another
(a) An Individual authorised to consent to health care tor another under

B.

SeetiOn 4(a)(2), 4(b)(I) or 4(b)(11) who tor a period of time will not be reasonsMy available to exercise tbe authority may delegate the authority to moment
during that period to another not disqualified under Section 8. The deltastion must be I. writing and signed and may specify conditions on tbe author!:
17 &Misted. limbos the writing expressly provides otherwise, the delegate
may not delegate the authority to another.
(b) Tbe delegant may make the delegation st any time by notifying orally
or in writing the delegate or the health-care provider.
Commissioners' Commest

Settles 5 permits a limited &legeHos of authority to easiest tor another. Family members authorised to
easiest tor. smother under Section 4
may delegate their imbibes! authority.
Tide provislea should be helpful Is

W oodson is which parents want to

63

delegate health-eare decision-making to

a temporary custodies of their children, tor Inatome whoa parents pion
to be away or whim a child II at camp.
This melba follows closely Seeds. 5
304 of the Usiform Probate Cede.
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11 6

Library Refire:sees
Mental Health

C.3.11. Insane Persona If 45, N.

Me.

Mositliware Represestative: Appeistmost; Qualifleatles
Powers;
Revesallea and Responsibility
(a) An lodividual who may cement to health care under Section 2 may aptioint another as a health-care representative to act for tbe appointor in matters affecting his health care.
(b) A bealth-eare representative appointed under this action most be an individual who may consent to health tare under Section 2.
fel An appointment sad any amendment thereto want be in writing, signed
by the al/Pointer and wither other than the health-care representative and
accepted in writing by the health-care representative.
(d) The appointor may specify in the writine terms and conditions eossldered aPPfPrIale, including an authorisation to the health-cave representative
to delegate the authority to consent to another.
(e) The astbority granted becOmes effective wording to the brim of the
writing.
(n The writing may provide that the authority does Est commence until, Or
terminates when, the appointor becomes incapable of commenting. Unless expressly provided otherwise, the authority granted in tbe writing Is not affected if the appointor become. incapable of consenting.
(g) Unless the writiog Provides otherwise, a health-ears representative appointed under this section wbo I. reenonably available and willing to act has

priority to act for the appointor in all 'matters of health care.
(b) In making all decisions regarding the appointor's health car% a healthease representative appointed under this section shall act (I) in tbe beet intereist of the appointer consistent with the purposes expunged in the aPPInlment and (11) in gond faith.
(I)
health-care representative who resigns or is unwilling to comply with

the written appointment may exercise no further power under the appointment and shall so inform (I) the appointor, (II) the appolator's legal representative, If one I. known, and (111) tbe health-care provider, If the health-care
representative known there I. one.
(j) An individual who I. capable of consenting to health care may revoke:

(I) the appointment at any time by notifying the health-Imre tepresentative
orally or in writing, or (II) the authority granted to the hesith-cara representative by notifying the health-care provider orally or in writinfe.
Commissioners' Commest

Section 6 is designed to extend the

mats of palest outonomy by perwitting a person to transfer his health

core decisioe-mehing power to another.
Many iadividuals who are compete* to
make health care daisies. nevertheless
went to delegate this decisional author-

ity to a relative or friend. In addition,
in the swat they are readered biceps-

meneadag, way people want
the assersses that sows other Ladd-

57-754 0 - 86 - 3

mil 'whim they trust will woke healthcare dateless es their behalf.

It I. generally thought thee if oee
cannot er does set exercise hls own
decisional authority la health-core mut-

ters this authority should be placed in
the haods of the state
court),

health-care provider or the next of

kis. Any of thew chokes may be sees
as a regulates as nutosowoes choice.
Leaving this autherity in-the bends 'of
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mud whoa there an other alters.time available I. partieslirig gulag
basses it diem he state a season
of metal over ledielisale to which it
Ms m :obvious send right asd fer
Mick it Me On special expertise. Seeds. 6 presides en alternative. The

mom (lee In In Qbalse, TO NJ. 10.
356 gad 647 (1978); Superintendent

sad isibidod astesesey. TM pedant
himself son dasignite the Woes who

has given particular instmetiess, those

of Bolehertown Stets School v. Salk..
win, 870 NAM 417 (Mees.1977) sad

Wiser v. Men 460 14.1r.824
(1981)).

Pens:sal asteseesy le the bele for
&olds. te alley the trawler if as- the
concept a the healthcen reps.
thavfty Mtn en the pried* of the sestadve
6: Seethe S. Where a person
bade human seed et self deteminaties
appobtlag a Manna» representattre

b to mire these health-cab decisions.
Seed's 6 deo see preeedbe the onus
of the dedsiessaltior relationship be-

instrectiess Medd dense the best

perms swine& The am:Wades is

It the health-owe repeesestathe ma.
set b geed Condones follow the dirge-

twee* the appeindeg Wielded sad the

divided has the eppertneity to engage

target el

sadist. If so smith:

directions ere gives, the sore general
best latereet standard applies.

b send disoserse with hie egad. and dem provided by his semi:nor he
resign oe seek teSof fres that
Ie specify is the ammo the tams meet
mandate by a court. The healthnare
sod the emdidess ef the appoistsent.
Ihdosedes

(h)

prewidl. tint

bealtbnan representathe must act I.
the beet lateral of the appeleter

represestative mold be is isterested
Individeal eatitied to peddes court
seder geodes T. Is the smut the

heilthnare representative dime sot set,

sisteet with tile purposes expressed I.

cosset suet be dolma fres ese at

Oases often peeped to draw a Ands&

4 to act for the oldest sr fres a

the appeistumn esti I. geed faith.
dos betwees a kat WSW gad web:Muted Womb stesdesi. (Deems
In re Cluardiambip 4 Peedeeld, SI

4. 2311 N.W.Id 180 (1571) (boa

interest) with Is re WNW. 70 NJ.
* 835 41.114

(1075) (substituted

Yet lb. twe terse reflect
meh a difference le esseept as

/114111seut)).

sel
a diffessee 'is sablads. TM etas-

these isdividgele nth:wised b. Beetles
court sudsy Seed's 7.

nodes 6 le semistest with the Uld..
tem Durable Power at Attomey Act.
The appebbiest made nude, this ese..
den meld be dos offset without this
Act la jurisdiedes whisk has meets'

the Durable Power el Snow Let. 3
By imenseratist tide soles Me the

the power ef appoistsent will be'
dard el best isterest is geserally Act,
b the attendee et persons
thought sr besperate a moon et brought
whe
say
set
be aware of the Durable
objective ressulablesees with reform.s

to the interests el esdft esd ethos Power Let.
while the seledteted Mprest ste
Because theipewer at appaloosa le
Mid louses en the interest el the mime. the Cesferesce cesdudad it
pardesler 'patient. That the patiest wee desirable to set forth a masted
say define what le I. hb best interest fors isetruesset to be seed ter the apsad that such dederaties should be Inlets:eat a healthnere repressesdm.

eseoPlod by surrogate dedoleanber

le well ressmised is may inljedlooted

Appeiatarest el Heolth-Care Represestadve
1. the usien4med, velsaterily appelet

wham teispheee umber ad sakes are:
m my Math-care repiesentadve whe I. authorised to act for se I. all setters
at heakh cam mem as otherwise specified blow.
Tbie appeisasst le subject to the fellowleg @pedal problem:

Thie sppointsast (become effective) (rembe effective) (tombola.) if I

later Moose disibled or iscepsbie of esesendes to my health owe. I (90 (as
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§7

sot) authorise my health-are representative hereby appointed to delegate dietuioo.
power to soother.
dey of
Dated title
(signed)

(addniss)
I declare that st the request of the above-named individual making the appointment, I witasesed the signing of this document.
(signed)
(address)

Acceptance by Health-Care Itepreseatsda

I, the sadersigued health-care representative, understand that acceptance of
this !anointment means that I have s duty to set iu good faith sad is the bat
interest of the individual sppoiating me. I further naderstaad that I have s

duty to follow any spade! instructions in the sppolatment. I. the nut I assnot do so, I will exercise no further power 'leder the sppoletemat sad will Worm

(I) the individual aopointleg as, If thst individual I. copal* ot comesting, (II)
blamer hal representative, it known to me, sad MO his/her hoslth-coro Provider if Mows to am.
Dated this

day of
(signod)

(address)

Library Refereasse
Mental Health on 1 I. 114.

C.J.B. Masao Persons If 111. 41. 41.

CeartOrdered Mattis Care or Cosrt-Orderod Appoistmeat of a lispruestative
(s) A health-care provide, or any interested individual may petition the
court to (I) make a health-care decision or order health care for

7.

1

an individual incapable of consenting or (11) appoint a representative to act

for that lodividual.
(b) Reasonable notice of the time and place of hearing a petition under
this section must be given to tbe indkidual incapable of consenting and to Individuals in the dunes described in Section 4 who are reasonably available.

(c) TM court may modify or dispense with notice and hearing lf it finds
that delay will have a merlon*, adverse effect upon tbe health of the individual.)
(d) Tbe court may order health care, appoint a representative to make a
health-care decision for the individual incapable of consenting to health titre

with such limitations on the uthority of the representative as lt considers
appropriate, or order any other appropriate relief in the best interest of that
individual, it it finds:
(I) a health-care decision is required for the individual;
(2) the individual Is incapable of consenting to health care; and

(3) there N no individual authorized to consent or an individual authorized to consent to health care is not reaconsbly available, declines to act,

or I. not acting in the best interest of the Individual la need of health
care.
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Ciimiuimrere' Comment

Beetles 7 is designed to operate la
two beak situations. The first is that
I. which en individual I. lo need of
health care and incapable of consenting

and there la en sue to set on his behall. It le pc ,elzettuest that a person admitted to s hospital has no
ksown relatives or friends. The see-

mod la that la wkieh OM uthorised to
set is sot acting I. the best interest of
the isdividnal who is locapeble of con-

seating.

If the parents el a minor

refuse medical treatment because of
the
parent.' religions conviction
courts have net kesitated to take the
decision-making authority from the
parent when Oa child's life is
eedsegered.z

The removal of a parrot's power to
cement IN generally Mita pursuant to
state child neglect statutes. However,

la some loatances courts simply sasums tke decision-making authority un-

der the person retries doctrine. Beedos 7 provides for the same kind of
relief tkat I. provided le the child seelect statutes. Section 7 provides a

.

moving one authorised to consent wbo

is not acting in tile best interest of a
patient. The Act does not attempt to
define best interest. There is a dnelaping body of law ea that question:
however, its contours are not yet clear.

(flee M. Wald, gist Isiteirestien so

Behalf

"Netkoter Miami

Swell for Res Hens BIondords, 27
Btan.L.Rev. INA 1031-1033 (1975).

Any kealth-care provider or any WIvidual is given standing to petitiou tor
the sivolotraellt al a ettlaPetiat reefsemotive to congest to Ike rendition of
health care. A court acting pursuant

to title melba is authorined to older

health care or to appoint a competent
representative who Is authorised to
make besith-core decisions. This seedon does not displace say other state
procedures desigoed to accomplish the
same result.
Became most states
have existiag mechanisms to address
these questions, the purely procedural
portions of Beetles 7, subseethms (b)
through (d) are bracketed. They may

be deleted from the Act without dews& and expeditious mesas for re- tureens Ito integrity.
Ion occasion, courts have ordered treatment over the parents oirtion even
thmh the peopmed treatment was not necessary to ease the chi 'a life but
substantial risks and was not certain to cure the condition. (floe In re
811 miata $41 HMO afpnned 22 N.Y.2d no. 328 NtY.21.26 1188 111)).)
Iii
. the minor suffered nem a massive overgivwtn of facial Hamm
causing a severe deformity on the right side of his face and peck. The need
for treatment was shown by testimony that he did not attend school end antlers.d a severe learning disability rotating to the deformity. The court concluded
that the disfigurement so limited *.he chiWs development that It had to
responsibility and order the surgery, even though the
urelitentailed
01=
risks. (For a contrary result. see In re lielferth. 300 N.Y. 80,
N.110.1d 820
(NU).)

Library Reforosees
Mental Health Valk 228.

C.J.B. Insane Persons ill

I L Disesalifisallon of Authorized Individuals
(a) An individual who may consent to health care tor himself under Section
2 may disqualify others front consenting to health care for him.

(h) The dinqualification must be in writing, !signed by the individual, and
designate those &qualified.
(c) A health-care provider who known of a written disqualification may not
accept consent to health care from a disqualified individual.
Itl) Au Individual who knows he has keen disqualified to consent to health
care for another may not act tor the other under thin (Ace
Commissioners' Comment

A full recognition of individual au-

tossomy requires Dot only that Ime be
authorised to appoint his health-care
representative but that .he also be an-

.

thorised to say whom he doce not want
to act for him. Section 8 permits this
disqualification. A patient mei not

want to go through the farmailty at
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appointing a Ikeda' 6 health-earo

restorative but may well wish to exclude certain prams from Gettig en
his behalf.
One who I. disqualified under Oodles
8 has no authority to act. However,

§ .0

nukes that disqualifIcadoe is booms to
heelth-esre provider, he may sever-

Auden rely oil n authorisation from
use who I. disqualified. (be Beetles
O.)

Library Referssess
Mental Health wane.
1 S.

C.3.11. Insane Persons 11 41. 41.

Limitation of Liability

bealthesre provider acUng or declining to act I. reliance on the consent or refusal of comment of an individual who be believes in good faith is
authorised by this (Act) or other law of this State to consent to health care
Is not subject to criminal prosecution, civil liability, or professional disciplinary action on the ground that the individual who consented or refused to
consent lacked authority or capacity.
(b)
bealthcare provider who believes in good faith an individual is Incapable of conoenting under Section 3 I. not subject to criminal prosecution,
civil liability, or professional disciplinary action for falling to follow that individual's direction.
(c) A person who in good faith believes be is authorioed to consent or
refuse to consent to health care for another under this (Act) or other law of
(a)

this State in not ubject to criminal prosecution or dill liability on the
ground he lacked authority to consent.

.

Commississers' Comment
third-party .'edslon-maitor is not
Under Bottles 9, the health-ear* pro-

vider I. permitted to rely on the con-

subject to liability for discharging his

b good faith I. authorised to consent
to health core. la meeting this standard under the Act, I mith-care provider could not close his oyes to tho
truth, of course, but to prescribe an
affirmative requirement of detailed in-

An individustaetIng for another I. la
every sense of the word a fklociary

sent of an individual whom be believes

vestigation would maim renames boos-.
sibs.
Similarly, a besitipcare provlder who
makes a determination tbst am is iscapable of consenting and thus calls I.

obligetion in good faith.
e nd has those obligations which a tido-

defy owes his ward. The immunity
provider in this medal does sot protect a substitute decision-mailer from
n egligence or other breach of duty but

only front acting without authority if
he in goad faith Milers. that he is au
thorised to give consent.

Library Referents
Mental Health *OWL
1 10.

C.9.8. Insane Persons 5 411.

Avallablilly of Medical information

An individual authorised to consent to health care for another under this
(Act) has the same right as does the individual for whom he is acting to receive information relevant to the contemplated health cure and to consent to
'the disclosure of medical records to a comtemplated health-care provider.
(Disclosure of information regarding contemplated health care to an individual authorised to consent for another I. not a waiver of an evidentiary privilege.)
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IR1AUTH4ARIS CONUNT ACT
Oesmaiselosers' Commed

A. ledivided setherieed to motet

ter or Mead ts smother. Seems d

pales who males heshhoers Isal
also. llte baldest sethevied to
moot is melded to resolve Ohms-

mesh d this idenesties, the odors
moat is seesesery Were the ider-

ler anther etude in the shoes et the

Osa Wool to the popped health
we whether ft set hot le allowable

ender sop ether provides et state lew.
This geodes guerestees that right bet
melee se attempt to dame the seem
et 4issIsseee required.1

Is may seem proper dimes& Ed

tratImeat rosin that meted Met-

masa mast le NNW bees me dee-

the eselldsatial sr privileged more el
moles ma be diseased.

(61 Ass.ler.

Id Phselehm 1 Surgeses
101
(M) sad 10 A.IJIM 1105 (MO).)

Ts the eldest that Os patina bee a
debt shish esa be waled, as MOW*.

el whim ea hie behalf hes the sem
right et weber. The Let Mee set deMufti whether esetideatiel lemmades el a PIANO seism le the thet

basso

tft1.41W4S:raill
. 41. D.

Library Nehmen

vi=cauvriu"k".

J1 4;=ant1111""

IS.

MASI es gal1111111 Ode Lste

(a) This Mal dem set attect the law et this State assagraleg as !Wielded's asthecleaties to mho a heelthoses decides ter himself or another to
withdrew et withheld medical care mormary to means or sotain Sta.

(1 TIM lAst) dem set affect the requirements et say other law at this
Slate mosralap soma le observaties, diagnosis, Vestment, or hospitalise-

the 1st a mold Masse.
40 Two (AM) thee set NOM. an Wielded le moseat to any health
eare prohibited bp the law et thin State.

Ith This IAA dem Est attest sap requireatest ii settee to eillefe et pm

peed health este wader sap other law et this Mato

M1 We (Mt) Mee set atIset the law et this State onceraleg (I) Os seas-

herd et eave et a holthoare provider required la the edmislatsatioa et
health me, 01) when comsat is remind tor health sue, (iii) Wormed cow
nal isv Mal* OM fir (V) comeM le health este la an essergoth(t) Tile IAA Nee est /reveal an latheidasi opals
onsestlag to
health save ter hismit ott mother meet tide Wile %AWN than sell**
Mod wader Seetions 4, 1 sad 4, treat cementing to health ears administered

la Osi ten pommel to religiose tenets et the individual regulate heath

Clesmissiesers' Pawed
several eurt limbless coscersian the
due. It Is wises to mate dear that levee et termination if trutwest.
this Aft ass set btu/. Me ones et Nothien is this Act chasm @AWN
the kw where its @parades week be kw im that regard. AN prosy led.
asides 31 eastake lowerteat Nolte.

The law with respect to the with.

laud et Ile supert snider is the
UN el the amakelly IN is Amis.
At best 30 states hue NetsDipalb Aets sal these have bees
r*.
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deswakees ars 'barged with actisn is
the best flattest of the potion wise le
iscapshie ii esesestiag. It
pedal
hod appoistell a healthemu represest-

ative sal kW wale haus his wish
that Ste Mow systems be withdraws
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I. the snot of termini Myna. many

courts would consider that seldom"
occlusive of the patient's best interset. However, this Act does sot pro-

vide es @sewer to the googlies of whet
is in the patient's best interest is such
circumstance.

Subeecties (b) provides that the Act
will sot override the operation of mewlei health etudes. Ali states require
that eommitmest proceedings be marremodel with stringent procedural
sefeguards which must be adhered to
before as isdividuel con be involuntarily committed. Subsection (b) mime it
clear that this Act does sot allow sey
ladividuel authorised to Nosiest for soother to hypos those commitment
statutes soder the guise of u voluntary
commitment. In addition, subsection
(b) prohibits this Act from beteg used
to authorise forcible drug medication
unless in conformity with other proper
procedural requiremests.

Subsection (c) I. written to melte it
clear that this Act does sot authorise
one to tensest to medical procedures
which en prohibited by law.
The Supreme Court has hold in Belled v. Baird, 443 U.S. 622 (IRO) that

minors an ntitied to cement to as

abortion without gerund consent.
That holding I. recognised in Section 2

whieh permits minors to congest to
health core which I. otherwise satinrind by low. However, the Supreme

Court held in the case of 11. L. v.

Mathesoo, 450 U.S. 398, 301 Let. 3364
(1981) that u state requirement of no-

Bee to parents does sot violate the

constitutionel rights of u miser.
S ubsection (d) is written to ensure

§ 13

that IBMs statutes. such es the Utsh
statute under review I. Melasson ere
sot effected by this Act.

This Act le orrow I. scope. It is
not coseersed with the steaderd of

core required of healthcare providers.
It is not cosonsed with whether, bow
sod under whet circometesees consent

to health con is required.

e n informed consent statute.

Nor le it

As out.
lined in the Prefatory Note, this stetate le basically u prondural one sad
matters of stets substantive low ere
unchanged.

Section 2 of this Act limits healthcore providers to than who ere

ceased. certified or otherwise authorised to provide health care. Practl.
Boners of religious heeling, for in.
stance, Christian Science Practitioners
e re sot licensed, certified or authorised

by tise state but practice es u matter

of the free ozonise of retitle,. Yet

spirituel Aeolis, is u well recognised
form of health can sad then is so intention to make this" religious activity
Hiegel by the operatics, of this Act.
There I. no lunation to prevent en ladivides! capable of masoning to health

care from consenting for another or

himself to spirituel hallos which le
health core admisistered in good faith
pursuant to religious tenets of the individual requiring health con es

matter of free exercise of religion.
Certainly then prectitiosere of roilglows heeling should not be required to
seek stets outhorintlos to emetics

Henn, subsection (f) is
e n express savings clause to permit
one to cement to spirituel heeling as
health cert.

their faith.

Library Reforming
Assault and Battery OM Ii,

0.2.11. Assault and Battery ft 2 to 4. 6

Physicians and Surgeons 41=016(11).

IS.

to 11. II. 17.

Physkians and Surgeons S 411.

Severability

If any provisions of this (ActI or the application' hereof to any person or
circumstance is held Invalid, the invalidity does not affect other provisions or
application of the (Act) which con be given effect without the Invalid provlsion or application, and to thin end the proviniona of this (Actl ere severable.
Library Referesces
Statutes 4P1114(1).

C.J.8. Statutes 1 02 et seq.

Uniformity el Application and Constrecties
This (Act) shall be applied end construed to effectuate its general purpose

1 13.

to make uniform the law with respect to the subject of this [Act] among
states enacting it.
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Library Refereases
.0.1.8.

.
11

14.

Resign.

Statutes

visa.

Ilbert.TIlle

Th la /Ad) may be cited as tbe Uniform LIM Commissioners' Model HealthClare °assent Aet.

I IL Mewl
Tbe following acts sad parts ot acts are repealed:
(1)
(2)

09

i II.

Time el Tablas Illest

This /Act] shall take effect

.0

t
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1

UNIFORM RIGHTS OF THE TERMINALLY ILL ACT

2
3

SECTION

4

In this (Act]:

5
6

7
8

9

(1)

DEFINITIONS.

"Attending physician" means the physician who has

primary responsibility for the treatment and care of the patient.
(2)

"Declaration" means a writing executed in accordance

with the requirements of Section .2(a).
(3)

"Health-care provider" means a person who is

10

licensed, certified, or otherwise authorized by the law of this

11

State to administer health care in the ordinary course of

12

business or practice of a profession.

13

(4) "Life-sustaining treatment" means any medical

14

procedure -or-intervention -that r- when administered to a qualified

15

patient, dill serve onlY to prolong the dying process.

16

(5) "Person" means an individualcorporation,...business

17

trust , estate , trust , partnership rsssociation , government ,

18

governmental subdivision or agency, or any other legal entity.

19

20
21

(6)

"Physician" means an individual (licensed to practice

medicine in this State].
(7)

"Qualified patient" means a patient (18] years of age

22

or older who has executed a declaration and who has been

23

determined by the attending physician to be in a terminal

24

condition.

25

(8) "State" means a state, territory, possession, or

26

commonwealth of the United States and the District of Columbia.

27
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(9) "Terminal condition" means an incurable or

1
2

irreversible condition that, without the administration of

3

life-sustaining treatment, will, in the opinion of the attending

4

physician, result in death within a relatively short time.

5

6
7

SECTION 2.

DECLARATION RELATING TO USE OF

LIFESUSTAINING TREATMENT.

(a) Any individual of sound mind and [181 years of age
9

or older may at any time execute a declaration governing the

10

withholding or withdrawal of life-sustaining treatment. The

11

declaration must be signed by the declarant, or another at the

12

declarant's direction, and witnessed by.2

13

14

(b) A declaration may, _but need not, be in the following
form:

15
16
17
18

19
20
21

DECLARATION

If I should have an incurable or irreversible
condition that will cause my death within a relatively
short time, and if I am no longer able to make
decisions reprding-my -medical treatment , I direct- my
attending ps.ysician, pursuant to the [
Uniform Ff.Ots of the Terminally Act], to withhold or
withdraw treatment that only prolongs the dying
process old is not necessary to my. comfort or to
alleviate pain.
day of

Signed this

22

Signature

23

Address

24
25
26

27
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The declarant voluntarily signed this writing in my
presence.

2

Witness
3

Address

4

Witness

Address
5

(c) A physician or other health-care provider who is
6

provided a copy of the declaration shall make it a part of the

7

declarant's medical record and, if unwilling to comply with its
8

provisions, promptly JO advise the declarant.
9

10

SECTION 3.

REVOCATION OF DECLARATION.

11

(a)
12

A declaration may be revoked at any time and in any

manner by the declarant without regard to mental or physical

19

condition. A revocationAs effective upon .communication to the
14

attending physician or other health-care provider by the .
15

declarant or by another_who witnessed the revocation.
18.

(b)

The attending physician or other health-care provider

17

shall make the revocation a part bf the declarant's medical
18

record.
19
20

SECTION 4.

RECORDING DETERMINATION OF TERMINAL

21

CONDITION AND DECLARATION.
22

23
24
25

28
27

Upon determining that the declarant is in a terminal
condition, the attending physician who knows of a decotr-.1311

.shall record the determination and the terms of the dec:trRtion in
the declarant's medical record.
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SECTION 5.

TREATMENT OF QUALIFIED PATIENTS.

(a) A qualified patient has the right to make decisions

3

regarding life-sustaining treatment as long as the patient is able

4

to do so.

5

(b) A declaration becomes operative when (1) the

6

declaration is communicated to the attending physician and (2)

7

the declarant is determined by the attending physician to be in a

8

terminal condition and no longer able to make decisions regarding

9

administration of life-sustaining treatment.

When the declaration

10

becomes operative, the attending physician and other health-care

11

providers shall act in accordance with its provisions or comply

12

with the transfer-provisions of Section 6.

13

(c)

This (Act] does not affect the responsibility of the

14

attending physician.or other-health-care provider to provide

15

treatment, including nutrition and hydration, _for. comfort -care .or

18

alleviation of pain.

17

(d) Unless the declaration otherwise provides, the

18

declaration of a qualified patient known to the attending

19

physician to be pregnant shall be given no force or effect as

20

long as it is probable that the fetus could develop to the point

21

of live birth with continued application of life-sustaining

22

treatment.

23

TRANSFER OF PATIENTS.

24

SECTION 6.

25

An attending physician or other health-care provider who is

26

unwilling to comply with this [Act] shall as promptly as

27

practicable take all reasonable steps to transfer care of the

76
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declarant to another physician or health-care provider.

2
3
4
5
6

SECTION 7.

IMMUNITIES.

(a) In the absence of knowledge of the revocation of a

declaration, a person is not subject to civil or criminal liability
or discipline for unprofessional conduct for carrying out the

7

declaration pursuant to the requirements of this (Act].

8

(b) A physician or other health-care provider, whose
actions under this (Act] are in accord with reasonable medical

9

10

standards, is not subject to criminal or civil liability, or

11

discipline for unprofessional conduct.

12

13
14

SECTION 8.

PENALTIES.

(a) A physician or other health-care provider who

15

willfully fails to-transfer-in-accordanee-with-Section--6:-Is guilty--

16

of [a class

17

misdemeanor]

(b) A physician who willfully -fails to record. the

18

determination of terminal condition in accordance with Section 4

19

is guilty of (a class

20

misdemeanor].

(a) An individual who willfully conceals, cancels, defaces,

21

or obliterates the declaration of another without the declarant's

22

consent or who falsifies or forges a revocation of the declaration
of another is guilty of fa class
misdemeanor].

23
24
25
26
27

(d) An individual who falsifies or forges the declaration

of another, or willfully conceals or withholds personal knowledge
of a revocation as provided in Section 3, is guilty of (a class
misdemeanor].
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(e) Ally person who requires or prohibits the execution

2

of a declarati..m P.12 A condition for being insured for, or

3

receiving, hralth-carc services shall be guilty of
m1sdoineanor1.

4
5

(f) Any pere or. who coerces or fraudulently induces
another to execut.1

7

class

of [a class

(Wei:era/ion-under 'this [Act] shall be guilty
a4a..143meanor].

.

(g) The sanctions provided in this section do not displace
9

any sanction applicebig t.miez other law.

10
11
12

SECTION 9.

GENERAL rnovIsIoNs.

(a) Death resulting from the withholding or withdrawal of

13

life-sustaining_treatment.pursuant to a declaration and in

14

accordancewith-this [Act] doeg not- constituter-4mi, any purpose-,

15

a suicide or homicide. --

18

(b) The maldng .of a declaration- pursuant to. Section 2

17

does notAffect.in.any manner-the-sale, procurement, or issuance

18

of any policy of life insurance or annuity, nor does it affect,

19

impair, or modify the terms of an-existing policy of life

20

insurance or annuity. A policy of life insurance or annuity is

21

not legally impaired or invalidated in any manner by the

22

withholding or withdrawal of life-sustaining treatment from an

23

insured qualified patien:, notwithstanding any term to the

24

contrary.

25

(c)

A person may not prohibit or require the execution of

28

a declaration as a condition

27

health-care services.

being insured for, or receiving.

78

76
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2
3

4
5

(d) This (Act] creates no pellsumption concerning the
intention of an individual who has revoked or has not executed a

declaration with respect to the use, withholding, or withdrawal
of life-sustaining treatment in the event of a terminal condition.
(e) This (Act] does not affect the right of a patient to

8

make decisions regarding use of life-sustaining treatment so long

7

as the patient is able to do so, or impair or supersede any right
or responsibility that any person has to effect the withholding or

8

9
10
11

withdrawal of medical care.

(f) Nothing in this (Act] shall require any pi.ysician or
other health-care proviier to take any action contrary to

12

reasonable medicalatandards.

13

(g) This (Act] does not condone, authorize, or approve
merey-ldlling or euthanasia.

14
15
18
17

SECTION 10.

PRESMIPTION OF VALIDITY OF

DECLARATION.--

18

A physician or other -health-care -provider - may presume

19

the absence of knowledge to the contrary, that a declaration
zomplies with this (A0t1 and is valid.

20
21
22
23
24

25
28

SECTION 11.

RECOGNITION OF DECLARATION EXECUTED

IN ANOTHER STATE.

A declaration executed in another state in compliance with the

taw of that state or this state is validly executed for purposes of
this (Act].

27

79

77
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SECTION 12.

2

An instrument executed before the effective date of this (Act)

3

that substantially complies with Section 2(a) shall be given effect

4

pursuant to the provisions of this (Act).

EFFECT OF PRIOR DECLARATIONS.

5

6

SECTION 13.

7

If any provision of this (Act) or its applicatiol

SEVERABILITY.

iy person

8

or circumstance is held invalid, the invalidity does not affect

9

other provisions or applications of this (Act) which can be given

10

effect 'Without-the invalid provision or application, .and to this

11

end the provisions of this [Act] are severable.

12

13

SECTION-14:- -TIME '07 TAKING EFFECT.

14

This (Act) .takes effect .on

15

16

17.
18

SECTION 15.

UNIFORMITY OF CONSTRUCTION AND

APPLICATION.

This [Act] shall be applied and construed to effectuate- its

19

general.purpose to make uniform the law with respect to the

20

subject of this (Act) among states enacting it.

21
22

SECTION 16.

23

This (Act) may be cited as the Uniform Rights of the

24

SHORT TITLE.

Terminally Ill Act.

25

26
27

8
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SECTION 17.

2

The follogng acts and parts of acts are repealed:

3

(1)

4

(2)

5

(3)

REPEAL.

6
7

8
9

10
11
12

13
14
15
16
17

18

19
20
21
22
23
24

25
26
27
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Medicizie and Humanity
Pros. ait. Care Med.. vol. 2, pp. 3-13 (Karver, Basel 1985)

Life at the Other End of theEndotracheal Tube:
A Physician's Personal View of Critical Illness
Edward D. Viner
University of Pennsylvania School of Medicine, Hemawlogy.Oncology Section.
Pennsylvania Hospital. Philadelphia. Pa.. USA

Introduction

Having considered the technical and scientific aspects of acute lung
injury and mechanical ventilation, it is time to pause and remember that
there is a living, thinking, feeling, and frightened human being on the other
end of that machine. While it is incompatible with our self images as empathetic care providers, having had a serious personal experience with illness.
I can assure you that none of us really know what we doctors ask our
patients to endure, and what a devastating physical and emotional experience it is to be critically ill. The facts of my particular case really do not
matter, other than to provide the perspective from which I speak, and to
make all of this a little less sterile and academic. Besides the specific medical details of his case, each patient brings his own personality and psychosocial background to his illness, all of which affect that individual's ability
to cope with the stress of his ordeal. The physician must be ever mindful of
all of this in considering his patient on the other end of the,tube, whom
illness has reduced to an eye-watering, lip-quivering mass of protoplasm.
Case Presentation

I was a 34-year-old hematologist working with critically ill and dying
patients every day, when, on May 2, 1972, at the behest of my then preg.iiant wife, I went for the first complete physical examination of my adult
life. While in every respect anticipated a purely routine venture, the exam-
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ining physician communicated an unspoken message of alarrn as he paused
in examining my liver. Having established that there was marked enlargement of the rigin lobe, a liver scan was performed the next day. After literally grabbing the scan out of a reluctant radiologist's hand, and seeing for
myself the large cold area in the right lobe, I then joined the downcast herd

of patients inevitably found in X-ray department waiting rooms. I immeesately identified with these unfortunates, whose doctors, like mine, were
doing X-rays lookiiig for cancer. As I proceeded to have a chest film, intravenous r) elogram and long upper 01, all in search of the presumed occult

primary tumor. I sat there terror stricken, trying to deal with the mental
images of my cachectic. end-stage, cancer patients, and my speculation as to

whether I would still be alive when our baby came that August. In between
studies. I called home to tell my ssife about the findings, and that I would be
admitted to the hospital. I called my secretary to have her cancel all my
patients. forever. and called my insurance agent, accountant, and attorney to
meet me in my hospital room that afternoon. I, as most doctors, did not

have my personal affairs in order, and properly attending to all of this
ultimately was to provide me with significant peace of mind in the weeks to
come.
The following morning I had a bone marrow examination, proctoscopy
and barium enema. all of which were normal. At this point it seemed likely
that the lesion was a primary hepatic tumor and a subsequent aneriogram
confirmed that it was almost surely a hepatoma. It was decided that exploratory surgery should be performed. but this was delayed by the development of a deep venous phlebitis. which in combination with a low-grade

fever, only served to reinforce further my certainty that I indeed had a
hepatic malignancy. Finally, on May 16, surgical exploration of my liver
through a thoracoabdominal approach was carried out. The lesion fortunately proved to be a huge benign hemangioma, but I really did not believe
my doctors were telling me the truth concerning the pathology, even though
I was shown the reports firsthand, and ultimately was visited by the chief of
pathology. Only weeks later, after being put on the respirator, and realizing
that my senior attending surgeon, Dr. Jonathan Rhoads, was too sensible to
put me through all this, if indeed 1 had had an inoperable malignancy, did I
really become secure that the pathology was truly benign.
The first five postoperative days were spentin the intensive care unit,

with tubes coming out of everywhere, but this experience did not prove
particularly difficult. However, soon after being transferred out of the unit, I
began to have a recurrent spiking fever requiring hours on an ice blanket
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each day for more than two weeks. Multiple thoraCenteses, bronchoscopic
examinations, and various scans failed to reveal the cause, and ultimately it
was presumed that there must be a subhepatic collection of pus. Accordingly, 1 was to be operated upon again.
.
1 went to the second surgical ..prticedure again very frightened, not
because of fear of malignancy this time, but with a temperature of nearly
1056, 1 felt too sick to go to surgery safely. My first awareness postopera-

tively was the bank of lights overhead, indicating that 1 was back in the
intensive care unit and that 1 was too sick to be brought back to my private
room. As the scene unfolded, the large overhead clock, and the darkness
outside, told me that it was 3.00 cm., and the preseffce of my surgeon
further alarmed me since the chairman of surgery does not come in for
routine postoperative problems in the middle of the night. I then also realized that I was packed in ice cubes, and from bits and pieces of the conversation that I overheard, I concluded that 1 had indeed been found to have a
large abdominal abscess, that 1 had developed Gram-negative septicemic
shock and, in short, was in bad trouble. The subsequent days were to con-

firm that perception, and more.
The next night with the endotracheal tube in place. I began to vomit. I
was awake and alert and wanted to pull the tube and bite block out of my
mouth so 1 could vomit over the side of the bed. 1 realized that 1 might
aspirate. and indeed, later knew that I was doing so. even though the nurse
told me 'everything is under control; yOu can't be aspirating because of the
balloon on the endotracheal tube'. Over the next couple of days I developed

a combination of aspiration pneumonia and shock lung. and finally after
becoming totally exhausted from the work of breathing. I wrote my wife a
note, telling her that I could not last more than a few more hours unless
something different could be done. At my request, she called in my close
friend, the former head of the hospital's respiratory intensive care unit, who

was away on vacation. Dr. Robert Rogers. now Chief of the Pulmonary

Section of the University of Pittsburgh, responded iminediately, and
quickly taught me that there is a real art to running a respirator. 1 am still
not really sure of all that he did, but within several hours I was breathing
infinitely more comfortably and the immediate crisis had passed. There was
more yet to come, however. A tracheotomy became necessary, and 1 subsequently learned that the complication of 'PEEF is 'POP' as 1 begun a series

of pneumothoraces requiring multiple chest tubes.
The final statistics summarizing my misadventure include 120 days in
the hospital, 31 days on the respirator, 10 chest tubes, 13 thoracenteses, 118
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arterial blood gases (without benefit of an arterial line, and which I calculated one night trying to while the hours away, required a rough average of
3.2 sticks per sPecimen), hundreds of hours on the ice blanket, 3 bronchoscopic examinations, and 7 months ont of work. It was a year before I really
felt well again with no further chest or abdominal pain or overt dyspnea.
Along the way, there were many indelible lessons learned, which, until then.
I had thought, in a superficial intellectualization, to be self-evident.

Perceptions .from the ICU Experience

First of all. we doctors really have no concept of that which wc ask our
patients to endure physically and emotionally. all at a time when they are
most vulnerable, physically and emotionally. Patients would benefit immeasurably if every care provider could experience the preoperative terror
of thinking he has an end-stage malignancy, the nostalgia inherent in believing that he will not see his children grow up, and the preterminal mourning
over the thought that he is leaving behind everyone whom he knows and
loves. It is clear that if the illness is serious enough, even the most resolute
patient will meet his match. While I had started out feeling strong, both
physically and emotionally, by the end of the 31-day stint on the respirator.
I had literally bccome that labile. eye-watering, lip-quivering mass of protoplasm that we physicians have all seen on the end of the endotracheal
tube.
The patient lives in a very circumscribed world. Accordingly. everyone
who enters his day assumes a magnified role. While the doctor is theoretically the 'leading man' in the cast of characters, he is there for only a few
minutes once, or at most, several times daily. Therefore, it is the nurse with
whom the patient literally lives his day, who is really the most important of
all. However, the patient's world also includes various paraprofessional and
support personnel, on down the hierarchical ladder to the ward clerk, the
paperboy and the 'environmental engineer' who mops the floor around the
bed. It is unfortunate that these people do not realize the importance of
their roles in the patient's life, and are not prepared for this responsibility. A
warm smile instead of an air of oblivious indifference makes all the differ"-ence to the patient on a respirator.
As stated, it is the nurse, and not the doctor, who is the single most
important person in the critically ill patient's life. In turn, the single most
important attribute of the nurse is whether she cares. I thought I could tell
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with great accuracy whether an individual nurse did or did not, and I
quickly decided that there were basically two types, angels and bitches.
However, it also became clear that there was also a third group comprised

of nurses who, no' doubt, had been excellent, but who had been in the
intensive care unit too long. While they were fine technicians when it came
to aspirating a patient and doing other procedures, the human qualitiet had
been lost. I lay there trying bard to define just what defines a 'good nurse',
and finally decided that it is a combination of warmth and sensitivity with&

significant degree of professionalism which are the key ingredients. I
learned that there is a remarkable degree of nonverbal communication
between the respirator patient and the nurse. Her mobds, attitudes, basic
intelligence and ability, her personality and her personal problems all interact to affect the bottom line for the patient. I found myself concerned about
who was coming on the next shift. Some inspired confidence; with others I
could expect a confrontation. I was also surprised with my concern over the

personal appearance of my nurses. If her uniform was dirty or sloppy, I
became concerned that her care would be similar. I resented undignified
behavior in the unit; loud noise and raucous laughter seemed inappropriate

and incongruent to my personal situation of being half dead on that
machine. Whereas I ordinarily would have smiled at some of the interchanges between a surgical resident and nurse in the middle of the night at
the- nurses' station, that was not in keeping with the raison d'être of their
being there, which from my limited vantage point was to keep me alive.

One of the most frustrating aspects was the custom of rotating the
nurses. The rationale seemed to be that nu one nurse s:iould get too
involved with a given patient, although from the patient's point of view,
this boiled down to having one first date after another. By Jie end of the
shift, just when a given nurse had learned how to aspirate and position me
in the least painful way possible, sbe was replaced by someone I had never
seen before, ard with whom I bad to go through the sime kaning experience all over again. I also got a bit paranoid about why the nurses were being

changed all tbe time. 'Didn't they like me? 'Did I smell bad? 'Wasn't I a
good patient?
Many of these feelings also applied to tbe physicians, particularly the
house staff. There was a tremendous difference between how the various
surgical residents cared for me.lt was obvious that some either refused to
get involved, or really did not know how, at a personal level. On the other
hand, my senior surgeon who had performed both operations, was caring
and totally in charge. I came to realize how vital it was for there to be a
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steady 'captain of the ship'. for it was easy to see how quickly one's care
could deteriorate to the level provided when a committee of subspecialists
is collectively in charge.
Another basic issue also applies equally to doctors, nurses and all
health care providers. It is a problem. on the other hand, with which I have
some sympathy, for even now, in'spite of the unique learning experience my

illness provided, I find myself, nonetheless, forgetting to listen io die
patient. There were countless examples over the many weeks in the ICU
when this basic failure made life difficult and, at times, even dangerous for
me. As noted. the night I aspirated what seemed to me a gallon of gastric
juice. I was awake and tried to tell the nursc in charge that I was aspirating.
and that it would be better if she pulled the endotracheal tube and bite block
out and simpb let mc vomit. I was told. 'My. Tri. my. don't wc know a lot
about ourselves'. With the first pneumothorax. I tried to explain that I was
short of breath, but the attitude was that I had been short of breath for a
week, so what was new? Well, this was new, and different, and I knew
something was wrong. although I knew not what. Finally, it was the respiratory therapist. and not a doctor, who recognized that I had a tension
pneumothorax (the surgical resident refused to come over from the nursing
station to listen to my chest). While on hyperalimentation. an erroneously
large dose of insulin was given on one occasion. following which I had the
classical sYmptOns and signs of an acute hypoglycemic episode. I was cold
and soaking wet, and felt absolutely bizarre up there on cloud nine. When
tried to explain this to both the nurses and the surgical house staff. I was
told that I could not pcissibly have a hypoglycemic reaction with 50% glucose running. It remained for a physician not involved with my care. who
was visiting the patient in the next bed, to recognize that the pleas I was
writing on the clipboard were correct, and to speed up the IV enough to
raise my blood sugar. In truth though, we will never know ir my diagnosis
was correct, for I never was able to get anyone to draw the blood sugar
which would have vindicated me. The reipiratory patient in panicular is
dependent both on the machine, and on the care provided. Beside the basic
frustration inherent in not being in control of one's destiny, it was also
frightening to realize that the staff did not always respect one's observations
about himself.
While, appropriately enough, great attention was given to the operation
of the respirator, my blood gases, and the other parameters by which I was
followed, after a time I became rather ambivalent about all of this and really
was much more concerned about creature comfort. This is something hard
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to come by in the 1r7U situation. Basically, 1 hesitated to ask for amenities,
when others around me were also very ill. I longed for one of those old-

fashioned privete duty nurses we so irreverently called 'biddies', whose
whole purpose would be to fluff my pillow and position me comfortably.
Naturally, I was told that type of nurse was nOl allowed in the ICU, and that
such an individual.would just be in the way of the more crisis-oriented, and
sophisticated, unit staff. I tried to tell them that I really did ncAt care about
the machine any MOE% that the President would have a creature comfort
nurse, that I would pay for it, etc., but it was all to no avail.
After a time. having long since lost any ability to control the situation
physically, I also began to lose emotional control. At times I was frankly
psychotic. Intermittently I realized this. and was both very frightened and
embarrassed by it. While intellectually I knew what was happening to me,
and that it would pass VI survived, nonetheless. I became quite concerned
about whether I would be whole again mentally. I also worried that I would
never be able to function as a doctor again. I thought about asking to set a
psychiatrist, but decided that he really could not help in view of the existing
physical situation. I also was a little embarrassed to acknowledge that I
needed this type of help, which was an unfortunate mistake. In coherent

moments I could understand the reason for specific delusional ideas,
'dreams and nightmares. For example, it was not surprising to find myself
both insecure and concerned about the lack of privacy when I found myself
on the back of a flat-bodied truck in the middle of a corn field at a state fair
in Kansas. My demand to be put back in the ICU at thc Universi.o Hospital
where I would be safe, made obvious sense. and my annoyance at being
gawked at by the surrounding spectators was understandable in view of the
lack of privacy in the ICU situation. I came to know John Kennedy very
well as we both sat in the bottom of PT boat 109, a concept engendered by
the 'putt putt' sound made by water in the respirator tubing which is not
unlike a boat motor. I was repeatedly concerned that the place was being
robbed and no one was doing anything about it, perhaps reflecting the
stealing away of my heflth without recourse. Frequently, when the bed
sheet was stained with a drop of blood, I asked for a new one. The nurses
had trouble understandin that during the night. the werewolves and vultures came and ate any blood spots, leaving me cold and shivering with a
cover full of holes. I was appreciative Of those who were wise enough to
. react to my mental aberrations with a sensible, straightforward attempt to
reorient me, and angry later with anyone who led me on during one of my
'trips'.
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Towards the end of the ICU experience, when sleep deprivation, morphine and the intensity of my physical problems were no longer interacting
to produce psychotic thinking, this was replaced by fear that I just would
not be able to hack it emotionally Until I could escape from the unit. I began
to cry at the sight of my wife entering the room, and at the mention of the
family dog, let alone our children. On the last day, when there was a retraction of the promise that I could leave the unit that morning, because my
blood gases were not adequate, I told my doctor that I just could not stand it
there any longer, and that I absolutely had to go. If there is heaven on earth,
it is the private room to which I was transferred. where it was clean and

quiet. and where my very own private duty nurse could take care of my
basic need for comfort, without being a slave to the respirator and its attendant demands.

I am often asked if 1 suffered much pain during this experience. 17,
actuality I did not, and indeed pain, when it was an issue, seemed readily
relieved by morphine. A more important and difficult challenge was being
just plain miserable. Under this heading. I include the problem of being
chronically uncomfortable, with multiple chest tubes making it impossible
to move or breathe without a sharp reminder, and the raw post-tonsillectomy feeling in one's throat after a nasogastric tube has been in place for 31
straight days. Also included in the misery category are the problems of
nausea. abdominal cramps. and hiccoughs. of feeling dirty, with no decent
bath or shampoo for many weeks, the bad taste of an oral fungus infection.
and multiple other minor indispositions. Sleep deprivation was also a very
difficult contributing problem for me. For the first five days on the respirator. I essentially had no sleep and finally bargained with m) doctor to close
the curtain around the bed and leave me totally alone for two hours so that I
could regain the strength to go on. I remember very vividly telling him that
if I died, I died. Time, in general, passed at a snail's pace, and most nights
seemed interminable.
The problems of communicating were serious and varied. It was very
difficult to write everything laboriously on a clipboard all of those weeks on
the respirator. Indeed, one of my very favorite visitors was one of the hospital res.earch staiT, who had been totally deaf since early childhOod, and as
a result, could read lips expertly. For him, communicating with me was no

different than with anyone else. With little to divert me, I became terribly
tired of thinking about myself incessantly. Finally, Dr. Rogers brought me a
transistor radio, and I suddenly again became aware of an outside world.
There were even those times when the problem of communication was
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dangerous. On two occasions, the janitor pulled the respirator plug out of

the sockei without realizing it, leaving me on a closed system with no
movement of air.1 am told that emergency alarms were supposed to go off,

but my cnly memory was having to detach the respiratory tube from the
tracheostomy myself in order to breathe rooM air.
.
Another question commonly asked of me concerns whether I thought
about dying. This was an all;lervading and relentless issue. though my
thoughts ultimately became quite ambivalent. Most of the. time I was very
frightened that I would, though I derived some comfort. daring the long
hours I spent preoccupied with this issue. from the fact that I had had the
opportunity '.rt arrange my economic affairs in a way that would enable my
children to be educated and my wife to be comfortable. There were other
times, however. when I was so tired of plugging on. that I wished I vould
just go to sleep forever. Lastly, at times there were somc thoughts about
committing suicide. I tvas frightened by such thoughts, and it took the
.

nurses some time to understand the origin of my occasional questions concerning whether the unit windows were locked. Much of the time was spent
thinking nostalgically about my family and about all the everyday things we
take for granted. but which now suddenly were to be no more. I would not
see the Philadelphia Eagles play again or again drive along the River Drive
at cherry blossom time, or see who would win the election. Later, I realized
that all this constituted a type of preterminal mourning process. One of the
most distressing aspects of my preoccupation with dying was a recurrent

dream which I had many times a night even after I was convalescing at
home. Simply stated. I was placed on a stretcher, just as I had been for
countless excursions to X-ray, the OR, Physical Therapy, etc. This trip.
however, took me down into the bowels of the hospital where a door was
opened into a room with five tables. On four of the tables were bodies and
the fifth one, in the middle, was empty. At that point the morgue attendant
indicated that I was to climb up there, and my autopsy began.
There was little opponunity to talk about all of this, and in fairness.to
my doctors and nurses, I gave little indication of my preoccupation with
death and dying. On one Sunday morning, however, I did finally tell the
assembled group at the bediide that I was very fearful of that possibility and

that I had to talk about it. True to storybook fashion, each person in the
retinue physically drew back in response. The distance was perhaps only a
quarter inch, but it was perceptible and obvious, and my reaction was to feel
somewhat sorry that I had laid such a difficult situation on them. I realized
that nowhere in our training at the time, had anyone taught us how to deal
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with such a statement from a patient. My senior surgeon, Dr. Rhoads, however, responded straightforWardly and appropriately to my pleas, commu-

nicating openly that the physicians also had been very concerned that I
would die, but was then able to point Out that each day I was a little better
than the day before, ancithat they were autiously optimistic that I would
survive. This open exchange was very comforting to me and I did not again
during my illness have such a compelling need to discuss these issues. However, adding to the total misery of the situation was the never-ending anx-

iety and resulting depression over my long-term prognosis. Even after it
became clear, even to me. that I would survive, it was by no means clearly
to any one whether I would be more than a respiratory cripple.
I cannot leave this discussion without acknowledging the tremendous
support provided by my wife. While she was pregnant. and ultimately delivered our baby alone, by natural childbirth, four days before I left the hos-

pital, she nonetheless was able to give selflessly throughout my ordeal.
Because she had been an intensive care nurse herself, she was what the
nursing staff termed a 'good visitor' and thus was allowed to stay after
hours. I became totally convinced of the importance of a critically ill patient
having his family with him for more time than the negligible visiting hours
allowed in most intensive ...sae units, and subsequently, have worked hard
to get visiting privileges liberalized in our hospital.

Conclusions
I came away from this experience with great concern about who should

receive the type of heroic effort which saved my life. I was naturally very
grateful that everyone had worked so intensively to get me through it, yet it
v.as obvious that the patient pays dearly, both physically and emotionally,
in such a circumstance. Thus it seems clearly that for the patient who cannot get better by virtue of a diagnosis of end-stage malignancy, or other
terminal disease, this type of care is totally inappropriate. I had many conscious thoughts that living was not in itself paramount and that maintenance of dignity and quality of life are truly valid concerns.
Accordingly, in the end, to me the two biggest decisions concerning the
respirator are whether to use it at all and, subsequently, when to turn it off if
the patient is not salvageable. However, cessation of an aggressive approach
does not mean cessation of 'intensive care'. It does involve, though, acceptance of different goals, i.e., comfort for the patient and sensitive support
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for the family. These lessons from my personal experience led to my
becoming involved with the hospice movement, which was just beginning
in the United States at that time, for it was clear that the hospice philosophy
was much in keeping with these concepts.
I would like to thinthat my experietice has fleiped me to be a.better
doctor in a number of basic ways. I hOpe, and trust, that I now find it easier
to listen to the patient. I no longer use machines and other intensive supponive procedures simpljo because they exist. I am able.to talk more easily
with sick people now that I have been them, and I understand that these
patients are preoccupied with the fear of dying and want to talk about it. I
am much more liberal with the use of morphine, when indicated, and can
accept comfort as an end in itself. In short, I am able to deal better with the
fact that some patients should be allowed to die quietly, with dignity. and
without machines.
So, my final message is that we must not become a battery of specialists
rendering superior treatment while care is absent. The patient should be the
beneficiary of what we are doing, and not the victim. We must always keep
our perspective, and not get lost in the maelstrom of our technology. We
must always keep track of where we are going with our machines, not only
medically and scientifically, but also economically, legally, morally and
humanly.

E.D. Viner, MD,
Head, Hematology-Oncology Section, Pennsylvania Hospital
Clinieal Professor of Medicine, Univershy of Pennsylvania School of Medicine.
727 Delancey Street, Philadelphia, PA 19107 (USA)
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APPENDIX 4
OCTOBER 15,1985.

Mr. Chairman, in order to help ensure that all sides of this issue are represented,

I would like to present this statement by Doctors for Life written by Dr. Anne E.
Bannon and Dr. Joseph R. Stanton.

Dr. Stanton was the witness who was unable to testify due to the limited time

available for the televised hearing.
PARICK L. SKYINDALL,

Member of Congress.
DOCTORS FOR LIFE,

SI. Louis. MO, September 30, 1985.
HOUSE SELECT COMMITTEE ON AGING,

U.S. Capitol,
Washington, DC.
HONORABLE Maws Teams: We addess you in behalf of Doctors for Life. We have
been informed that you are holding a hearing on Death with Dignity and the Living
Will. Each member of Doctors for 1Life is committed to both lite and death with dignity.
We wish to be recorded as opposing formally legalizing the Living Will because of
inherent dangers in that instrument.
We holt::

(a) That the living will gives no right to the competent patient that the person
does not already possess.

(b) That there is no "right to die".
(c) That death is a genetically inbred inevitability, inherent in the very humanity
of every individual member of the species homo sapiens.

(d) That dignity in dying and in death is not created or conferred by a printed

piece of paper, by legislative decree, or judicial fiat.

(e) That for the human person/patient food and water (nutrition and hydration),
warmth, competent and compassionate medical and nursing care and hygiene are
basic huma.i rights not medically discretionary items.
(f) That such dignity as exists in dying and in death is never lost if the patient/
person is cared for with the respect due to the dying human person.
(g) That the existence of a living will signed in a time of health without informed
consent as to the illness, in which it may be brought to bear may in fact deprive the
incompetent patient of what would be the appropriate treatment based on the appropriate best medical judgment of all the circumstances at that time.
(h) That is not a quantum leap from the "useless eaters" of the 3rd Reich to the
"biologically tenacious individual" the "chronic vegetation slate" and "incapability
of return to cognizant and sapient ilehavior" as some ill and incompetent Americans
have already been referred to in court decisions, legislative haarings, and in American medical and ethical articles.

(i) That attempts to broaden the definition of "terminally ill" from "imminently
dyine to "when death may be expected in a year or so" creates a one size fits all
definition that may be applied to almost any person over a certain arbitrary age.
c0 That in states having a living will on the books five years and longer, there
exists no documented evidence that it is either widely utilized or that it solves the
problems. Indeed, there is evidence to the contrary.

(k) That were the uniform living will law enacted, it puts a tool in the hands of

those who in the name of cost cutting and utilizing scarce resources, might deprive
aged and dependent patients of their basic constitutional right to life. The demographic factors already locked in place clearly indicate that there will be increasing
numbers of elderly as we move into the 2Ist century. They will be expensive to care
for and sustain. The deck should not be stacked against them.

(I) That the chief forces propagandizing for the living will are the Euthanasia

Eduational Society, The Right to Die Society, and the Hemlock Society. We believe
that there exists no genuine urgency to create a uniform living will. That such pressures as do exist come largely from such propaganda groups and their allies in the
media stampeding legislatures like lemmings to fly off the cliff.
We draw to your attention the subjects of two Massachusetts Court cases, a) an
the matter of Hier E84-592 and b) Brophy v N.E. Sinai Hospital. The patients, in
both of those cases, are alive at the moment we write. Had either of these living
patients signed living wills in the past, they would most probably not be alive today.
Their continuing life was protected by existent law which allowed the appropriate
best medical judgment to be determined and to be followed.
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There is a growing concern that a uniform living will act may become a death
warrant for aged and impaired Americans. Even now, papers are surfacing in the
medical and ethical literature under titles such as "Against the Emerging Stream",
Arch. Int. Med. 145 129, 1985 by Siegler, M., M.D., and Weisbard, A.J., J.D. We urge

careful attention to this counter tide even now emerging and growing. Thus far,
only proponents of the living will have had media attention and thitt distorts perception from reality.
We suggest that your true warrant lies in the ideal expressed by Thomas Jeffer-

son that "the care of human life and happiness and not its destruction is the first
and the only purpose of good government." We ask fidelity to that warrant. We further request caution as you proceed and openness to the real concerns enumerated
in this statement.
Indeed, each of us and others of the Board of National Doctors for Life would be
pleased to appear before you and testify at any time.
Respectfully,

ANNE E. BANNON, MD., F,A.C.P.,

President, National Dmtors for Life.
JOSEPH R. STANTON, M.D., F.A.C.P.

Member, Advisory Board, National
Doctors for Life.
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APPENDIX 6
AMERICAN ASSOCIATION OF HOMES FOR THE AGING,

Washington, DC October 28, 1985.
Hon. EDWARD R. ROYBAL,

Chairman, House Select Committee on Aging,
Washington, DC.
Dam CHAIRMAN ROYDAL: The American Association of Homes for the Aging
(AAHA) commends you for s 4dressing a most sensitive and thought-provoking issue

in your October lst hearing, "Dying With Dignity: Difflicult Times, Difficult

Choices." As an Association representing over 2,700 nonprofit providers of housing,

health care, long term care, and commuity oervices for the elderly, we are keenly
aware of the complexity of this issue and the overriding need not to lose sight of the
terminally ill person's total care needspsycho-social and spiritual as well as medicalwhich require patient and family involvement and compassionate caregiving.
We are very pleased to have this opportunity to share with you a speech by Monsignor Charles F'ahey, Director of the Third Age Center at Fordham Univesity, on
"The Quality of Life . . . The Dignity of Death." Monsignor Fahey, a past president
of AAHA and long-time member of the Association, presented this speech to the
AAHA membership at the Association's Annual Meeting in San Antonio last year.
We believe that this speech presenta an important framework for discussion and
public policy decision making regarding death and dyingdiscussion that must
extend beyond the legal implications of medical technological and encompass the
ethical and moral dimensions of caring for the terminally.
Thank you again for your attention to this most important issue.
Sincerely,

DEAN SAGAR, Director of Governmnet Affair&

Enclosure.
THE QUALTFY OF Livg. . . THE DIGNITY OF DZATH1

It is a pleasure to be here with you today. However, the subject of the quality of
liie and the dignity of death is not as easy one. What I propose to do today is to
present to you a challenge and general framework within which that challenge
might be dealt with. I take this approach because there are no easy answers or prescription for behaviour in addressing death with dignity. Rather, I am going to give

you an overview and talk about it not ever being this way before. I am going to
speak about the competence of AAHA generally and your particular facilities. I'm

going to talk about the necessity of both discernment and action, and about the publicness and the privateness of death. I am going to speak briefly about the interaction of law, ethics, morality, and values. I am going to speak specifically about the
typography that we must deal with inevitably. Then, I am going to make a modest
proposal for you as a group, for ue as an organization, and for your individual facilities. I'm going to speak to its importance and to its possibility IL'hat's a large agenda
and it's complicated; yet, there is no way that we can deal with this agenda without
nuancing it and without putting it together with its different, various elements.
I begin with the theme that some of you have heard me give before but not precisely in the same way because it has never been this way before. Indeed, we cannot
put new wine into old wine skins, or sew old cloth with new thread.

We need to take a look at the reality of today, and to take our considerable

wisdom, knowledge, and commitment and deal with today and tomorrow's reality. It
has never been this way before because of the sheer numbers that are involved. It
has never been this way before because we have been successful in decreasing morbidity and mortality for every age cohort, but we also have a secondary and unintended effecta rise in both the incidence and prevalence of chronic disease among
many of our people. We always have to be careftil to remember that among the old,
the frail will always be the minority; yet, it is a minority which is increasing both
in numbers and significance. So it's never been this way before in terms of the type

of conditions that people face and the degree of fraility and vulnerability. At the

This is an edited version of a Jpeech, written and presented by Monsignor Charles J. Fahey,
Director of the Third Age Center, Fordham University, New York, NY, at the American Association of Homes for the Aging's 1984 Annual Meeting in San Antonio, TX on October 29, 1984,
Monsignor Fahey is a past President of AAHA and a long-time, active member in the association.
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same time, we have seen technological advances that have helped in this process,
not necessarily of prolonging life span materially, but of prolonging life expectancy.
Within this context, we also find ourselves in a culture that emphasizes the
trality of medicine. So effective hoe medicine been in dealing with things thatcenassault the human personality, that we have aecribed to medicineits practice and
those who practice ita central role in managing and dealing with almost every
hurting human condition. Adding to this is the new reality that we face in our country, the realization that the sky is not the limit; rather, we will have to make painful choices and decisions in regard to the allocation of public resources, societal resources, and we will face excruciating kinds of decision making processes through
which these resource allocation decisions will be made. We have always had to
make these decisions, but it is one thing to make them within the context of a burgeoning economy and a growing amount resources available to us, but quite
another to make them in the context of the of
realization that we must be more
careful stewards of the limited resources greater
we have available to us. Finally, in all of
us, we also have an explosion of knowledge and more and more specialization in
different ways of coming at human hurt. So, indeed, it has never been this way
before.

The second point I draw to your attention is consciousness raising in order that
you and I might appreciate ourselves.
The institutions of which we are part and the
general movement of which we are a part are represented here today. Very simply,

there is no one in the history of the world and no one today in
country or
abroad that constitutes more actual involvement with death than doour
we. Every one
of our facilities, often implicitly but oaccasionally explicitly, recognizes
that we are
people who deal with death continually. Indeed, it is an essential part of our coming
at the social components of care that we not only celebrate life in its fullness, but
we also recognize the reality of death and the dying processes. We go about it more
or less well. I suppose the challenge that I will come to at the end of my presentation is that which can only be made to a group that is still young and growing in its
self-awareness and thus growing in it., maturity. As a movement formally, at least
brought together by
's formation only twenty-three
ago, it is appropriate for us to recognize that we have a responsibility in theyears
community not only in
public policy, and in advocacy for specific for public programs, but also that we are
involved with ideas, culture and the air we breathe. Even as we are influenced by
culture and societal norms, it is important that we take our rightful place in influencing them and having something to say from our experience.
I want to be careful how I say this, but by and large all of us in the direct service
area of the not-for-profit field tend to suffer from a kind of false humility We know
more than we realize. While dependent upon our scholars and researchers, we too
are part of the public policy process. We contribute to it and are influenced by it.
We are part of society. But even as we are part of these things, we must influence
them, be in dialogue with them. Just to take the religious sector of which
of
us are a part, many of our various traditions have views in regard to death.many
FranIcly, although death has al.vays been with us, death is materially different today
it has ever been before. We must speak to theologians and rehgous leaders fromthan
the
praxis in which we are all engagW. Indeed, we must listen to scholars like KublerRoss and others, but our collective wisdom must inform scholarship and programs
as well.
I therefore bring us to the third point with two elements: discernment and action.
Let me pause for a moment about the word
discernment. I suspect it has little bit
of a religious connotation and I actually mean it in that way. All of us area familiar
with research and we must be involved with research. However, we do it inadequately whether at an institutional, state, regional, or national level. Somehow the
rich experience that we have is not brought topther sufficiently so that we miliht
be able to understand actually what is happening and to learn from our collective
experience. But, I am now talking about a process that is deeper, broader, and more
intense than that merely of research. We in effect have a new reality. It is constituted by the prolongation of the life span, by increased longevity, and by the knowledge and technology we have. Put those all together and that is something new, it
hqs not been this way before. Again, if I may speak out of a religious tradition that
hinl, -nest all of us share,
could say that in effect, God's revelation continues
a. lot i there is somethingwe
known about the stare above or intrapsychic fkinctioning or o social functioning. Or put it in a secular term if you
will research, or in a
mo re..-reus context of discernment. We must be
concerned
about
process of widens': ad I,. the reality of death in this time, to try to understandahow
we come
shot., . t
persons and individuals, as facilities, as a society, and as a nation. In all
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of this, we are not talking about others, we are talking preeminently about ourselves.

This hings me to the fourth point about death and some notions in regard to it.
Death is not an easy subject; it is not easy to deal with it out there. It's harder to
deal with it within ourselves, whether the within ourselves is the tears we weep for

a parent, spouse, a child, friend, a person with whom we worked. And all of us have
shed those tears even as we have struggled with it intellectually. There would be a
dichotomy that I would set up that is somewhat faulty but is nevertheless useful for
our discussion. One can look at death as intensely personal, always individual, and
always private. Indeed it is all three. However, we can also look at death and say
that it is always social, always involves others. There are generic elements to it be-

cause we share the common human nature and therefore there is a universality
about it.

We can also say that it is public because it always involves people and often it
involves resources in one way or another, to which strangers have contributed.
There is a great temptation in our society to focus on one or the other of these two

extremesto make death an entirely private affair or to make it an extremely

public affair. And I say we cannot do either. You know in moral reflection, just as
in all the rest of human existence and in the public sphere as well, it's always so
easy to go for solutions that are black or white, yes or no. But all of human existence, including moral kinds of reflection, involves the area of greys. So we affirm
the mystery of life, the death of personal emotion that is involved with the circumstances of death, and we recognize that theology and philosophy are preeminently
there to serve us as individuals in dealing with the mystery of life and death and
suffering. And indeed we always affirm that it must be something that has lived
within the private and personal context of families and friends.
But even as I affirm the latter, we begin to see the public nature of it. It is social
in that it always involves family, friends or others, or helpers, if you will, like you
and me. Death in our culture almost always occurs in social institutions, in hospitals or in nursing homes. It rarely happens now in one's own home. Government

has a prima facie responsibility in regard to the protection of life. By its very

nature, government is pro-life, protecting those who are most frail and vulnerable.

And in a more subtle, yet important way, whether or not government uses its
taxing power, and how it uses it, is instrumental in many instances of whether

people will have life or death. Surely government has the responsibility in regard to
those processes around decision making at least. Therefore, we must deal with both
the private and the public, both the personal and the societal, both the individual
and the generic, and all are part of our reflection in regard to death.

My fifth major point is a tough one, but I must deal with it for a moment. It's
about the law, morality and ethics. I think that it is very important and let me start
with the word "values". Values is not an unambiguous word. It is a word that is a
way of describing reality; it doesn't necessarily mean something good. So, the people
who are involved in sociology, the number crunchers like myself, are comfortable
with values. We tend to go out, look at things, and measure how people actually
function. We say that's normative because that is what they are doing. We also will
ask people what they think. This also becomes the way we look at behavior. Thus,
we are able to identify perhaps what values groups of people hold, but it begs the
question of what the values ought to be in the first place. This is where both morals
and ethics come into play.

Let me take a moment to describe what I mean by those two words. Morals and
ethics are a way to look at behavior; they're looking at the oughtness of personal
behavior of individuals, the oughtness of interpersonal relationships. They re talking about the relationships of groups with individuals, about society and individuals.
And more recently, we recognize they are talking about the acts of government as
well. There is a moral and ethical quality in all of these areas. Each is a discipline;

the area of morality tends to come out of a religious tradition; the area of ethics
comes out of a philosophical tradition. De facto, as we put them together, they are
intertwined. Each religious tradition has a view of reality. And as soon as we have a

view of oality, particularly one that comes from reflection on a relationship with
the supreme being, it has implications in terms of our behavior. Ethics, on the other
hand, is a discipline, with its own norms and its own way of going about it, but it
takes the common human experience and puts a value upon action in terms of its
oughtness, in terms of that which is better, and that which is worse. There can be a
great deal of confusion involving differing perspectives on moral and ethical values.
But I would affirm to you that the question of reflection on moral and ethical values
is critical in our society, and it is different than law.
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Note the difference: law is something that is extraordinarily important in our society. However, by its nature, it is generic and it is broad. It tends to serve as a least

common &nominator and it cannot require that which is better or that which is
good. It ha* nothing to do with virtue. Allow me to suggest an example of the differ-

ence. We can conscript young people to serve our country in the armed services
that's the legitimate area of law, but law cannot say to us that we must be patriotic.
That's in the area of morals and ethics. Morals and ethics talk about attitudes, and
internal convictions while, by and large, law is concerned with behavior and has
little to do with intent.
On the other hand, at the very heart of morals and ethics is intent because that,
after all, is what gives us values as human beings. It influences how we act and
what our intentions are in terms of good and evil. Therefore, as individuals and as
professionals and as group providers, as state associations and as a national aasociation, we have two-prong responsibility. We need to develop a moral and ethical perspective in regard to death, dying, and those who are in the process. We also need to
be engaged in the question of how much law, whether state or federal government
should be involved, relative to death and dying.

Sixth, what I am saying is that I think this is the moral territory that we, as a
societal group, have to reflect upon and investigate. I have identified five general
areas that constitute the territory or typography for discussion and reflection. First,
when does life end; that is, the determinaton and definition of death. The second
i
area nvolves
the process of dying for those who are clearly near the termination of life. Third is the question of those who are severely disabled who would otherwise survive except their various bodily systems are weakened and are vulnerable
to disease, and the way in which we go about either preventing the disease or intervening therapeutically, so that the disease will not cause death. Fourth is the area
of decision making in all of the above three. Fifth, and not the least important by
any means, is the question of supportive interventions, of a caring community if you
will, in regard to those who are dying. I would like for a moment to reflect on each
one of these briefly.
First, note there hi a difference between the defmition of death and its determination. In terms of defining death, we do it only for public rourposes. Death is a mystery; no one knows when someone dies. Nobody knows. The only clear indication of

death is actually when putrification comes into play. Who knows what tomorrc
will bring. But for thousands of years, common law, the practice in our facilities,
and often statutory law have reflected one test, the cessation of breathing, of heartbeat as being the sign of death. Indeed, that has been sufficient and necessary to
bring about a formal determination of death for public reasons and also for interventions. On the other hand, everytime we makA a discovery we find that these
kinds of dermitions may not be all that certain. CPR, for example, has brought into
play the ability to recusaitate people. So the old test we all held so firmly became a
little more tenuous in terms of its universality and its applicability. Yet, we have all
experienced the excruciating kind of process in which we maintain the heart, the
lungs and circulation, but what we don't maintain is the function of the brain. And
many jurisdictions have in effect said that for public purposes, intervention need
not go beyond a certain point; that is where there is total and irreversible brain
functioning of the total brain. This is accepted by and large by ethicists and moralists as well as in many states. Frankly, I suspect that the determination and definition of death is not the area of greatest challenge for us.
My second point is where we do have problems and enormous challenges and that
is in the dying process itself. There are always two questions here and I want to
defer on the one about decision making. When we attend conferences on death and
dying regarding the legal and ethical implications, it fascinates me because the
people presenting are doctors and lawyers who, by and large, focus on competency,
due process, and how you avoid liability. Very few of them are talking about the
basic oughtness of death and dying: how are people informal, how am I informed,
how is my family informed about what ought to be done in the dying process. This
is really the question that faces us. In a book by Dr. Clements, there is an article by
theologian John Bennett in which he notes that by and large, religious tradition
which has addressed this issue most extensively is the Roman Catholic out of the
declaration of Pope Pious XII which say that, one way or another, the concepts of
ordinary and extraordinary means have tended to find their way into ordinary practice. That is, you ought to do what is simple to do and you don't have any obligation
to do that which involves extroardinary effort. The only problem is that what used
to be extraordinaryt today becomes ordinary. We have seen a development and an
evolution not only in Catholic moral theology, but generally speaking in many of
these conferences, of a greater specificity in the area of extraordinary. It no longer
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solely involves discussion of the complicated procedures and technology, but it also
involves considerations such as:
Is it there merely to prolong life wihtout anything more (a person not being capable of any cognition)? Does it involve the alleviation of pain or doesn't it? Is rehabilitation possible or isn't it? Is there a cost involved, an economic cost to the individual, to the society, are there other kind of costs? Is there convenience involved to
the individual or to others? The moral equation is never easy; it isn't a mathematical formula, it's a human judgment. What usually is involved is not a question of
good and bad, but a conflict of two goods. We must struggle with that but the little
time we have available makes it difficult for me to distinguished it too well. I would
merely note two specific areas of special concern to us. One is in the use of drugs
that can be foreseen to shorten life, but on the other hand, can be seen to alleviate
suffering. There seems to be a consensus that such a use and intention for the terminally ill is within the context of good morals and ethics. The more difficult issue
is the question regarding the noncompetent individual, totally incapable of any self-

care, in terms of how we provide food and water, particularly in the instance of

having to provide it intravenously or through tubes.
The third area of this typography has to do with disabled persons and their dying.
The state of Minnesota and others have tried to codify this. Whether it be a disabled
child, a demented person of any age or someone who is very old, they are not dying.
However, the very nature of the dementia or the disability renders such a person
particularly vulnerable to other aasaults from various natural sources, such as the
immune system isn't as strong. Critically in this area, from an ethical point of view,
is the questionwhat should be done in this instance? Is it necessary to provide corrective kinds of therapies, preventive and prophylactic kinds of therapy? Is it necessary when disease comes to intervene in the lives of these individuals? In this case,
who ought to make the decision, and what should be the role of law?
The next area I draw to your attention is the question of decisions around death.
We have to issue of the person himself who is competent and all those things that
have to do with instrumentalities before the person becomes incompetent and how
they bind us. With regard to the incompetent person, the issue involves the role of
family and all these other things, or those who stand in the place of family, the role
of the conservators, the courts, etc.
Again, all the conferences tend to focus on this and I won't belabor them. Another
issue regarding decision making is one that I don't think we fully recognize. It is the
issue of the group provider and its decisions regarding various issues of dying. Facility A, B, or C is also involved, not only the individual, family and doctor. As soon as
a person walks through the door of a nursing home, hospital, or in the context of a

home health agency, certain responsibilities are both explicit and implicit about
that facility itself, its moral stance and its views. What is the moral stance in
regard to death and decision making of the facility and how does it engage itself
through its practices, policies, and procedures? In addition, we need to look at the
interaction of professionals within a facility. At least some, if not most, cases being

brought before the courts at the present time in the area of appropriateness of
treatment are being brought by one staff member of a facility against another, the
nurse versus the doctor versus the adminstrator. How one develops a corporate culture in which all are involved and to which all are held accountable is an important
issue in which we all need to be engaged.
Finally, with regard to decision making is the fact that rankly, many of the deci-

sions regarding the dying and our capability to deal with them will be made in

Washington or state houses throughout the United States. These decisions are about
what we will spend our Medicare and Medicaid money on. Indeed, decisions affecting us are also -being made in Blue Cross plans and private insurance, as determinations are made regarding what we will pay and will not pay. Sometimes it is spoken
of as upstream violence. Whatever it is, these areas have great implications for the
range of choices we have at the local level and what we do or don't do are fundamentally a result of the values we articulate as a peoplr Pulbic policy doesn't result
from a moral process but from a political one. However, it is the values of families,
individuals, and trade organizations that become part of the political process, evolve
a statute, a regulation, a reimbusrement policyall of which take on a moral quality and are subject to the question of moral analysis in terms of the goodness, the
badness, the preferability of choosing one path over another. We must do that as
well.

The last area of moral territory involves the question of how do we let people die
with dignity within the context of our moral decisions. I believe we've done some
things in this area as an organization, but I think we need to do more. You know
that every nursing home is a hospice to some extent and again, hospice has come
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into being out of revulsion due to the high technology and the fractionalized way we
do things. We need to develop a body of knowledge about the actual process of
achieving death with dignity that is represented in the field by AAHA which will
not only inform ourselves but also our brothers and sisters in the broader community. I'll pick on no other group except the clergy. Frankly, Fordham has engaged in
some examination nationally of pastoral care of the most frail and most vulnerable
which discloses that there are voices in the wilderness, there are charismatic individuals, there are some people who bring tremendous gifts to bear with those who

are dying or those who are disabled. But they are the exception, not the rule. By
and large, the pastoral care for people who are frail and vulnerable is poor. even in
religiously oriented facilities and programs.
This leads me to my conclsuion and I would make a proposal that hopefully is not
too modest, yet which I think is extraordinary important, and is based upon all I
said before. Death and dying are extraordinarily important events in the lives of us
allpersonal, individual, and private. But inevitably death and dying are public;
they are societal; and they involve groups. We may wish it to be different, but in
our interdependent society and the litigious world in which we live, with the kind of
ways we solve problems, this issue is in the public forum. And I feel the public
forum will be improverished if AAHA, as a movemeat and an organziation, does not
strive to develop a position and perspective on all of this moral typography about
which I've spoken today. We have said it in the past and we say it again here, every
AAHA member should state its values, its beliefs, its philosophy, its conviction, not
only in regard to life but regard to death. And there should be found in each of our
statements a purpose, an articulation of our perspective of how we deal with death
in our facilities.
Indeed, there should be an articulation in policy and procedure, and indeed a
process for reflection so that we hold ourselves accountable to our own constituency,

our residents, and to the broader community in this regard. Frankly, I feel that
there is far more consensus than division within the House. I think that this is extraordinary important for two reasons. It is important because of the subject itself.
We see that the nature of the law, although developed and implemented by well
meaning legislators and government administratorsmany of whom, in my judgement, are our heroesis clumsy, unfeeling, and professes to be value free to a large
extent. But, of course, it isn't. Can you imagine today trying to write the Constitution or the Bill of Rights? We hold these truths to be self evident that all people are
created equal endowed by their creator with certain unalienable rights. Today, we

simply couldn't do it in our culturally pluralistic society. However, we as an association can work together to address the process of death and dying.
I would foreclose with this last thought. Not only would this action be significant
as far as death is concerned, but it would be significant in terms of the interaction
of the private and public sectors. Frankly, I am appalled by the politicization of religion and moral values and suspect that there will be a revulsion of this in our society as a whole. Yet, whether it be war and peace, the solution to Medicare and Medicaid, or the national debt., we are going to be faced with the kinds of critical decisions in the future that require of us absolute moral reflection and synthesis and
critical kinds of thinking and discernment. We must understand what we want the
Social Security system to achieve and how it is going to do social justice at the heart
of it. We must be involved in all of these areas from a moral and ethical point of
view. Our society desperately needs an experience in which thoughtful and caring
people come together and develop a consensus on some issues and, where consensus
is not possible, develop a civil way to discuss areas about which we disagree. Oliver
Wendell Holmes said that democracy is predicated upon people who act ethically.
We can never be satisfied with law alone to govern our behavior or we would have a
fascist and totalitarian state. Tough cases make bad law. Many tough cases make
for oppression. We are in a field that often has seen those aphorisms realized. John
Courtney Murray, the distinguished Jesuit who had so much to do with Vatician II's

declaration of regligious independence, notedin "we hold these truths"that democracy presumes a virtuous people; and virtue is not a product of law, but law is a
product of virtue. Sure, we make mistakes at times, but by and large we are a virtuous people. I have great confidence that we can meet this challenge because you are
people who care and love and, indeed, you are people who can struggle together
with these issues of the quality of life and the dignity of death and share the results
with our whole society. Thank you.
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APPENDIX 6
NURSING HOME ACTION GROUP,

St. Paul, MN, September 28, 1985.
Re. October 1, 1985, Hearing on "Dying With Dignity"
Mr. GARY CHRISTOPERSON,

House Select Committelon Aging,
Washington, D.C. 20515

Dear Mr. Christopherson: The Nursing Home Action Group has just learned that
there will be testimony October 1, 1985, before the House Select Committee on
Aging on the topic, "Dying With Dignity."
We are very concerned about medical neglect and abandonment of persons with

severe physical or mental disabilities. We have seen instances of discrimination
against patients on the basis of their age. Vulnerable individuals sometimes have
been allowed to decline into so fragile a physical condition that it appeared appropriate to stop treatment. In fact, some nursing home and family conditions may aggravate this problem. (Please see May 10, 1985, Report by the Chairman of the
House Subcommittee on Health and Long-Term Care.)

Because we have just learned of the October 1 hearing and understand the topic
is quite broad, I am enclosing copies of the following for submission as written testimony:

1. Statement of concern about the "Uniform Rights of the Terminally Ill Act,"

August 1985.

2. Statement of concern about a living will bill which was tabled during the 1985
legislative session in Minnesota.
3. A Commentary about death-allowing care for persons with severe mental and
physical disabilities. 1984.
4. Resolutions by disability rights groups against limitation of treatment based on
disability, 1983, 1984, 1985.

5. Commentary about the matter of Karen Ann Quinlan.
Thank you very much.
Shicerely,

JAxa D. How, Chairperson.

Enclosures.
NURSING HOME ACTION GROUP,

St. Paul, MN, July 30, 1985.

Re (a) Multiple concerns about the proposed "Rights of the Terminally Ill Act"
(August 1985 draft); (B) Request for delay of final consideration of this act

RICHARD C. HITR,

Chairman, Drafting Committee on the Rights of the Terminally Ill Act, Minneapolis,
MN
Dime Ma. HITE: Please give consideration to the following list of concerns about
the proposed "Rights of the Terminally III Act." Because of these concerns, we wish
to request a delay in final consideration and voting on this act proposed by the National Conference of Commissioners on Uniform State Laws.
(1) The title of the proposed act is a misnomer.This act is called "Rights (plural)

of the Terminally IIP'; however, there is basicially only one "right" strmed here,
namely, the right to have treatment withheld. There is no mention of ensuring comfort and alleviation of pain, of continued high standard of nursing care, etc. for the

dying patient. Omission of such rights is one of several ways in which this proposed
act seems not to focus on protection of the patient.
(2) There seems to be some confusion of concepts.On Page 1, about half-way down
the first paragraph in the Prefatory Note, is the sentence:
"Its (the act's) impact is limited to treatment that is MERELY LIFE-PROLONG.
ING, and to patients whose terminal condition is irreversible, whose death will soon
occur, and who are unable to participate in treatment decisions. (Emphasis added.)
Surely what is meant is 11/' I A' PROLONGS THE DYING PROCESS," which

is conceptually and, from a legal standpoint, significantly different from what is
stated in the proposed act.
(3) The role and rights of nurses are given less consideration than physicians and
facilities.On Page 1 at Paragraph 3 (8) of the Prefatory Note, there is no mention

of nurieng staffjust of physicians and of facilities. It seems only fair that nursing
staff should be accorded equal rights and consideration with physicians and facilities in such legal matters.
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(4) There is an erroneous and confusing definition.In Section I, Definitions, at
(4), it is stated:

"LIFE-SUSTAINING PROCEDURE" means any medical procedure or intervention that, when administered to a qualified patient, will serve only to PROLONG
THE DYING PROCESS," (Emphasis added.)

This definition of "life-sustaining" is inaccurate and confusing, giving a meaning
opposite to what the words actually mean. it would seem mere accurate to have, fer
example, a definition for "prolonging the dying process." (This problem occurs also
in Section 8 at (d).)
A "life-sustaining procedure" sustains life. Insulin is a life-sustaining medical
treatment for diabetes, and dialysis is a life-sustaining procedure for renal failure
but they would not be considered "life-sustaining" measures under the present definition in the proposed act, which would be ridiculous.
A particular danger is that many serverely disabled people (with, for example,
MS, Alzheimers, stroke, spinal cord injury, etc.) could be mistakenly considered to
he in a "terminal condition" under Subdivision 8 of the Definitions because they (1)
have an incurable or irreversible condition and (2) might die within a "relatively
short time" if they were not given antibiotics or assistance with hydration which
would both be considered "life-sustaining" procedures in the ordinary, dictonary
meaning of these wordsbut not by the definition in this proposed act.
Using Subdivisions 4 and 8 ("life-sustaining procedure" and "terminal condition")
to define each other only compounds the confusion as to what the terms mean.
(5) The Comment section on Page 5, paragraph 3, under Definiitons states an intention which is omitted in the proposed act.lt is stated: "Though the Act intends to
err on the sie of prolonging life, . ." Nowhere in the proposed act itself is any
such intention made explicit.
(6) The euthanasia disc/aimer, which comes almost at the end of the proposed act,
should be more prominentBecause of widespread concern about euthanasia, and

because of the drafters' stated intention that this proposed act "err on the side of
prolonging life," it would be well to give the euthanasia disclaimer much more
prominent placement, such as at the very beginning.

(7) The provisions for executing a declaration are too simplistic.--Considering the
very important consequences of this declaration, it is not protective enough to allow
the comptent adult to execute a declaration at "any time," with no determination
that the individual was making the decision without duress and was not under the
influence of chemicals or clinical depression.
(8) Similarly, there is need for some specific qualifications for the two witnesses.
With absolutely no qualifications for the two witnesses, and no determination of the
condition of the declarant when he/she made the declaration, there are virtually no
protections against faulty or uniformed decisionmaking on the part of the declarant.

The comment section (Page 8) attempts to justify this failing in the interest of
simplicity and of "relieving physicians of a responsibility to help determine and
ensure that.decision making was done with proper cautions. This failing, this expediency, gives consumers the impression that a primary objective of the act is to protect physicians and facilities.
(9) A definition is needed for "actual notice.In Section 7 at (a), it not not clear
what is meant by "In the absence of ACTUAL NOTICE . ." (Emphasis added.)
What is an "actual notice?"
(10) Definition (8) incorporates an unenforceable standard.The time standard of
the proposed act, i.e., "a relatively short time," is too loose to be enforceable. Such a
standard is hopelessly subjective and would permit overly wide variations in professional opinion and practice.

The closer a patient is to death, the more clear hecomes the expected time of

death, and the less possibility there is for misdiagnosis or inaccurate prognosis. We
would urge therefore that a much more definiite time frame be used, such as "two
to three weeks in the professional judgment of the attending physician." (Please see,
for example, the "Do-Not-Resuscitate guideliens of Beth Israel Hospital in Boston,
a teaching hospital of Harvard Medical School.)

(11) The proposed act should provide that the patient must be informed when his/
her declaration goes into effect (unless documented as medically contraindicated to
inform the patient According to the comment on page 10 about Section 4, it is only

"assumed" that the patient will be informed. This is NOT protective enough of the
patient's right to know.
(12)A second opinion should be given with respect to concurring with the diagnosis

of terminal condition Again, this is simply to ensure the greatest protection for

the patient who is expected to die. If there is good reason for not laeing able to
obtain a second opinion, that reason should be documented in the medical record.
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(13) Consultation merely with the patient's family is very limiting.There are
many patients who have no families, or who are estranged from their families. It
may be that there are close friends or other advocates of the patient's choice who
should be considered for possible consultation in medical decision making.
(14) Section 5 (c) has a rather low standard for continuing life-sustaining proce-

dures."Probable."

(15) Nutrition and hydration are considered in the proposed act (SEE Comment section, page 11) to be the equivalent of medical procedures despite a lack of universal
consensus on the issueMany patients have little knowledge of legal and academic
issues of medical ethics before having to make such decisions. Thus, it would be
more clear, more reasonable, and more protective of dying patients' rights if the
language of the proposed act explicitly provided for stating wishes about nutrition

and hydration separately from what are usually considered to be medical treatments.

Furthermore, since this proposed act is about rights of the terminally ill, why
does it "NOT PROHIBIT any action considered necessary by the attending physician for comfort care or alleviation of pain," (emphasis a ded) rather than mandating these basic rights?
(16) An additional immunity is needed.In Section 7 there should be a fourth explicit immunityfor "A caregiver who refuses to comply with the declaration in accordance with the provisions of Section 6, Transfer of Patients." Otherwise, the immunities fall only to those who hastened death, not to those who in good faith refused to go along with the declaration and followed the provisions of of Section 6
instead.
(17) Clarifwation is needed under Penalties (or under General Provisions).Rather

than merely "assuming" at page 14, second paragraph of the comment section, that
felonious conduct is clearly covered in other laws of all states, it would be more protective of patients and more clear to state: "Nothing in this act shall be interpreted
to supercede or take the place of any criminal liabilities for intentionally or negligently causing the death of another."
Thank you very much for your attention to this request for reconsideration of the
proposed "Rights of the Terminally Ill Act."
Sincerely,

JANE D. How, Ed.M.,
Chairperson.
JAMES M. DAVIES, LPN, JD,

Vice Chairperson.
NURSING HOME ACTION GROUP,

St. Paul, MN, August 8, 1985.
Re Reasons for voting NO to the "Rights of the Terminally Ill Act."
MEMBERS, NATIONAL CONFERENCE OF COMMISSIONERS ON UNIFORM STATE LAWS,

Minneapolis, MN.
DEAR COMMISSIONERS: The NCCUSL, meeting as a whole group, has spent over

eight hours deliberating on the proposed "Rights of the Terminally Ill Act." It is
clear that good questions remain about the protectiveness, clarity, and use of this
proposed act.
Please consider voting NO when this act comes for the Voting by States this afternoon, for the following reasons:
(1) This propoeed act does not intend to promote mercy-killing or euthanasia (Sec-

tion 9, Subd. (D; nonetheless, the concern remains that euthanasia may be the consequence of the propoeed language.
The definition of "terminal condition" is far too broad. A particular danger is that
many severely disabled people (with, for example, M.S., diabetes, spinal cord injuries, stroke, etc.) could be mistakenly considered to be terminal because, under this
proposed act, they (a) have an incurable or irreversible condition and (b) might die

within a "relatively short time" (an unenforceabk time standard) if they were not
given what are ordinarily considered "life-sustaining treatments."
How long may the dying process be prolonged before it is considerad to be "only"
prolonging that process? There might be the risk of prematurely cutting off someone's life by months or years.
(2) The provisions for executing and for witnessing a declaration under this proposed act are very consequential and very expedient, yet not very protective.
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Please Ae NO so that this proposed act can be more fully considered with a view
toward balancing patient and physician autonomy and protection. Thank you ver:
much for your attention to all the concerns raised by the proposed act.
Sincerely,

JANE D. HOYT, Cheirperson.
STATEMENT OF JANE HOYT, CHAIRPERSON OF THE NURSING HOME ACTION GROUP

My name is Jane Hoyt. I am chairperson of the Nursing Home Action Group, and
I am active in several other local disability rights organizations. I wish to raise a
few concerns about House File 1301, the Living Will Bill, but first I want it under..tood that we strongly support the Minnesota Patients' Bill of Rights and therefore
support the first two sentences in the Policy statement of House File 1301, Subd. 2,
(dated 3-20-85) specifying that competent adults have the right to control medical
decisions about themselves. We empathize with the frustrations of patients and families faced with life-and-death decisions, and we understand the worries of physicians and hospitals with respect to malpractice.

Our concerns with this bill are
First, and most irrq Irtant, in Subd. 7, the definition of "terminal condition," is

confusing. A condition such as cancer may be terminal, yet death may be not at all

imminent. Because this bill pertains only to the situation in which death has

become imminent, the word "IMMINENT" is most important and needs to be better

defined. The word "imminent" should be defined to mean some specified short
period of time. We would like to recommend the definition given by Dr. Mitchell
Rabkin in the August 12, 1976, New England Journal of Medicine: Death is immi-

nent when the condition is irreversible in the sense that no known therapeutic
measures can be effective in reversing the course of the illness, irreparable, and in
the ordinary course of events, death will occur within a period not exceeding two
weeks.

Furthermore, for the protection of all interested parties, every time the words

"terminal condition" are used, they should be followed by the words, "and death is
imminent." It is fairly easy to diagnose a condition RS "terminal" but less easy to
predict life-expectancy after the diagnosis. Imminency of death, if we consider "imminent" to mean a very short period of time, can be made with a more reasonable
degree of medical certainty. The term "no recovery" has also been found to have a
multiplicity of mear.ngs, depending on one's view of disability.
Second, for the protection of both the patient and the physician, it would seem
that a signed, written living will is most protective. The language at the end of Section 8 indicates the living will could be only oral, with the physician just noting in
the medical record that the declarant had made an oral statement. Written, signed
documents must be mandatory; though they could be dit.tated by the declarant and
signed by a witness at the direction of the declarant as described earlier in Section
3.

Third, with respect to c' lion 5 (Revocation), we urge that the living will have an
automatic revocation i .lut renewed within a specified tirny period, such as three
years. Because of the importance of this document, it should he carefully reviewed
from time to time, giving consideration to changes in personal values and medical

technology.

Also, with respect to part (3) of Section 5, we are concerned about the patient who
has no designated advocate, whose "living will" is not near at hand, and who cannot
write. An expression ofIntent to revoke should become effective immediately if communicated to any person or caregiver, not just a physician; however if that person
or caregiver is not the attending physician, it is a caregiver's responsibility to con-

tact the attending physician immediately to communicate the patient's change-1
wishes so that treatment may be changed as necessary. The reason for this is that
almost always nursing staff rather than physicians are in closest personal contact
with patients.
Fourth, we are curious why nursing staff are not included under Sec. 7 (Transfer
and Liability). Like an attending physician, a nurse may in good conscience not be
able to comply with the declarant's refusal to accept treatment. It seems only fair
that nursing staff should be accorded equal rights with physicians in this matter.
To illustrate the fact that persons may change their minds after suffering a presumed terminal illiness, I will cite a personal experience. My mother suffered a
massive stroke in 1962. She was diagnose as terminally ill and Imminently dying by
very reputable doctors. The neourosurgeon stated that she would die even with surgery. My father asked that he go ahead and try the Surgery if only to learn from
the procedure (which has since become quite common). My mother survived the sur-
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get), and returned home for many years. There can be no doubt that she heartily
interacts with her environment and enjoys life even now in a nursing home. In fact,
the few times she has had the flu, she has stated that she wants her medicines and
she wants to get well, that she does not want to die. When my father died 14 years
ago, which was nine years after her stroke, I closed up my parents' house. In going
through their papers, I was surprised to fmd the equivalent of an unwitnessed
"living will, " which my mother had written some years prior to her debilitating
stroke. In her living will, she made it clear that she wanted no "extraordinary" care
if she ware in a condition from which recovery was impossibleexactly as she was
considered to be at the time of her stroke. I have no idea if my father knew she had
written that statement. I do know that my mother strove hard to recover, did rehabilitate remarkably, and continues to participate well and happily in daily activities.

Fmally, because "terminal condition" is so weakly defined in this bill, and because of our experiences, we are concerned about Section 6, Procedure Absent
Liv:ng Will. Attached is an article written by an attorney and me, in which we explain concerns shared by disability rights advocates about the devaluation of life
after disability. It is clear to us that many people mistake disability for illness. Because life is more complex after disability, many peoplewhether they are the patients or the relatives of the patientamay reject life-sustaining measures. The decision to forego or withraw treatment may be premature if the condition appears possibly "terminal" but turns out not to be. We hope that people will not write living
wills because of ignorance or fear about life after disability.
Given the lack of clear defmition of "imminent," the provisions in House File
1301 for writing one's own living will seem too lax, especially if applied to nursing
home residents. We have much evidence of nursing home residents who have dete-

riorated due to neglect (such as poor management of their medications, lack of
needed treatment, unpleasant psychoeocial environment). These patients may
appear terminal, and if neglected, be terminal. Also, nursing home residents are
often under real or presumed pressure to behave in certain ways or to go along with

caregivers' and family expectations. Because of. this, the Nursing Home Action
Group recommends that very carefid documentation be made in a medical record
before a facility complies with a resident's reftuial of a treatment. (Please see the
attachment at end.)
Our concerns about this matter are strengthened by court testimony in a local
case and by a study reported in the April 26, 1984, New England Journal of Medicine, which stated that some doctors at a prestigious hospital declinod to comply
with their patients' desire for a "Do-Not-Resuscitate" order because the doctors believed patients with DNR orders tend to have less aggressive care from nursing
staff, even though a DNR order in no way is intended to lessen cam and treatment
except in the event that breathing or heartbeat stop. Similarly, people may fear
that the presence of a "living will" in their charta implies they do not expect the
highest standard of nursing care. Our raising this concern does not negate die need

for directives from patients, but dresses the need for every caution.
Also under Sec. 7, in Subd. 2 (Immunity from Liability), it would aeem more protective for all interested parties to qualify "person" with the word "authorizW," so
that it reads, "An AUTHORIZED person who ORDERS the withholding . . in accordance with . . . a living will . . . is not subject to . . . liability. . . ."

Fifth, we urge that the Prohibition statement, that "nothing in this bill be con-

strued to condone, authorize, or approve mercy killing or euthanasia
a more prominent placement at the beginning of the bill.
Thank you for your consideration of these concerns.

. .

." be given

FROM THE NIRSING Horn ACTION GROUP GUIDELINES FOR THE PROVISION OF
MEDICAL TREATMENT AND NURSING CARE

Before a health care facility may comply with a patient's refusal of a treatment,
there shall be detailed documentation in the medical record:
A. that the patient is legally AND clearly competent,
B. that the patient made the decision freely and without duress,
C. that the patient's intentions have been clearly interpreted,

D. that, as ascertained by clinical evaluation, the patient is not suffering from

psychological depression or the effects of chemical use,

E. that the patient was, before refusing a treatment, fully informed of the range
of available treatments and their consequences, as well as the consequences of nontreatment,
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F. that the patient was encouraged to, and given agreed-upon time to, reconsider
the decision,

G. that possible extenuating environmental factors (such as poor psychol/social
environment) have been considered as potentially influencing the patient's decision,
H. that the patient was given the opportunity to summon relatives, friends, advocates, or professionals for alternative counseling in the matter.
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'Commentary

Law. Medicine & Health Care, Vol. 12, No. 3
Reprinted in

the Minnesota Journal of Gerontology, Winter 1985

A Response to the Task Force on
Supportive Care
hy Jane D. Hoyt, Ed.M., and James M. Davies, M.A., L.P.N., J.D.

It is general!, ackmiwledged that

time has heeti niounderstantling
about ',unionise care' plans. and
that guidelines would help clarat and
direct the deciounmaking process
Ilowever. the guidelines and reCIIITI
mendations contained within the Sup.
parity.. Care Plan. proposed by the
Task Force on Supponive Care, are
confusing and discriminate against

persons with disabilities. Implemen
noon of the recommendations could
lead to inadequate care and neglect of
a V.,
inerable segment of our pup.
ulat.
nursing home residents who
are ss erely mentally or phtsically
disabled Because of concern about
these possible outcomes, the Nursing
Home Action Group of Minnesota has
drafted alternatwe guidelines '
There are five basic deficiencies in
the Supportive Carr Plan. (1) it
would allow violations of the civil
rights of persons with mental and
physical disabilities; (2) it lacks deli .
nitions for some important terms; (3)
it lacks sufficient protections for in.
competent or questionably competent
persons: (4) in tone and content en .
courage patients or their guardians to
choose deathallowing care; and (5) it
lacks adequate provisions for review
of the decisionmaking process.
.

Discrimination Against People With
Disabilities
The mom disturbing aspect of the
Supportive Care Plan is that Section

entitled lor Whom Supportive
Care Might Be Considered.' wrongly
Ms. Hoyt is Chairperson and Mr. Dot,
les is Vice.Chairperson cf tee Nursing
Home Action Group/Minnesota, in St.
Paul, Minnesota On behaif o I. that or.
ganizahon, tbey recently drafied
guidelines armtbetical to tbose of tbe
Task Force ort Supportive Care

includes patients with sesere and irre

wraitk mental ihsabilities and pa
nems with severe and irreversible
physical disabilities 'where there 1113'
es1,1 normal mental functioning
'
lit categorizing individuals with se
sere disabilities as potential can&
dates for supponive care only. the
Suppornre Care Plan becomes dis
crimanatory against persons with dna.
battier.. Aggressive research and reha .

hilitation effons have improved the
functioning of persons with every dvi .
ease and disability cited in the Sup.
portive Care Plan Limed as "poten .
nal candidates for supponwe care
plans" are victims of spinal cord in.
wry, stroke. amyotrophic lateral scle .
rosis, emphysema, head trauma, and
pre.senile and senile dementia. To is .

hel individuals with these infirmities
as 'potential candidates for suppor .
tivecare plans" discourages both
professionals and consumers from
hope and positive action.
Some patients who may seem be.
yond hope do have potential for reha.
banation, A registered nurse who had
experience with rehabilitation testi.

lied in coun to this effect:
I saw a lot of nurses who had nin
into people maybe two to five
years after they had had a

stroke ...or some other type of
brain damage or dysfunction, and
either a nurse or an aide Of some .
body would man to teach them in
some way ... it seemed as if a lot
of these people took two to five
years to get over the emotional
adjustment to the trauma they
had endured,'

Under the Supportive care plan,
some individuals night be prema.
turely denied life.maintaining care
and treatment before they have a
chance to come to terms with their
disability

It is possible to develop guidelines
that address the issue of treatment for
dying adults while avoiding such dis

eriminmion The guidelines drafted
hy the Nursing Home Action Group
(NHAG) are hased on the premise
that the primary goal of health care
givers is to encourage and promote
the best physical, mental. emotional.
SOCiii, and spiritual health of which
each person is capable. The NHAG
maintains that the criteria for making
decisions about technology and ordi
nary and 'extraordinary" treatment
should be the same for all persons,
regardless of physical or mental dna.

batty. A "deathallowing care goal'
care In which treatment Is offered for
comfort only but not for the purpose

of maintaining lifeis permissible
only if the individual's bodily condi .
tion becomes. irreversibly and irrepar
ably, terminally III, and if death is im.
minent.'
Another shoncoming In Section II
of the Supportive Care Plan concerns
an inconsistency. The long Preamble
states that these guidelines 'do not
address situations involving individu .
als who were never competent (new.
borns, mentally retarded)." However,
since some Incompetent newborns
and many mentally retarded persons
become nursing home residents,
these individuals would very probably
fall into the second or third category
of patients for whom supponive care
might be considered.

The Need to Define Terms
The Supportive Care Plan uses mis
leading and ill.defined terms. The
term "supponive care' is itself very
confusing, especially when people
are facing a crisis; the supportive
Care Plan lacks a clear statement that
'supportive care' may hasten death.
To a frail person, the wends 'soppy
tive care" may seem to mean the op

/94
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isrme in What is intended A ts'rfli
law 'death allowing care goal,' used
in the islitAG Guidelines. is offered as
a more aetillale, properly descriptive
term once such a care plan would al
low death without plevennve treat
mem and could hasten death
AnOther shoncomang in this ihnu

mem is the lack iii a semis ileoued
to defining language used thrimgh
out such terms as 'hopeless.- 'print I
pled amnia, h." 'meaningful Illlerat'
and 'high dealer of cenainti'
le.We the reader with lade cenamtv oh
what is meant
Consumers must have acres: to the
in'inmation necessary to make

thoughtful. protective decisions The
information must enable them tn un,
derstand clearly their physicians and
facilities' values and policies

Protection o. the Questionably
Competent Person
The Supportive Care Plan lacks suffi
cient protections for nursing home
residents, especially those who are in.
competent Or questionably compe
tent. li is well known that care and
treatment in nursing homes often fall
shon of even minimal standards.' A
1982 study commissioned by the
Health Care Financing Administration
revealed that about 60 percent of the

nation's doctorsthe professionals
who would have the most authority
under the Supportive Care Platt for
imposing 'supponive care plans
avoid nursing home residents.' Despite the clear evidence of problems
in the care provided by nursing
homes, there has not been a substantial improvement in the standard of
care achieved In nursing homes.' Parnal deregulation of the nursing home
indusuy in the past few years has further threatened the health and wellbeing of nursing home residents.'
The inception of the DRG system
(Diagnosis Related Groups) has
caused advocates to worry that nurs.
Mg home residents might be returned
prematurely from hospitals to long .

standards iii t afe and treatment rather
than on Writing decenournalang pro
cedures whit h discriminate against
persons dependent oil [IOW qualm
nursing Iltinles tir usuntereqed
putlessuusals

The Supportive Care Plan is
confusing and discriminates
against persons with disabilities.
Many nursing homes have difficulty
in properly foil/wane laws and regula
tams which ate simpler than the
guidelines found in the Supportive
Care Plait Evidence of this problem
is nationwide and includes state
health depanment reports showing
that many nursing homes do not
properly Implement laws and regula.

mins."
The NHAG Guidelines provide that
a fair evaluation of the health conci .
min of any nursing home resident
should include. hut not be limited to,
the following questions as they affect

the individual resident
I I Do the facility's nursing care,
medical care, and social services
meet state and federal standards?
2) Does the environment en .
courage meaningful. supponive interaction between residents
and °diets?

3) Are meaningful, lifeenriching
activities available for all resi .
dents at the facility, and are resi .
dents encouraged to panicipate?
41 Are all residents' civil and hu .
man rights fully protected? Are
residents encouraged to exercise
these rights?

SI Is the resident free of medica
tions which may cause: dimin .

ished activity and/or diminished
motivation and/or other debilitating side-effects (such as lack of
communication)?"

term care facilities.' If the environ

Such extensive considerations are
lacking in the Supportive Care Platt.
1 '.e Supportive Care Platt needs to

mem needlessly CaUses or facilitates

provide greater protection for resi

the patient's decline, then it Is unconscionable to harm the victim funher
by imposing a supponive-care plan
Society must focus on improving

dents who refuse treatment, the recommendations ignore many consider .
atlons that may arlSe in such situa-

104
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tion, For example, the NHAG Guide

Imes 'impose that lure hoult) he de
tailed documentation in the ineiln al
f et MI

II that the resident is legally Ash
dead% i mullet ent

21 that the resident made the de
isn ill !tech and w idiom duress.
31 that the iesident intemmils
have liven i leach. nterpreted.
that as Jut:Willed
evaluation. die iesident is not
tering If.1111 pssi bolognal depre
soon or the eilects ot chemical
SI that the resident Was. before
refusing a treatment. fully in
liumed of the range of available
neatments and then conse
quences. as well as the come
quences of nontreatment,
61 that the resident was encour
aged to. and given agreed upon
time to. reconsider the decision.
that possible extenuating en
vaimmental factors (such as
those enumerated in the para
graphs above) have been consid
ered as potentially influenrmg
the resident's decision, and
8) that the resident was given
the opponunity to summon rela .
lives, friends, advocates, or
professionals for alternative coun
seling in the matter
The Task Force stoles essentially no
acknowledgemem to the regrettable
fact that the immediate family does
not always strive for the best interests
of its members. Family members do
not necessarily share the same values
with respect to life-and.cleath tiedsions To rely on the family, with no
cautions regarding potential conflicts
of interest. Is untenable. Testimony
before the United States House Select
Committee on Aging In April 1980
and in March 1981 produced mot.
dence of extensive abuse against the

elderly within families." lit numerous
states, the emergence of statutes for
the protection of vulnerable adults.
often based on child protection laws.
reflects general recognition of and
concern about abuse and neglect of
adults with mental and physical disa

Mines "
In contlast. the NHAG Guidelines
stress that the best interests of the

.
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ERROR IN FOOTNOTE e
Thece are two separate civil rigL:s cases.
State v. Hoyt was about First Amendment
A conviction for trespass wag
rights.
reversed by the Minnesota Supreme Court.

Hoyt v. St. Mary's Rehabilitation Center
was about a restraining order to ensure
that available emergency medical treatment would be given a patient should she
ever need it. Hoyt v. St. Mary's was
not teversed. The restraining ofder remains
in efieet.
More information on these two cases may
be obtained from Jane Hoyt, 130 Southeast
Warwick Street, Minneapolis, MN 55414
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Correspondence
Ordinary, Inhumane, and
Supportive Care
Dear Editors

The guidelines ol the Task Force
on Suppirtive Care, published in the
bine issue, are an imponant first draft
of a poliq tin limited treatment plans
for long term care residents But, the
Task Fort e.% approach represents i t
turn 10 the flawed concept of 'ordo
italy care where medical Ore In par
owned into categories (life extend
mg vs palliative therapies) in a way
that circumvents a fully individualized
evalualion of a resident's care
Supponive care is defined in the
document as 'treatment to preserve
comfon but not to prolong life The
assessment of when prolongation of
life absolutely ceiNes to he i fire
plan ohiective is a fundamental ethi
cal concern hut i relatively less COM
mon clinical one. In a resident's bal .
ancing of the invasive. costly or disl0 .
caring burdens of medical treatment
against the treatment 5 ability to main
min i marginally acceptable status
quo. individual life-extending treat .
ments weigh in quite differently For
most residents, the answer to the
question, 'Is life-extension a prior .

iry, will he quite different if the subtea is resuscitation vs a shon hospi
talization to treat a kidney infection
vs. a clinic visit for x-rays vs the triv .
lal inconvenience of urine cultures
and a week of oral antibiotics vs. the
benign daily medication for silent,
potentially lethal conditions.
Nursing homes cannot be expected
to develop two separate limitedtreat

mem policiesone for the few, for
viblm life.extension is not a priority
in any sense, and the other for the

mammy who would decline highly
burdensome therapies while continu .
mg to desire less burdensome, lifeextending preventive and acute care.
The Task Force's laudable emphasis
on consent and individualized medi .
cal orders does not allay the danger
posed to the malority of residents by
policies defining life.extension as in .
appropriate when burdensome thera .
pies are declined. It is easy to imag.
Me a resident, content with a panially
disabled existence, agreeing to a sup .
ponive care plan to limit resuscita.

non. intensive care, and even hospi
taliution Later, a caregiver. seeing
ahe supportive care plan, inlets that
life extension Is not a priority for this
resident, and treats a potentially lethal
hladder lemon with analgesics in

lead a

9,1M1011CS or

treatment of an asymptomatic cardiac
arrydunta precipitating sudden death
because a 'life threatening condition
which
does mu cause
pain
normally would not he
treated '
Policies guiding decisions to limit
medical care in long term care facilities should provide for a decision
making process where residents not
only consent to their medical care,
hut define how they would choose in
the trade-offs between burdens, bene
fits and competing priorities, as well

Steven Miles, M.D.
Assistant Professor of Internal
Medicine
Geriatric Research, Education, and
Clinical Center
Veterans Administration Med. Ctr.
Minneapolis, Minnesota

themselves Society in the Iasi five
years has moved to reinforce the self
worth of the handicapped by niain
streaming them, but the Task nitre
wishes to prey on their self douhts by
whispering, 'If you wish to do the 110
hle thing and the, we'll help you to
go painlessly '
By capitalizing on the much publi
cized discussions of 'death with dig
nity, the Task Force demonstrates
the danger inherent in allowing hu
man beings to determine at what
point dignity requires death. What
maned as a movement to refrain from
using heroic measures on a dying in
dividual by writing DNR orders, has
turned Into a movement advocating
not treating such curable diseases as
pneumonia in patients with debilitating injury Who will he next um the
list of 'undesirables?'
In conclusion, although the Task
Forte righteously stresses the essential dignity of human life by empha
sizing maintaining dignity to the end,
it is presumptuous In taking upon it
self both the du:y of defining the use
fulness and wonh of life and the re
sponsibility of recommending the cut-

Dear EditorsUnder the guise of compassion and
humane consideration, the Task Force
on Supponive Care has put forth an
insidious and dangerous plan to rid
society of those who it feels can no
longer interact physically in a mean.

off point at which life is no longer
meaningful and wonh preserving.

Ingful way with their environment, of

Stony Brook, New York

those who offend society's sensibili .
ties by approaching imminent death,
and of those who fall to demonstrate
an awareness of self. While the Task
Force limits Itself to this group today,
it may, in the future, include handi .
capped infants and the mentally re.
tarded.
The Task Force stresses that the fl .
nal decision rests with the competent
candidate or the family or friends of
the Incompetent beneficiary. Yet, by
presenting its Institutionalized pro.
gram to people who have not realized
that they have such a serious prob .
lem, the Task Force is subtly applying
pressure on such people to accept
that decision which will be most
pleasing to society. Simply stated, it is
telling the handicapped to avoid un .
pleasnuness and quietly remove

274 tat, Maim no 6 Hrabb Caw
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Mtn M. Halpert, R.R.A.
Risk Management Coordinator
Camelot Community Residence
Program

Two Task Force Members Reply
Although time constraints were such
that the Task Force was unable to
draft a reply to the above comments,
we would like to respond personally,
based upon our involvement in the
Task Force's activities.
Dr. Mlles correctly points out that
supponive care plans represent a con
tinuum in terms of specific treatment
options, rather than the extremes of
maximal treatment and no treatment
it all. The Task Force, attare of this
continuum. focused on the individ.
ual's right to choose. Thus, it strongly
emphasized throughout the document
the imponance of individualizing the
supponive care plan and of involving

Continued on page 279
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Correspondence continued fnint Palle 274
the resident and his or her family to
the greatest degree possihle
In response to Ms lialpen's letter,
we simply disagree with her opinion

is cited as though it were an appeal of
flop r St Mare's Rehabilitation COM.
ten No 773SSS (Dist Ct , Hennepin
County, Minn February 13, 1981)

of the Task Force's motives and mitten

In Hoyt v St Mary's Rehabilitation

tinny In fact, one of the central tea
sons we had in helping to draft the
guidelines was the need to counter
such views as those expressed in her
letter React ns like hers, both here
tn Minnesota and elsewhere, have
convinced us even more of the right
ness of our decision to take on the
necessary but onerous task of formu
lattng general guidelines in admit
tedly controversial and valueladen

Center, I obtained a permanent re
straining order to remove a do.not
resuscitate order from the medical
chart of a resident in the facility. In
Minnesota v Hoyt, the Supreme
Court of Minnesota reversed a convie
min for trespass at Si. Isfary's Rehabili,
moon Center. I had been arrested
after refusing to be barred from the
facility after filing various health care
complaints with official agencies
This access case does not pertain to
the issue of withholding or withdraw.
ing medical treatment and was not
cited in the original paper.

areas

Ronald E. Cranford, M.D.
Associate Physician in Neurology
Hennepin County Medical Center
Minneapolis, Minnesota

Barbara). Blumer,3.D.

Jane D. Hoyt, Ed. M.
Nursing Home Action Group
St. Paul, Minnesota

Broeker. Hardeldi, Hedges IS Grant
Bloomington, Minnesota

Correction in Commentary on the
Supportive tare Plan
Dear Editors:
James Davies and I very much appre

dated the opportunity to write the
Commentary responding to the Sul).
porn!? Care Plan in the June Issue.
We would like to note, however, an
error in footnote 3 made by the echto,
nal staff The court case, Minnesota r
Hoyt, 304 N W.2d 884 (Minn. 19811,
Dee exam., 1964
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Solidarity
Day
Coalition
Celebrate

the pag,

Issues for the present, Independence for the future

SOLIDARITY DAY, held on September 24th, 1983, was the coming together
of some 33 organizations representing different disabilities, the
purpose of which was to celebrate the 10 ycars since the 1973 Rehab
Act, as well as to combine our forces to frm a new action coalition.
Among the 33 groups which participated, representatives from over 20
groups attended the convention. These were:
Advocating Change Together
American Council for the Blind
Center for EdUcation of Non-traditional Students
Currie Area Center
Division of Vocational Rehabilitation
League of Disabled Voters
Metro Center for Independent Living
Metro Deaf Seniors
Metro Handicapped Coalition
Mpls Mayor's Advisory Commission
MPLS Assoc for Retarded Citizens
M.S. Society
Nursing Home Action Group
Nursing Home Residents Advisory Council
Richfield Adult Disabled Group and Friends
School Legislative Issues Committee of the MN Speech & Language
Hearing Assoc
SPEAKOUT
Spina Bifida Assoc of MN
UNICORN
UHF

Several resolutions werc passed, covering a range of concerns
reflecting the disabled community. Among these was the following:
BE IT RESOLVED that the Solidarity Day Coalition opposes the initiation
of "supportive-care-only" plans/orders, (the withholding of ordinary
death-presenting medical treatment)on the basis of physical or mental
disability.

This resolution passed unanimously.
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Minnesota
Association for Retarded Citizens
3225 Lyndale Avenue South, Minneapolis, Minnesota 55408
(812) 827-5841
Toll Free 1-(800) 582-5258
OPPICEIS
Pnelent
ANNUM 01 10

July 13. 1984
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To Whom It May Concern:

111:211011111

1WIR 1.0("1000

We wish to make you aware of the position of our organization
With respect to the Supportive Care guidelines.
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Our organization initially had serious concerns about the guidelines, particularly: (1) that the Supportive Care guidelines would
obviously be applied to mentally retarded Minnesotans since
mentally retarded people, like other Minnesotans, may live in
nursing homes; and (2) that the "protections" afforded by the
guidelines are not sufficient to adequately safeguard the rights
and lives of mentally retarded and similarly disabled Minnesotans,
and (3) that paragraph 2 on page 6 in particular, and other
sections more generally, show a dangerous devaluing of the lives
of persons who are mentally retarded, or have similar conditions,
a devaluing which when combined with the lack of adequate protections in the guidelines could leave disabled people in a very
vulnerable position.
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Having taken our concerns to Supportive Care guideline task force
members in previous months, we are now aware that changes needed
to protect disabled Minnesotans cannot be made expeditiously.
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We therefore wish to let it be known that'our organization stands
Su ortive Care
ui e nes. ringerfibit-our or anization wiTT-taxe action ro
assure that thiii---WiTTges are not impiemet aTirThrb-Ofs
menta retardation.
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Darlene M. Olson, Chair
Governmental Affairs Committee
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CITY Or SAINT PAUL
(WPM: Or TUE H..1/4Y011
047 CITY !MALL
MAINT PAUL,MINNESOTA 01,1014
(012: 000.4000

oromor LATIMER
MAYOR

July 25, 1985

TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN:

Please be advised that the Saint Paul Mayor's Advisory Committee
for Handicapped Persons met on July 24, 1985, 7:00 p.m., Room 356
City Hall and the following resel.ution was passed by the committee.
RESOLVED, that the Saint Paul Mayor's Advisory Committee for
Handicapped Persons has deep concerns regarding the issue of the
withholding of food and hydration, and
FUR2HER RESOLVED, we believe that full access to food and water is a
basic civil.and human right and should never be withheld on the basis
of physical or mental disability.

722512..,Te

4id)
Wayne Wittman, Chairnan

WW/JM/olp
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Jeanette McDougal, Vice Ch
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arc

minnesota

Association for Retarded Citizens

Toll Free 1030015825256
3225 Lynda le Avenue South, Minneapolis, MN 55408-3699
(612)-827-5641
Jennifer Oh.)
Mention meignts

.... vice imnitint
B ud Mono
Minn/won

Sec000 Wee Prsidnt
Robert Monti

mann

BE IT RESOLVED THAT:

The Association for Retarded Citizens Minnesota has deep con-

Secretary

an minions

It Paul

cerns regarding the issue of withholding food and hydration.

Tenure,

Stewart Shaw

It Paw

We believe that full access to food and water is a

basic

civil and human right and should never be withheld

on the

immetliate Pest Pretioent

M Supine moot

cram.
Ilmtarran

basis' of mental or physical disability, regardless of the

wren Denson

D onn

Can Siorkluno
ukeemio

itireti groat

Fairmont
Nancy Commerfons
Hastings

Angi Cvengros

presence of terminal illness.
Approved by the ARC Minnesota
Governmental Affairs Committee
July 25, 1985
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